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Established January, 1846
Hupper's Degree

Intend ee Second Clan matter at Poet OBI'-..
Rockland Maine, under the Act ol March 3 UTS.

C-D Leaders

Tenant’s Harbor Man a
Graduate From Harvard
University
More than 3,000 students received
degrees from Harvard University at
Commencement Exercises June 19.
More than a thousand of the
graduates were Seniors who re
ceived the degree of Bachelor of
Arts. The remaining 2.000 students
received advanced degrees from
Harvard's graduate and profession
al schools of Arts and Sciences,
Education, Design. Public Admini
stration. Law. Medicine. Public
Health. Business Administration
and Divinity.
Traditional rituals of Commence
ment Day at the nation’s oldest
college included a chapel service
for seniors, the arrival of Gov.
Dever, behind an escort of mounted
lancers, an academic procession of
University officers, dignitaries, stu
dents and alumni, Latin and Eng
lish orations by students and the
conferring of degrees by President
James B Conant.
Addresses were given by Presi
dent Conant, Gov. Dever, William
M Rand. President of the Harvard
Alumni Association, and honorary
degree recipients
Commencement was the climax
of a week of festivities at Harvard
marked by the return of members
of 70 Harvard College alumni
classes reaching back 74 years to
the Class of 1878
Among the graduates who re
ceived the degree of A B was
John R. Hupper of Tenant's Har
bor, Bowdoin '48

Lock Car Doors

“And Train Youngsters To
Leave Them Alone,”
Says deWinter

Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt

HEAR
BILLY GRAHAM
HOUR OF DECISION
STODAY AT 3.30 P. M
STATION WLAW

123 8-tf

Lobsters - Clams
WHOLESALE and RETAIL

FREE SEACOAST
PICNIC GROUNDS
Open Every Night until 8 P. M.

Sim's
Lobster Pound

Rockland Legionnaires will ex
tend an invitation to the Depart
ment of Maine to hold Its conven
tion In Rockland In June of 1953
The official invitation will be ex
tended on the convention floor at
Old Orchard next week by Com
mander Lawrence Mayo and the
delegates from Winslow-HolbrookMerritt Post
Members of the post voted unan
imously Thursday evening to un
dertake the project It will mean
Leroy M. McCluskey
entertaining several thousand LeWith this edition. The Courier- J gionnalres In the city for a four
Gazette starts a series of pictures j day period the latter part of next
and sketches on Civil Defense per ! June.
sonnel in the county. First is
A report of the survey made the
Leroy M McCluskey of Warren, ! past week by an Investigating com
Knox County director.
mittee headed by Donald Kelsey
Having retired from the Coast
was made by him at the meeting.
Guard with the rank of lieuten
It showed that there is adequate
ant-commander, he and his wife,
housing and feeding facllitits in
Marian, make their home at War
the area to accommodate the conren.
ventloi.
Very much civic minded, they
Finances as far as the required
have entered many of the commun
ity activities where their energetic deposit when the convention is asj signed, has been cared for. Hotel
work has made them popular.
As Knox County director of men Nathan Berliawsky of the
Civil Defense, Mr. McCluskey heads Thorndike Hotel and Roger Sonan organization of volunteer work 1 nabend of the Samoset have made
ers ready to render aid in an available $800 which must be de| posited with the convention com
emergency.
He is the connecting link between mittee of the state department.
Nathan Fuller, secretary of the
State and local forces.
Thanks to his leadership, tact, Chamber of Commerce, himself a
tireless efforts and pleasing per , former Department of Maine vice
sonality, he commands the support j commander, has made a complete
of the entire county C-D staff, as ■ survey of housing facilities, meetsuring the area of trained and ’ ing places and feeding services. In
addition, contact has been made
competent help in time of need.

All Readers of The
Courier-Gazette Are

Invited to Send Service
Items for This Column.

★
Cpl. Miles Cramer, son ol Mr
and Mi's. Clinton Cramer of Union
is in a hospital in Korea. His ad
dress is Cpl Miles C. Cramer,
51038682, Btry B 140 AAA AWBN
(SP) APO 6, San Francisco. Calif.
e »

*
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Pfc. Adelbert D. Smalley Is serv-

TEL. 733

BOCKLAND, ME.
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with present department officials
to In'orm them of the local post's
Intention of seeking the convention
next year.
Last Convention in '35

Rockland entertained the Legion
naires in 1£<35 in a convention
which has been referred to as on®
of the best the Department ever
held. Then, the Rockland post h»d
some 250 members Today, th®
membership is upward of 600.
The post in those days, had the
Limerock street home, which was
located on the second and third
floors of the old YMCA building
Today, the post has a $30,000 hotne
on Maverick street and a golf
course adjoining.
Hotel, camp and tourist cabin ac
commodations have increased tre
mendously since the thirties to
reach the point where all those
coming to the convention can be
conveniently housed within a few
miles around the city

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

I AM OPENING A
REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE OFFICE
at
170 MAVERICK STREET - ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1538
I have several prospective buyers and certain
properties available for sale. If you wish to buy
or sell real estate, farm or cottage property call us
on the phone or come and talk the matter over.
Prompt, interested, effective service will be given
each prospect.

JAMES S. COUSENS
LICENSED REAL ESTATE BROKER

■—........

WANTED

Men and Women

APPLY AT ONCE
Rockland
Poultry Co.
41 TILLSON AVENUE
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the selection of the Sea Princess
at a ball in Watts Hall the evening
of July 3, at the height of the
town's annual Fourth of July cele
bration.
The celebration, which has grown
every year since its inception,
promises to be larger than ever this
year. The contest and the ball
will be one of the many highlights
of the holiday event.

The Sea Princess from Thomas
ton will join Sea Princesses from
other coastal communities of
Maine at the Maine Seafoods Fes
tival. From their ranks will come
the Festival's Sea Goddess of 1952.
Sponsoring the Thomaston cele
bration and the contest are Thom
aston Legionnaires and firemen,
plus merchants and professional
people of the community.

Lots Of Fish

William D. Talbot

Smith Lowe will officiate at both
services.
Bearers for the services will be
Joseph Robinson, George Bernier.
Kenneth Lord. John G. Snow,
Stewart C. Burgess and William E.
Koster

Not So Many As In 1950 Prominent Mason Stricken
In Business Section On
But the Value Was
Thursday Afternoon
Greater
William D Talbot of Talbot ave
Landings of fishery products at
Maine ports in 1951 totaled 220.922.- nue. Rockland, died at 11 p. m.
749 pounds, valued at J15,606.047 to ' Thursday following an ill turn in
the fishermen. This represents a de the First National Bank about 1
crease of 37 percent in quantity but I o'clock that afternoon.
Mr. Talbot had long been active
an increase of six percent in value in Masonic affairs both on the
compared with the previous year. local level and that of state-wide
Decreases in herring landings of Masonry. He was a 32d Degree
125.7 million pounds and ocean Mason and had served as Grand
perch (rosefish) landings of 5.3 Commander of the Grand Com
million pounds were mainly respon mandery of Maine.
sible for the reduced 1951 catch
He was born in Rockport May 8,
figure.
1886 to David and Cora Hewett
During the year, landings at Talbot.
Portland totaled 56,939,727 pounds,
Surviving are his widow, the for
valued at $2394.696. Imports of mer Pauline Graham, and two
fresh sea herring into the Maine daughters, Joan Murray Talbot
and New Hampshire Customs Dis and Marion Hewett Talbot, and
trict during 1951 totaled 38.616.8C6 two cousins.
pounds.
Mr. Talbot was a past master of

Fact-finders are as much needed
in this country today as pathfinders
were in the early days.
Samoset Also, Donald Kelsey, head
of the investigating committee: Sid
Cullen of The Courier-Gazette;
Past Commander Austin Brewer,
Past Commander Ervin Curtis, Jo
seph McGinley, John Breen and
Commander Mayo.
The motion to extend the invita
tion was made by John Breen and
seconded by John Leo. It was
passed without opposition.
An ammendment was made to
the motion by Past Commander
Kelsey who moved that should the
convention be assigned elsewhere
for next year that the post place an
invitation for 1954 on the conven
tion floor. It passed with the mo
tion for the 53 invitation.

Twenty-Fifth Annual Meeting and Banquet of
Warren Alurrmi Association

THURSDAY, JUNE 26
ODD FELLOWS HALL, WARREN

Supper at 6.30 P. M. Music and Entertainment.
Annie Lehto,
Secretary.
75-76

CARD OF APPRECIATION
I wish to express appreciation for the fine sup

port accorded me by my many friends in Knox
County at the June 16th Primary election.

RALPH E. WINCHENPAW
Friendship, Maine.
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Thomaston now has five girls
competing for the title of Sea
Princess to the Maine Seafoods
Festival. From the group of five
beauties will be chosen the girls
who will be eligible for the title of
Maine Sea Goddess at the Festival
ball the evening of Friday, Aug. 1.
A Thomaston committee, headed
by Dr Eivind Moss., is conducting
the contest which will end with

NOTICE

Stuart C. Burgess,
President

,<m

Photo by Cullen
Thomaston Is destined to send a beauty to the Maine Seafods Festival as its Sea Princess, whichever
one of the young ladies pictured above the judges choose. Left to right are: Eini Riutta of Warren. Doris
lfemy. Thomaston; Maida Jenkins. Thomaston: Faustina Gushee. Appleton and Ruth Lantz of St. George.

Plan Real Drive At Convention

Delegates will go to Old Orchard
and the convention next week well
armed to support the city’s claiiri
for the meeting next June.
The Samoset Hotel donated spe
cial presentation folders which are
now being prepared. In these fold
ers will go the Chamber of Com
merce "Welcome To Rockland"
folder. The Maine Seafoods Festi
val folder, hotel and cabin infor
mation from the Chamber of Com
merce and an Invitation from th®
city government to hold the con
vention here. Also, folders from the
Thorndike Hotel and Hotel Rock
land, plus the official Invitation of
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post to
their fellow Legionnaires across the
state.
Two thousand of these presenta
tion packets will be placed in the
hands of delegates next Thursday'
at Old Orchard, telling the story of
the city and extending the invi
tation.

stnpe'n'
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Castine Graduate Gamache
Promoted By Navy, Sent
To Salvage Training

Post Voted

The Courier-Gazette is preparing
a special edition which will run
3,000 or more and which will be
distributed to all delegates and be
distributed on the convention floor
The edition will contain many pic
tures of the city and tell the story
generally of facilities offered here
ing with the 633 Engineers in for the convention.
Korea. He is the son of Arthur
A Unanimous Decision
Smalley. 238 Main street, and would
The pros and cons of the project
be glad to hear from friends, espe were discussed at the Legion meet
cially his schoolmates. His ad ing Thursday evening with several
dress is: Pfc. Adelbert D Smalley, speaking on the work which has
RA. 11197162. 633 Eng. I..E. Co, been done and the possibilities
APO 301, % Postmaster, San Fran ahead. Speaking were Nathan Bercisco, Calif.
liawsky of the Thorndike Hotel;
• • • •
Nathan Fuller, Chamber of Com
Marine Corporal Earle K Brad merce and Roger Sonnabend of the
bury. son of Mr and Mrs. Brad
bury, Box 153. Rockland, is cur
rently serving with the famed First
Marine Division in Korea.

waste. The uniform quality of

Albert E. MacPhail

Thomaston Sending Sea Princess To Festival

Special Courier Edition

\pyR0fAX GAS-
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Volume 107, Number 75

Old Orchard Session Next Week

cars. Children do not realize the
danger They must be told in no
uncertain terms that they should
not fool with door handles and that
8PKUCE HEAD, MAINE
64-118 they should not learn out car win
dows
e e e e
“We know
that somebodies’
Ralph W. Harford, Jr., age 18,
children will be killed and Injured
this Summer by falling from cars. Union, enlisted in the US Air Force,
Don't let your child be one of with rank of A B. He was sworn
in on June 17. and will report to
them."
Sampson AFB. New York, as his
initial assignment. Airman Har
Always Clean
ford is the son of Mrs. Louise L.
arford. Union. He attended Union
Always Uaiferm
Past Masters'
High School and played on base
ball teams for three years in High
Night
School.
MONDAY, JUNE 23
• • • •
Wayne
Drinkwater,
son of Mr.
FRIENDSHIP
and Mrs. Leland Drinkwater, War
MASONIC HALL
ren street, Rockland, has recently
LOBSTER STEW SUPPER
been promoted to Staff Sergeant.
6.30 P. M.
His address is S Sgt. Wayne Drink
Work in Master Mason Degree
water, PP 3728th Tr Sqn. Lackland
Awarding of 25 Year Buttons
Air Force Base, San Antonio,
PYIOFAX Gai burns with •
Texas
n, blue (lama-without soot, odor
OFAX Gas-guarded by a series
xaciing conirols-gives you the
1 efficient fuel for cooking, wslealing. refrigeration. See us lo
for the bast in gas applianceehsaf In bottled gu service.

15 00 per year
13 50 tlx month*

EIGHT PAGES—Sc COPY

Thursday To Give Invitation At

slone.”

This was the advice offered to
Maine motorists by Lieut. John
isWlnter Director, Division of
rraffic and Safety, Maine State
Police.
"Every year.” continued Lieu
tenant deWinter. “we have tragic
leaths and serious injuries caused
by youngsters falling from moving

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 21, 1952

CITY INVITES LEGIONNAIRES

"Lock those car doors and train
the youngsters to leave them

M3 MAIN 8T.

-mi/fons fame tfiem tfieref

Creswell Gamache. son of Lt.
and Mrs Samuel Gamache of
Camden has been promoted from
ensign USNR to lieutenant, Junior
grade, effective June 10.
Lieutenant Gamache is a gradu
ate of the Maine Maritime Acad
emy at Castine and of Rockland
High School. He went directly to
Navy duty from the academy and
has served nearly two years aboard
the USS Andromeda (AKA 15) in
the Pacific.
He now has orders to report to
the Navy Salvage School at
Bayonne, N J., Aug. 9. He will be
home on leave several days prior
to reporting to the school where
he will take a 14-week course In
salvage operations and diving.
His duty with the Navy has been
extended 18 months to Include the
school and duty with a salvage
unit.
A number of Castine graduates
are serving with the Navy as deck
or engineering officers. That they
are proving capable officers, sea
men and engineers is indicated by
the willingness of the service to
continue their periods of duty in
many instances.

The one sure way to get out a
heavy vote in our presidential elec
tions would be to tell the citizens
they can’t.
During the swimming season the
"water that wasn't aeep” takes ths
place of the "gun that wasn’t
loaded.’’

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to soma
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
LIFE’S JOURNEY

Lyford Ross
No Verdict Yet On Cause Of
Death Of Vinalhaven Man
Found On Lincoln Farm

I never see a man in "oils”
But I am wont to say:
There goes a man who always toils
No matter what the day.
'•He knows the bleak, the dark, the
dank.
The storm and ebbtide low;
He knows of every ship that sank
From here to Scapa Flow.”
And when I see a man in oils
I think of that . . and morel
Are we not all a-sall at sea,
Hard-pressed to reach the shore?
For life is really a Journey
That each man sails alone,
Through calm and storm, through
wind and rain,
On. toward the last great Homs.
And God has planned that those
who trbst
His grace shall safely lan<L
How do I know? When the wild
gales blow,
He guides me with His hand!

Lyford Ross, 52, of Vinalhaven
was found dead by searchers on the
Will Lincoln Farm about 6 p. m.,
Thursday. No official verdict as to
the cause of death has yet been re
leased.
The man was known to have been
ill and despondent.
He was first missed about 11
o’clock in the morning. Parties of
townspeople searched for him
throughout the day with one group
discovering his body floating in a
Aurora Lodge A F & A. M. of tidewater brook on the Lincoln
Rockland; Past High Priest of King farm.
—Selected.
Solomon Chapter; Past Illustrious
Summer flowers are not so
Master of King Hiram Council and
Past Commander of Claremont pretty when arranged around your STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
hospital bed Drive carefully and So. Thomaston Grange Hail
Commandery.
He was a member of the Scot enjoy them on the countryside.
EVERY SATURDAY NIOHT
tish Rite Bodies of Rockland and
Woodcock's Orchestra—8.10 te 13.
From the statements of their
DOOB PRIZE WEEKLY
the Grand Consistory of Maine,
campaign
managers
it
is
hard
to
6-ThJtS-tf
32d Degree. He also held member
ship in the Red Cross of Constan see how their candidates can lose
tine. Kora Temple Shrine and the in the November election.
BUILDERS—
Knox Shrine Club.
One of America's greatest dan
He w as a member of the financial
gers is its complacency.
Pour Concrete PIERS
committee of the Grand Encamp
ment, Knights Templar; the Past
APPLICATIONS
and COLUMNS
Officers Association of Rockland
and the Past Grand Commanders
Are Being Accepted for
Association of the state, and a
from 3 " to 24" 1.0.
Permanent Sales Positions
member of Golden Rod Chapter of
At
FASTER - CHEAPER
Eastern Star.
SENTER-CRANE'S
He was commodore of the Rock
75-76
BETTER
land Yacht Club and took a lively
interest in yachting the past sev
with
eral years.
In the business world, he was a
director of the First National
Bank of Rockland and of the
LamineteB
•OCOMYBOTTLO
Maine Automobile Association, and
Fibre TeMeg
VACUUM
for a number of years was owner
Specially Treated lot Saiy Stripping
and operator of the W. O. Hewett,
AKgn*
Co., department store, now SenterBrace.
Crane Company.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p. m., from the Uni
COMPTON’S
versalist Church, of which he was
a member. Committal services will
383 MAIN ST, BOCKLAND
TEL llii
be held at Evergreen Cemetery in
8-S-tf
Portland at 5 p. m. Rev. John

Mobil'flome

0

Available up to S8*
lofig, SONOTUBI3 eea
bo cut to lengths on the
fob and are for one-time i

UNION FUEL COMPANY
Henry A. Leonard, Prop.

Specify

So/iofuAes

UNION, MAINE

for Pier and Colnmn Werk

TELEPHONE 24

PASSMORE

LUMBER CO.

RANGE OIL-FUEL OIL

By the Arch—Where

Prompt, Dependable and Automatic Deliveries

73-78

•Stt^CAMDEN
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FROM MEMORY'S REALM

MAYO'S SPORTING COLUMN

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

STRAND THEATRE, SUNDAY AND MONDAY

OUTDOOR

Recalling What Albert Averill Wrote Topheavy Games In the Little League—

About "The Passing Of the Coaster"

>

AROUND
V
KWOX COUNTY |

Norwood Pitching For Marines

'By Bob Mayo)
2 0 1 0 7 0 1 0 0-11-13-1
Kiwanis entrenched itself more Waldoboro,
(Second Installment)
up sand or gravel, revealed the Hrmly atop the Roflcland Little
0 2 0 0 3 0 1 0 x- 6- 5-3
At one time when my father was nature of the bottom If the bot- League Thursday night by winning
Dennis Sawyer and Dana Saw
by
...
.
: tom was rocky, the soap” would over the Lions 13-2. The game bare yer; lives. Bowman (5) and Hart.
running a little trading
schooner
■Ralph vJ. TVler
i bring up nothing From their ly attained the legal limit of four
* * • •
along the Maine coast, a theatrical I knowledge of the coast they some.
Rockport took over first place in
innings before the rains came in
company engaged him to transport
times sounded their way in thick ! ernest Ronnie Hill pitched a four the Suburban League via a 7-4 win
Gene Letourneau. Press Herald's striped bass is a great sport along
them to Eastport
weather.
; hitter for the winners who were over Thomaston Wednesday night.
outdoor columnist came out last the Massachusetts coast.
He took on a pilot while going
I have seen vessels sounded into never in trouble after Gene Ripley Two wild pitches, two passed balls
•• • •
through the unfamiliar channels
week with a perfect answer to a
an anchorage in thick fog This i siatnmed a bases loaded homer in and three vital errors nullified the
Could the mystery of the missing
on his route. The trip had hardly method would have been suicide
Edmund O’Brien. Dean Jagger and Sterling Hayden hold the star problem that has long puzzled me. brown trout released in Lermond
Thomaston hitting superiority and
begun when a case of liquor was to one who did not know the sea I the first inning which saw eight
cost the game. Sonny Wentworth ring roles in “Denver and the Rio Grande," technicolor film opening at A very simple one too, considering Pond since November 1948 have de
runs
in
all
cross
the
plate
Jordan
produced from the baggage of the
the Strand on Sunday. The program will continue through Monday
bottom of the coast he was ap- j and c^ey toiled in vain on
fanned ten in a nice job over the and as an added attraction on Monday night only a new Intermission how well nature looks after the veloped its first clue regarding
passengers. Pretty soon some of
proaching as one knows the streets j hiu for the losers gcore
route to best Johny Minott whose Game will be introduced. Entitled "Honey-Pot” this game party is sure
there where-abouts recently?
welfare of its wild life.
them became hilarious Now a
in his own town.
! Kiwanlg
8 3 2 x—13-14-3 control was off. Leroy Cook of to provide lots of fun between shows along with the presenting of cash
You know after Prof. Gerald
tipsy crowd is an undesirable com
I
have
repeatedly
said
that
the
Of course Phere were disasters, j Lions
10 0 1-2- 4-4 Thomaston banked a triple and prizes to fortunate patrons.
Cooper completed his survey of
plement to a ship's company and
males
of
a
mated
pair
of
birds
gen

double,
the
latter
clearing
the
bases
but the majority of these captains!
and
Jordan. Coak.
j Lermond’s in the late Summer of
as their could be no argument
in the four-run Thomaston fifth.
weathered these dangers and lived ' ley (1) and Oregory
erally assist the females in nest
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
, 1941 it was revealed to be the rlchabout that, the theatrical manager to die of old age in their homes, j
Once again a tight defense paid
. . , .
! construction and brooding of the j est pond of this area in living orwas told that one of two things They liked the life too. Occasionally '
Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW
off
for
Rockport
and
they
ended
In the best game of the Waldoeggs and young. A fact denied by I ganizms per square foot of bottom
must be done. Either the case of
one of them passed through some | boro Little League season the Wild- the game with a nice double play
[EDITORIAL]
area, suitable for fish diet Besides
liquor
must
go
overboard
or
the
.
,
..
.
,
,,
.
,
I many naturalists.
H
s
terrible experience that killed his cats nipped the league leading as Wentworth grabbed a Ralph
this it was known to have an ex
schooner would return to Rockland love of the sea My father tells of
Gene
explains
that
in
species
Laaka
liner
out
of
the
air
and
SCOUTS SIZED HIM UP
Panthers 2-1 Thursday night. It
tremely large population of pond
The gay faces drew down sadly standing on the wharf after a
where the males are conspicuously
The length to which baseball managers will go to obtain
was the Panther’s first loss of the caught the runner off first. Score:
shiners, a highly desirable forage
but as they had to make the trip hurricane and watching a vessel
Rockport,
0 1 1 3 2 0—7-4-2
promising new material has again been demonstrated by the
dressed in fetching, high colored fish upon which game fish could
year and their Wilson held the
there was nothing to do but look come to an anchorage. When the
Thomaston.
0 0 0 0 4 0—4-7-3
Red Sox in the purchase of Marty Keough who will receive
plumage the female does most of feed and develop rapidly.
Panthers to three hits. The Wild
on with drooling chins while the captain landed on the dock, father
Wentworth and Farley; Minott
$100,000 as the reward for affixing his signature to a Boston
the work The male being a "dead
cats bunched all their four hits in
stuff went over the rails. About said to him:
and Cook. Laaka (6).
Lermonds therefore had two de
contract. Keough is only 18. but he has been doing some
give away" as to the location of the
the two run third when safeties by
• • • •
this time the pilot had navigated
sirable attributes for the welfare of
“Were you out in that storm?”
marvelous stunts for his high school team in Southern Cali
nest in his eye taking raiment.
Dow, Bramhall. Wilson and Calthe schooner through the channels
Suburban League Standings
its game fish population, but Prof.
"Yes, we were outside” he re denvood paid off. The Panthers
fornia. He is a pitcher and outfielder, and has done so well
Doubtless you recall the gold
and was transported to a passing plied.
W.
L.
for himself that no fewer than eight major league teams
finch The male a vivid yellow with Cooper’s report classified its water
rallied for one in the sixth but Wil- Rockport
..................... 4
1
schooner that was returning to his
as generally undesirable for sal
have been clamoring for his services. Sorely beset for pitch
“Why,” said my father. “I did son choked them off. Score:
black trimmings so clear cut as to
Thomaston
. ..... 3
2
home port. As he stepped into his
mon and trout the year around.
not suppose anything could have ’ wildcats
0 0 2 0 0 x—2-4-1
ing material the Red Sox went the limit.
be conspicuous anywhere. The
Knoxers
1 3
dory to pull away, he whispered to
Nevertheless in the Fall of 1948,
male
bobolink,
a
master
at
song,
in
lived in that”
! Panthers
0 0 0 0 0 1—1-3-1 Lions . ............................ 1
3
my father: "Do you suppose that
"Well we are here." was all he : Wilson and Bramhall; Olsen and
his white uppers and cap and jet 1600 brown trout were planted and
BAY
STATE
QUADRUPLETS
•tuff will float?"
said But he never went to sea ' gouje
black waistcoat, with at mate even there experimentally, much the
Saturday. Doubleheader at Cam
Massachusetts now numbers among its other proud
Captain Hiram Pillsbury com again. And he had been a very ;
« « « «
more drab than the ground spar same as they were in several other
den: Rockport vs. Knoxers and
claims fhe possession of Mrs. Manning’s quadruplets. It's an
manded schooners of the I. L. Snow energetic seaman.
Saturday Shorts—Rain washed Thomaston vs. Lions. Starting time
row Or the cock pheasant, proud ponds of this area. This stocking
event
which
occurs
only
once
in
many
thousand
times,
but
and Company fleet, small schooners
Not only was skill and daring out the St. George-Camden game 1 p. m.
ly
conscious of his gorgeous plu was followed up by the addition of
of course not to be named on the same with the Dionne
while being strong and able, were demanded of these men but the at Camden Thursday night during
mage
with a mate of somber mot 32,000 more brown trout of various
quintuplets of Callander, Ontario, who survived the ills of
so heavy that some of them sat low family at home needed its courage the first inning.
Standing Rockland Little League
tled brown to match the location sizes into 1951. but no catches were
childhood
and
have
just
celebrated
their
18th
birthdays
—
and were wet in a seaway.
ever officially reported.
to endure the strain. When the
The Waldoboro
Little League
W
L.
of her precious nest.
hale, hearty, and ready for a career in college and whatever
Captain I. L. Snow was discuss sailor left the door of his home seems the tightest circuit of the Kiwanis ....................... 5
• • • •
In the Fall of '51 the pond was
0
the
world
may
have
to
offer
ing repairs. “What paint would with his clothes bag on his shoul three in the area. They have had IOOF............................. 2
2
Robins and bluebirds are already stricken from the Knox County
you put on her deck. Captain?” he der and turned the corner of the some thrillers and are being well Lions
......................... 2
3
appearing with their awkward and stocking program in the belief that
said. “Well." drawled Captain Pills street there was just one thought supported.
SWAPPING PUNCHES
Rotary
1
5
unkempt youngsters. The deadly browns were not doing well there.
bury “I think those decks had bet in every heart. Mother did not sing
• • • •
In the archives of national politics it is doubtful if there
Fishermen' who knew the attri
The Twilight League could well
work of house cats now exacts its
ter have a coat of copper (used on about the house that day but end in a triple or even four way tie
The Odd Fellows made hay with
has ever occurred a presidential canvass so bitterly fought as
heaviest toll from our little feath butes of brown trout never lost
vessels bottoms'. Generally have watched the weather. The little at the end of the half. The Waldo Rotary to the tune of 24-9 Wednes
the one in which Taft and Eisenhower are now engaged. The
ered friends and about every lawn faith in Lermonds, but many of
five or six fathoms on deck”
General got a late start due to his delayed arrival in this
children played their games in boro-Rockland game here Sunday is day night. David Hill featured for
will have its tell-tale evidence of them predicted that under normal
Another incident has been told silence, if the wind blew strong a key battle. The Clippers defeat the winners with a pair of homerrs
country but once on the field of verbal battle he is living up
tragedy in scattered feathers and water conditions a trout in Ler
about Captain Pillsbury for a and fair all day, the mother would of Waldoboro Wednesday tightened and one other hit. Billy Raye and
to his army training. Bob and Ike are certainly swapping
blood before the rearing season mond's was a trout in Alford’s be
Karl had three hits for the losers
generation. He was shipwrecked at brighten up at night and say:
punches, while it may be that in some unknown stable a dark
cause " a game fish swims up
things up.
ends.
who used four pitchers in a vain
some point near Long Island or the "Your father has had a good
• • • •
horse may be grooming
One can scarcely question the in stream.”
Jersey Coast. When his schooner chance today. He ought to be over
Red Norwood is pitching for the attempt to stem the tide. An 11Last Monday (June 9) I received
telligence of the robin, but those
struck and was breaking up one of Naatucket Shoals tomorrow”
Quantico Marines. He celebrates his run inning put the Odd Fellows
a
phone call from Farrell Sawyer
lofty
nests
which
for
years
have
MONDAY S SENATORIAL UPSET
out of reach for good. Score:
his men came to him crying. "What
telling of a brown trout he caught
If the weather should be good 23rd birthday on the 24th and has
been
built
in
the
tall
maples
in
our
Gov.
Payne's
spectacular
victory
over
Senator
Owen
3 11 6 0 4 0—24-41-4
shall 1 do, Captain?" “What shall the next day. she would sing again, already won two games. His catch IO.OF.,
yard look like suicide to me. One in Alford Lake on the previous day
Brewster has claimed nationwide attention, and was re
Rotary,
3 3 0 0 0 3— 9-12-4
I do?”
but if it was the Autumn season er is a former Triple A performer
week ago I saw one baby robin that was 24 1-2 inches long and
garded in most quarters as an upset. The Herald Tribune
Nelson,
Ames
(61
and
Tldd;
Captain Pillsbury replied in his and the wind changed to north and other teammates are former
perched teetering on the rim of a weighed 4 1-2 pounds.
said
:
deep slow drawl, "Damn it man east and began to thicken, she pros. His address is Marine Corps Mitchell. Waltz (3) Raye (3). Law
Most surprising was the fact that
nest
a full JO feet off the ground.
"The
campaign
was
bitterly
fought,
with
charges
of
cor

rence (4) and Sprowl, Mitchell (4).
take-door.”
ruption on the state level flying thick and fast. In the
would watch the sky searchingly. School, 1200178. Special Services,
The mother was close by and quite the big fish was caught on a trolled
Captain Pillsbury ripped off a but still hopeful. If it came on to Quantico, Va. He would like to hear
midst of all this it could not be forgotten that Senator
"mummy-chub.’’ Three good sal
concerned
Standing Waldoboro LL League
Brewster is a strong Taft partisan, and that Governor Payne
cabin door and surf-planned it to blow heavy that night, she would from his friends.
mon were also boated the same day.
Those
little
wings
which
would
W.
L.
supports Eisenhower. A fresh wind was blowing down East;
the beach, and the man followed
The ribs of umpire Frank Wink Panthers ..................... 4
Of around 100.000 brown trout
later take him swiftly and surely
say:
1
a desire for new leadership as being manifested among those
on another.
Maine Republicans, as it had already been by the choice of
“I think your father has had are still sore from the beating he Bears ............................ 2
to the far south had never been : planted in Knox County since their
2
So far I have lingered over the time to make a harbor in Vine received from Stan Hanna.
nine Eisenhower delegates in March. The United States
introduction in 1948 this is the hea
Wildcats ...................... 2
2
tried
Senate will benefit, and the trend toward a modernized and
pleasurable experiences and amus
The Little League double header Tigers
...................... 1
4
Presently he leaped into space i viest and best proportioned one yet
yard Haven "
victorious
Republican
party
receives
a
healthy
impetus
on
the
ing incidents of our coasting life
• * • •
and flap as he would his descent caught, the Georges river basin
But all would go to bed silently in Camden Saturday pits the Cam
eve of the decisive Chicago convention.”
but the business had its sterner
awak(, ,istening l0 the wind den Lions against Rockport in the
The Tigers won their first game
was nothing more than a bad fall, i holding top honors up to now with
■ide that called for all the skill of rattling the windows and whistling 1 o'clock opener and Thomaston of the year over the favored Bears
several 3 1-2 pounders.
and very sloppy at that.
daring, resourceful men
Keene.
fishing “hard
He hit the ground with a thud j Many salmon
around the corners. The next eve against the Knoxers in the second 6-3 Wednesday night.
I have heard my mother tell of ning the mother would be knitting game. The Camden uniforms have Witham and Campbell each had
It Opens Tuesday and a surprised look, but mother heads" of the old school of Alford
A Travel School
an incident that occured when the rapidly by the lamplight with the come and a parade through town two hits for the Tigers and Keene
was instantly at his side and hus Lake fishermen will not welcome
schooner was running on a foggy children sitting around quiet. Then with all four teams taking part is flashed in centerfield.
Dalton
tled him off into the tall grass out. this news. A 10-pound brown trout
Information
Bureau
At
Cam

To
Be
Held
By
Maine
Pub

Genthner had two for the lasers,
night. A sailor sprang down the a loud rap at the door and she planned.
has been called a predater to any
ol sight.
* * • •
licity Bureau In Port
den. Mrs. Edith Crockett
including a double. Score:
steps into the cabin shouting: "The jumps to open the door. The tele
The greatest wonders are the thing under his size that swims.
3 0 3 0 0 x—6-8-5
The Thomaston Clippers knocked Tigers,
torch’ madam, the torch’ a steam graph boy hands her a yellow en
In Charge
land Monday
tree-nesting ducks, buffle-heads and Bill Geagan says they will take a
2 0 0 0 1 0—3-5-5
ship is right on us." The torch was velope. She hurries to the lamp Waldoboro out of the Twilight Bears.
bite the size ef a pie plate out of
The Camden-Rockport Chamber wood duck ln particular. The nest :
Speakers from all sections of
Laine and Blake; Fish and
League lead at Waldoboro Wednes
a stick with a wad of oakum bound and rips it open, it reads:
is vacated by the entire family at anything that crosses their trail,
Genthner.
Maine
wil!
present
the
attractions
of Commerce Summer office and
day night as they racked up an
to one end of it. A pail of kerosene
once and is no gentle procedure, but they can also be caught, and a
"Edgartown
Vineyard
Haven,
• * • •
11-6 win behind the five-hit pitch
cf their regions to the travel per Information Bureau will open for for the babies fall "ker-whack" 10-pound brown is a club fish, a
was near it. In a moment my arrived today.' All well”
Twilight League Standings
ing of 15-year-old Dennis Sawyer,
mother had soused the oakum in
sonnel attending the State of the 1952 season next Tuesday morn down onto rocks, into brush tangles, trophy specimen not common in
And now the good times, the
W.
L.
to the kerosene and lighted it. The hardships and the pleasant days who went all the way. The defeat
Maine Publicity Bureau's 10th an ing, June 24. in the Kindergarten and often overboard, but within a iccent salmon catches at Affords
Rockland
.................
5
1
sailor seized it and jumped to the of sea and in port are a thing of drops Waldoboro a half game be
Don’t take it from this that all
................ 4
1 nual Travel Counsellor School in room of the Elm street school build shnrt time mother will have round
deck. Just as the blazing torch the past. Now and then an old hind Rockland which has won one Waldoboro
ed them all up and you will see the stock browns of Lermonds have
ing.
In
charge
of
the
Information
Portland,
June
23.
Thomaston
................
4
2
threw a flaring light against the schooner, a relic of those days, more game. A seven-run fifth iny
Over 60 representatives of co Center this Summer will be Mrs. them gliding smoothly along with made a run into Afford Lake, but
Warren
..................... 4
2
sails, the looming bulk of a steam wanders into the harbor and a few ning put Thomaston over as they
St. George ................ 1
5 operating information centers are Edith Crockett of Limerock street, her on their first swim, a lesson they are likely to try lt if water
chased
starter
Henry
lives.
Don
ship sheered clear as she rushed of the old seamen linger in the
(Continued on Page Six)
Camden ........................ 0
6 expected. The morning program who served last year as part-time which they never need, for those
Bowman finished.
by.
tiny
webbed
feet
are
capable
of
will
feature
“
This
is
Maine"
with
home port. But that is all. In the
travel
counsellor.
Chamber
of
The big inning opened with a
Winter passages demanded the place of that glorious life on our
Sunday: Waldoboro at Rockland, a panel of speakers presided over Commerce President David A. Ni swimming almost from birth.
greatest exercise of judgment to coast, an occasional towboat crawls single by Enos Verge, on which an Thomaston atSt.George, Camden by William A. Hatch, editorial man chols in making the above an
• • • •
WE WILL BUY
error
was
made:
Dana
Sawyer
and
avoid being caught out in snow along dragging a line of floating
at
Warren.
ager
of
the
Bureau,
describing
some
I
am
expecting
big news to break
nouncement
this
week,
expressed
Jim Mayo singled and Pete Lynch
storms and heavy gales with decks,
of the facilities and attractions the appreciation of the Chamber of at any moment on what may be
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
coal bins.
walked. Two walks and hits by
rigging and sails covered with ice.
around the State that are in readi Commerce to the school authorities Knox County's first attempt at
(The Endi
Clayt Stewart. Johnny Dana and
Cross
Is
Grateful
Then they dodged from harbor to
ness for the start of the $150,000,000 for making this location available night fishing.
a second bingle by Dana Sawyer
harbor as the chance offered. Their
vacation- travel industry of Maine again this Summer.
Roy Miller is pioneering for
completed
the
carnage.
Johnny
WEST WALDOBORO
judgment was based on their ex
Mrs. Crockett and Secretary Bet night feeding brown trout, a sport
Dana homered in the seventh with Republican Candidate For this year.
Mrs. Vera Whittemore of Winperienced observation. They made
Sagadahoc, Lincoln, Knox and ty Foxwell go to Portland Monday ' that usually pays off in oversized
none aboard, as did Chuck Begley
Governor Conveys His
little use of instruments. I have ston-Salem, N. C„ is spending the
Waldo counties will be represented to attend the sessions of the Tra j fish.
in the same frame.
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
Thanks In Message
heard some of these captains say. summer with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
by Mrs. Mary Faulkinham. travel vel School held at the Eastland Ho
Some of the finest black bass are
Jim Mayo had three hits and
16-81 RANKIN ST.,
"I have never made much use of Sheffield and Viola Kuhn,
State Senate President Burton M. consellor for the Belfast Junior tel under the auspices of the Maine caught by plug casters at night.
Dana and Dana Sawyer, two each.
ROOKLAND
a barometer”
Catherine Waltz and Florence Begley was the only Waldoboro Cross who has been nominated for Chamber of Commerce information Publicity Bureau. William Hatch, Brown trout are known night feed
3-S-tf
Mrs. Faulkinham will de editorial manager of the Bureau, ers and night surf casting for
And yet their judgment of the Foster were Rockland visitors last player to get two. Waldoboro plays for Governor by the Republican office
scribe
the
major
routes
servicing
weather
carried
them
safely Wednesday.
issues
the
following
word
of
thanks
Warren at Waldoboro Friday night
will present a panel of speakers at
through a lifetime. They were exMr and Mrs. Sherman Smith and in a game that was to be played to his “very loyal friends and sup- ; the Central Coastal section and the morning session to give up-tosome
of
the
highlights
of
the
sea

per as in the use of the lead and two sons of Waterville and Mr. and in Warren but was prevented by porters.”
date statewide information about
PUBLIC NOTICE
line. This consisted of a bar of Mrs. Reuben Chase and two sons the condition of the field The
"I wish that I could write each shore and lake regions of these Maine to the counsellors. Li the af
four
counties.
lead attached to a long line marked of chamberlain were Sunday visi game at Warren will be played on one of you personally, but because
ternoon, Guy Butler, executive
Seth Knowlton, formerly employed by Paul's
Guy P Butler, executive mana
on into fathom lengths by bits of tors of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Win- the 29th. Score:
there are thousands in the State. I
manager of the Bureau will con
ger
of
the
Maine
Publicity
Bureau,
Barber
Shop, has purchased the business from Mr.
leather spliced into the line.
chenbach.
must resort to my good old Cross
Thomaston.
will instruct the travel counsellors duct a workshop session, entitled
A hollow in one end of the lead
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith of MarCurrents’ to convey this message to
Plourde
and will gladly welcome old and new cus
"The
Business
of
Operating
an
In

in the afternoon on the proper op
was stuffed with soap. When the blehead. Mass., were at their home this week where they have pur you.
formation
Bureau.
”
eration of an information bureau,
tomers. Weekly hours 8 A. M. to 5.30 P. M., Sat
line was thrown the fathom marks here last week.
"No one knows better than you,
chased a house.
The C of C. Information Center
and will present the Publicity Bu
urdays 8 A. M. to 8 P M.
showed the depth of the wafer and
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kennedy and
Mrs. Emily Hunt of New Hamp who have fought so hard and done
reau's program of co-ondjnating serves the double function of dis
tho.soap, accordingly as it brought family are moving to Washington shire was at her home here one day so much to help me sell our slogan
pensing
information
to
visitors
and
and servicing the 42 locally spon
PAUL'S BARBER SHOP
. A fighter for Maine ideals' that
recently.
sored information offices operating acting as a clearing-house for in
Billy Little is confined to his this has been a hard fought cam- j throughot the State during the formation tor the year-round and
SETH KNOWLTON, Prop.
paign.
home with the measles.
Summer residents of Camden and
Summer months.
"The one thing that stands out
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Vannah
POWER LAWN MOWERS
Rockport. Last Summer, for in
and son Peter of Bedford. Mass., most clearly in my mind is the ab- ] Neither creed, nationality, or stance, 84 persons registered who
With Briggs & Stratton Gasoline Engines
were calling on relatives in this solute loyalty and sincerity of all political beliefs are the measures of were seeking employment and 6&
of you who have worked so hard a man—character alone counts.
BID NOTICE
$96.00 and up
place last Wednesday.
employees called who were looking
and faithfully for me. I can never
for help, so that many found work
The St. George School Committee is advertising
thank you enough. The victory is
Electric Lawn Trimmers
through his office.
for
bids for the installation of an asphalt tile floor
yours more than mine.
Office hours during the Summer
A Great Time and Energy Saver!
WATER PIPES
"I know just as you do, what tre
in the assembly room and upper hall of the high
will be from 9 a m , to 5.30 p. m,
FOR GOOD CLEAN
mendous odds we faced, and those
weekdays.
school building at Tenant's Harbor. Labor ancl
SEWER WORK
We Maintain a Service and Repair Parts
odds spurred us on to extra effort
material are to be furnished by the bidder. There is
For Our Merchandise
that carried us through. I have Al
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
SEFTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
an area of 1250 square feet to be covered. Bids
TOP PRICES PAID
ways had great faith in the people
CEMENT WORK
shall be mailed to Joseph E. Blaisdell, Sup’t of
of Maine and their ability to see
CLAYT BITLER
Schools, Thomaston, Maine, on or before July 10.
Dreweffs Garage clearly the truth. Certainly the re CELLAR WALLS REPAIRED
sults of this election prove that to
Wants To See YOU about
The bids should be enclosed in a sealed envelope
Route 1
WARREN
Tel. 33-3
342 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
be true.
Kaiser-Prazer-Henry J.
(OUR SHOP WILL BE CLOSED DURING
marked “floor bid’’ on the outside. The committee
S. E. EATON
"Again, a personal thank you,
FOURTH OF JULY WEEK-END)
Sales and Service
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
from Olena and myself to each and ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1187-B
75-784(78-79
75-tf
every one of You”

(By Frank A. Winslow)

MILLER’S
GARAGE

CASH

USED CARS

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.

GOOD/iCM
TIRES

A
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Municipal Court

TALK OF THE TOWN

WAS AN "ANGEL OF MERCY"

Keith Allen. 6 Linden street, was
fined $25 and costs of $3 in Muni, cipal Court Thursday morning
The two City playgrounds, one when he pleaded gu„ty to reckless Namesake Of Ruth Mayhew Tent—His
Coming Events
at Community Park and the other
June 22—State of Maine Day at at South School, will open for the driving on the New County Road
tory Of the Local Branch
Wednesday night His car left the
Braves Field. Boston.
season on June 30. according to
road for a distance of 122 feet and
June 22—Camp Tanglewood operts.
Director
Mike
DiRenzo
He
will
be
June 22-24—Maine Medical Asso
hit a truck parked 19 feet from the
ciation Convention at Samoset assisted by Miss Beverly Merchant road according to Rockland Police This learned I from the shadow of ' in the ministry yet longer But diHotel.
and others who are yet to be Captain Jacobson.
a tree
1 sease was too deeply seated to alJune 26—The Woman's Educational selected The swimming program at
• • • •
That to and fro did sway upon the ! low such hopes to be realized and
Club will hold a picnic at the Chickauaukie will open on July 7.
wall.—
Moody Cottage. Lucia Beach.
Probable cause was found in the
the sun of his earthly existence
K June 26—At Warren. Banquet and
case of Paul Thomas of Camden Our shadow selves, our influence, went down ere it was yet noon."
A vaoation Church School will who was charged with assault and
w 25th annual meeting of the War
may fall
! The permanent issue at this time
ren High School Alumni Associa be held at St Peter's Church be
battery on his wife Virginia and he When we will never be ”
was "Slavery ” As early as 1832
tion.
ginning at 9 a. m. Monday. The
was bound over to the November
June 27—At Warren, organ and voMonday night at the meeting of Maine Baptists had registered their
school
will
run
daily
from
9
a
m.
oal concert at Baptist Church.
term of Superior Court under $500 Ruth Mayhew Tent No. 14. DUV of support of the Anti-Slavery Move
June 27—Firemen's Ball. Commun to 12 noon through July 2. All bond.
the Civil War 1861-1865, the Char ment. June 17, 1840, the "Maine
ity Building
children are welcome.
The couple have been married ter was draped in memory of her Baptist Anti-Slavery Convention’
June 30—Maine Funeral Directors'
Annual
Convention, Samoset
The Women's Association of the only three weeks and Mrs. Thomas for whom the Tent is named, who was organized in Belfast. Of the
Hotel.
First
Baptist Church meets in the testified that her husband pushed, so richly merits the honor, Ruth 214 Baptist ministers in the State
July 2-6—U S. Camera Magazine
at that time at least 180 were de
church
parlor Wednesday June 25. choked and kicked her and in add Swett Mayhew
Tour at Rangeley
ition burned her back with a cigar.
July 3, 4, and 5—Thomaston's "In at 2 30 p m.
In Sea View cemetery is a mon clared and decided Abolitionists.
She said he made her sign pa
dependence Day” celebration.
These "abolish” ministers had
ument erected to her memory in
July 4—Independence Dav
One year ago: Ground was pers admitting indescretions with 1891. by the Womans State Relief been the personal associates of this
4»^VOrlr,'S hCh»mP‘°Tn,shlP b™k"‘ for the Fishermen's Pier. other men which she denied
clergyman.
One,
Rev.
Corps of Maine This tells very lit young
Tuna Harpoon Derby. Orr s Island '
,
The incidents she described were
and Bailey's Island
I 71,6 honor of turning the first
tle of the life of Ruth Swett May George Knox was destined to be
July 7-18—Federated Church Daily J shovelful went to City Council alleged to have occurred on June 17. hew. i born in Orland, April 19, 1822 come chaplain of the 1st Maine
Thomas denied ever striking,
Bible School, Thomaston
i Chairman Carl Stilphen—Albert
and died in Rockland June 22, Regiment (later reorganized as the
Jhly 11-12 Maine Broiler Days at ■ Rogers of Rockland and Warren pushing or choking her. He said
1876 I ‘ A nurse in the Army of the 10th Maine) and to die in the ser
u' r. j „ _
j .
.
Kelleher of Camden graduated there was no burn on her back and
vice of his country, while Chaplain
Potomac.”
July 14—Red Cross Bloodmobile to
„
B _
visit Rocklannd 10 a m -4 p m from
lrom Bowdoin
suwaoin College
college—
—Deaths
ueatns: that any marks she might have on
While everyone is familiar with of the 29th Maine. Such had been
Bok Home
' Rockland. Mrs. Charles E. Carr, her person were made when he
DAR. many people inquire “What the leading influences in the min
July 17—Camden Garden Club S5; Thomaston. Frank W Brown, tried to restrain her in what he
is the DUV?" and "Why do you istry of this young Baptist.
Open Houe
79; Everett, Mass . Sadie Harwood termed fits of hysteria
Only two churches in our State
speak of Ruth Mayhew Tent? As
July 26-26—Waterville celebrates Its Armstrong. 83;
Rockland,
Mrs.
He
said
she
had
scratched
and
sesquicentennial year.
the first historian of the local or were the scene of his earthly min
hit him during these scenes
July 20-27—York celebrates its ter- ®ra Iarrabee. 87
der, perhaps I can answer these istry. The first a pastorate of four
centennial
Mrs Clarence Dean mother of
years with the Second Baptist
July 26-Aug 2—International Re- | The Salvation Army will con- Mrs Thomas said her daughter was questions.
Although the youngest of the “G Church of Hampden, a small
gatta and Water Sports Festival | duct Its annual Vacation Bible in such bad shape on the next day
at Boothbay Harbor
A R Family,” the DUV is older church with a membership of 34
July 29-July 3—National Conven School this coming week, June 23 , that she was unable to recognize than the DAR for it was organized But here he was led by the influ
to
June
27.
There
will
be
Bible
lesj
ier
voice
on
the
phone.
She
said
'
tion of B.PW at Hotel Statler,
ence of Hanibal Hamlin, members
Boston.
son, craft work, music and fun for ; ^er daughter's body was completely j at Massilon. Ohio, May 30, 1885,
and was incorporated Dec 12. 1885 of a prominent Baptist family who
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine lobster & Sea all. Children from ages of 5 to 15 covered with bruises.
foods Festival
as the National Alliance Daughters later became Lincoln’s vice presi
are invited to attend. All are asked
** * *
of
Veterans ’’ Later the name was dent. His second pastorate, one of
Two 14 year old Rockland boys
Allan Murray, for the past 29 to bring their lunches as the ses
changed to Daughters of Union about a year was the First Baptist
sions
will
be
from
9
a
m.
to
1.30
pleaded
guilty
to
breaking,
enteryears an accountant with Central
Veterans of the Civil War." In 1944 Church of Thomaston, a larger
Maine Power Company, was hon Be prompt and take a friend with ing and larceny and were senter 1 the name was amended to read church with a membership of 84
to the State School for boys, . he
ored at an afternoon party Thurs you.
Five years later, our country was
sentence was suspended and they "Daughters of Union Veterans of
day by the local employees asso
Mr and Mrs. Thomas M. Ander- were placed in the custody of the the Civil War 1861-1865, Inc.,” and torn by the Civil War President
ciation of the company. He was
Lincoln called for “Volunteers”
son and family of Rookland and parole officer for one year. They as such it is known today.
presented
a pen and pencil set and
Sept. 1. 1904, Annie Gould Tent Immediately his call was answered
a DUrsp bv fellow workprs with I — a,1<1 MlS'
-----------’ ”------” admitted breaking miu
me
ovar
Horace Upham
of
into the
Star
purse oy ienow woixers wan Camden were ln Qrono gunday to Bowline Aliev on Park street Tries
by the Union Army. Side by side
Russell Richardson
Richarriwin and
Rnhert W
w
J
oownng si.ey on i arx street ues- No. 1 was organized in Portland,
Russell
and Robert
atter.d the commencement exer day night and taking the sum of and April 10, If62 the Department with the "boys in blue" marched
Hudson making the presentation cises at the University of Maine.
of Maine was organized with three "Lincoln's Angels of Mercy." And
$4.66.
Mr. Murray, presently division ac
Tents. In all, 22 Tents have been one of these angels was the widow
Irene Anderson, daughter of Mr
countant, retires July 1.
and Mrs Anderson, received her
Tlie case of Mrs Myrtle Fetteroli. formed in our state Today there of the young Baptist minister.
are 15 Tents in the Department, “Whose sun went down ere it was
City Welfare Commissioner Joshua B A. degree from the College of Park street, Rockland, who was
with a total membership of nearly yet noon." Surely the life and
Arts
and
Science.
charged
with
indecent
exposure
and
N. Southard is back on the job
death of Rev. Andrew W. Mayhew
700.
------lewd
behavior,
was
continued
one
Just one month after undergoing
was the leading influence ln the
A tractor-trailer unit carrying a week for judgement by Judge
May
23.
1923,
Tent
No
14
was
or

surgery at Knox Hospital. He is
at the office a part of7ach*\iay
Dwmal in _MunlciPal Court ganized in Rockland with 28 charter ministry of Ruth Swett Mayhew
burned
in
Jefferson
Friday
mornFriday
morning. Bond was placed members. Of this number. 11 have the "Army of the Potomac."
and will continue that schedule
And today the influence of her
ing. The huge unit completely at $300
died. While many of the others are
for a few weeks.
_____
blocked the highway and bridge in
The case had been continued unknown to the Historian. Sister ministry still leads on in Ruth
The Daily Vacation Bible School tbc viUa"e “ that traffic for Rock- frOm Tuesday to give the defendant Mary Cooper is very dear to our Mayhew Tent DUV of the Civil
will continue during the next week 'anb anc* Augusta over the route time to obtain witnesses. She de- hearts as our oldest past president, War, 1861-1866.
In the beauty of the lilies Christ
at the First Baptist Church. More had to be sent over Route 17 nied on the stand that she had and Sister Elizabeth Murry is
was born across the sea.
than 100 have been attending each through Union The driver is un- appeared :n her backyard inade- equally dear as “Our oldest sister ”
day during the first week, and all derstood to have escaped injury quately clothed as alleged and Of course Sisters Lizzie French, With a glory in his bosom that
transfigures you and me
boys and girls have enjoyed the when the unit crashed and burned showed the court the clothes she Carrie House, Fannie Bickmore.
claimed to have been wearing. Her Bessie Haraden and Lena Rokes And he died to make men holy, let
Bible and
missionary stories,
BORN
us die and make men free,
songs, games, and hand work which
' husband, Charles, testified that he are no less dear, despite their
While God is leading on!
McKenzie
At Knox Hospital, icnew nothing of the alleged inci- youth and activity in Our Tent.
have centered in the theme. "Sail
Charter members of Ruth May
ing Witih Christ." Opportunity is June 19. to Mr and Mrs Bertram dent.
It is customary to name DUV
McKenzie of Friendship, a son
still given for boys and girls, ages
Tents in memory of Army nurses hew Tent: Mary Cooper. Helen
Watts—At Knox Hospital, June
Philip A Wood of Owl’s Head of thp Civil War “Lincoln's Angels Paladino*, Fannie Bickmore, Mabie
4 to 14. to register for the closing 18. to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse C Watts,
was fined $100 and costs of $5 after of Mercy" were dearly loved and Greeley*, Elizabeth Murray, Fran
week. The closing program will be a daughter.
presented on Friday evening at 7.
Iott—At Knox Hospital. June 20,
revered by the “Grand Army of the ces Burpee”, Ada Burpee”, Minnie
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Iott,
Winslow*, Lizzie
C ARD OF THANKS
Republic." Tent No. 14 chose to Clark*. Irene
Regular order of business, but no Jr- a
,
We. the members of the V.F.W thus honor one whose memory had French. Emma Douglas*, Adelaide
Kincaid—At Morristown Memorial Convention
committee wish to
supper Is the Elks word for Tues Hospital. Morristown. N. J.. June
Rokes, Elizabeth
previously been honored by the old Chatto, Lena
day night's meeting "We are still 19. to Mr. and Mrs. John B Kincaid thank the merchants of Rockland est patriotic order in our State, the Nash . C. Louise Libby. Octana
and all business concerns for their
running the Saturday night par ‘Margery V. Mills), a sou—War co-operation during our convention. • Woman's State Relief Corps of Bartlett, Minnie Cobb*, Frances
ren Leslie.
ties." reads tlie notice.
Special thanks are extended to Mrs Maine” and our “Ruth Mayhew Young. Elizabeth Brown, Bessie
Herbert Kirk for her splendid work Tent.”
Haraden, Carrie Brown, Mabie
DIED
James S. Cousens licensed real es
on the housing, also to Nathan Ber
It is necessary to know something Cross*, Carrie House, Lena Cables,
Talbot
—
At
Rockland,
June
19,
liawsky
for
turning
his
hotel
over
tate broker has entered the real es
William D. Talbot, age 66 years. to us for the Dept. Headquarters. of the life of this young woman to Dorothy Snow, Leola Ross’, Corise
tate field in the Rockland area, op Funeral services from the Univer ,and for the fine co-operation of
understand the “why1’ of Ruth Thomas, Mary Brewster, Aubine
ening offices at 170 Maverick street salist Church Sunday at 2 p. m Jus hotel manager George Gotsis. ,
Mayhew Nursing was not a popular Harding.
this city. Telephone, 1533 and will and at Evergreen Cemetery in Port
V.F W. Convention Committee.
• Deceased, f withdrew.
profession
in 1861. There was no
75-lt
be pleased to see prospective cus land at 5 p. m . Rev John Smith
Lowe officiating.
American Red Cross and but few Marion Mae G Springer, Historian.
tomers at any time or consult with
CARD OF THANKS
people were fitted or trained to cope Ruth Mayhew Tent No. 14, DUV of
them via telephone. He will short
For social Items in The CourierI wish to extend sincere thanks with the sanitary aspects of the the Civil War 1861-1865.
ly add two salesmen to his staff.” Gazette, Phone 1044 City
ti to all my friends, neighbors and
relatives for their expressions of j Civil War
Yet American Womanhood vowed
There will be a game party 1 t
sympathy and for the beautiful
floral tributes during my recent that the degradation of the Crimea
the OAR. Hall at 2 p m. Friday
FOR SALE
bereavement; special thanks to Carl must not be repeated in an Ameri
sponsored by the Civil War M- 13
Ft. Outboard Boat and Stilphen. the pall-bearers and to can Civil War Still, many felt that Favors a Pay Increase For
morial Association
104-Th-tf
everyone who assisted.
the battlefield was hardly the place
Those In Social Security
Boat Trailer. Price $125.00
Mrs. Charles M Lawry.
75-lt for any female, and certainly not
Thomaston.
OPB. cardboard signs now
M. E ANTHONY
Rating
for the widow of a Baptist minis
available at The Courier-Gazette 21 Summer St.
Kockland
An election-conscious House re
ter. What was the influence that
office—four for 50 cents. Get them
versed a month-old decision and
tf I
That
Generations
led
Ruth
Swett
Mayhew
to
become
in the front office.
j an army nurse and to enter Rich- voted 260 to 22, to increase Federal
— i
4
to Come may
J mond with the Army of the Poto- old age benefits by about $5 a
GAME PARTY
month.
i mac- Listen and I will tell you.
Remember
EVERY FRIDAY
The vote by which the measure
It was almost a century ago that
At 7.30 P. M.
a young Baptist minister died in a was sent to the Senate for final
TOWER ROOM
ft
j western State. He had resigned his Congressional action was 105 votes
COMMUNITY BUILDING
i
! pastorate in Maine, iand I quote more than the two-thirds majority
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Remember before the days
from the minutes of the "Maine required by the suspension-of-the
18-T&Th-tf
of automobiles how a trip
Baptist Convention" held in Rock- rules procedure under which the
, land. June 17-19. 1856) "because of measure was considered
by train was a common
An almost identical bill was re
failing health and had hopes by a
thing for children as well
RUSS ELL
change of climate and scene, that jected last month when Republi
as grown-ups? In fact, it
) he might be restored so as to labor cans charged that a provision to
Funeral Home
let the Federal Security Adminis
was the only way to travel
, being found guilty of drunken driv trator pick physicians to give dis
CARL M. STILPHEN
when the distance was too
ing on Broadway in Rockland on ability examinations would lead to
LADT ASSISTANT
great for the family horse.
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
June 15. He had pleaded innocent socialized medicine.
Today, there are many
The bill was revived without the
SERVICE
, and appealed the decision to the
children who have trav
l November term of Superior Court objectionable language, however,
PHONE 701
j eled from one end of the
when members of Congress were
I and furnished $209 bond.
• CLAREMONT STREET
country to the other by
BOCKLAND, ME.
1-tf
automobile, yet have
s choosing J family monu
'JrJrJrJfJr-l
ment, your choice is not
never been on a train.
only for your lifetime, but
Remember?
for generations to come. We can

One-Sided Vote

MEMORY
LANE

I

We deem lt a privilege to
counsel those desiring to
make plans prior to the
time of need

DAVIS
FUNERAL
HOMES
BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-IU LIMEROCK 8T.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service

Thomaston and
Rockland
66-S-tf

help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee tc
you, >out heiri, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL. 98
TEL. 2151

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison
PHONE THOMASTON 175
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With 111 Bands

THE ELECTION IN SEPTEMBER

Mystic Shriners Have a
Huge Parade In Florida
Metropolis

There Will Be Three-Way Contests For

U. S. Senator and Governor
Some 13.000 Nobles. Ill bands.
300 horses, eight Missouri mules
and scores of weird contraptions
Gov Frederick G Payne, who primary election may have two
marched unddr a hot sun in the
first of the Mystic Shrine conven knocked Owen Brewster out of the opponents in the Sept. 8 election.
U. S. Senate, still isn’t counting
Roger P Dube is the Democratic
tion's two big parades in Miami,
any unhatched chickens.
nominee, and the man he beat
Florida.
"Don t forget we still have to Monday. Earl S. Grant has taken
The six hour, eight-block-longget by September,’ he told well- out nomination papers as an Inde
procession proceeded so smoothly
pendent.
wishers.
that Miami police assigned to the
His chances in the September
There will also be a three-way
parade had little to do.
election seem good, says the Asso guberatorial race. State Senate
The crowd that watched the ciated Press, inasmuch as Demo- '
President Burton M. Cross who was
start of the huge parade wasn’t crats haven't elected a major office- ,
nominated by the Republicans, and
as large as expected, but as the holder in Maine for 18 years.
James E. Oliver, who was iatced
hours went by the number of spec
Payne, who killed Brewster's by the Democrats, will be opposed
tators along Flagler street and in Republican third term nomination by Senator Henry W. Boylker as an
the Orange Bowl increased by bid by 3000 votes in a record Maine : Independent.
thousands.
Imperial Potentate Robert Gar
diner Wilson,Jr. of Boston, and
All-Maine Day
Vocational 'Grads7
other imperial dignitaries reveiwed
the procession from a tented city
State Will Be Much In Public Commencement
Exercises
in the Orange Bowl.
Eye At Braves Field
Were Held In Augusta
All types of music were played
Sunday
Wednesday
by the marching units—from sym
phony to Dixieland jazz, from
Maine will have one of Its biggest
Forty-five
tudents
gradu
Oriental to Scottish bagpipe
The parade through the big1 days in Boston Sunday when the ated from the Maine Vocationallical Institute. Wednesday, at
stadium was interrupted while 300 complete facilities of Braves Field
homing pigeons were released to will be turned over to the State to Commencement Exercises in the
fly home with messages expressing promote its industry, agriculture Hoi ,e ol Representatives, State
the Shrine's hope for world peace
commercial fisheries and vacation House.
Mr Wilson released the first
The address was given by
pigeon, which carried this message advantages during All-Maine Day
Frank
6 Hoy. chairman, Maine
The
concourse
of
Braves
Field
to the Mayor of Boston
" May tyranny, oppression, preju- • has been thronged this week with State Board of Education.
H Porter Perkins, Principal, prsdice, selfishness and hatred among persons viewing the 91 exhibits of
the candidates to Percy IL
the great nations of the earth and
the State’s products as well as ex Kellar, Camden, member of ths
among all mankind be put aside; >
hibits by Maine state departments State Board of Education, who
and may eternal peace, through
At 1 p. no. Sunday Gov. Frederick .•aarded diplomas to the following:
out the world, be the prayer and
G Payne will be Maine's chief rep
Metal Work
Donald Cripps,
hope of all shrlnedom."
resentative in a half-hour televi Stonington; Wilbur Qunphy, Jt,
Then the other birds were re
sion show that will feature the Bingham: Donald Hill, South Wind*
leased together. They circled the
State exhibits and the various ham. Harold Kitchin, Palermo;
stadium, then headed northward in
Maine products and vacation at Wendell McCollar, Solon; Hobart
a single formation.
tractions being promoted.
Pierson. Randolph; Joseph Btover,
When the parade was resumed
Others to represent the state will
i Harbor; William Stratathe green-and-gold patrol of the
be Frederick Nutter, Maine Agri kos, Bowdoinham; Burns Weeki,
Moslem Temple of Detroit got a big
cultural Commissioner; Albert Nut A<,la:.ci; Robert Witham, Auburn.
hand from the crowd
Another
ting, Forestry Commissioner; Aus
Combustion Engines: Earl Barnes,
colorful unit was the drum and
tin Wilkins, Deputy Forestry Com Mars Hill; Vernon Boynton, South
bugle corps of the Murat Temfple.
missioner; Gerry Wade, Maine In China, Thomas Daley, Lewiston;
Indianapolis, with members wear
land Fisheries and Game Depart R.r.mond Dark , Gardiner; Gerald
ing red Arab pantaloons, green j
ment Hatchery
Superintendent; Estabrook, Bangor; Oliver Hall,
jackets and red fezes
Robert Elliott, Maine Development Augusta; Everett Hamblen, TreThe convention, first for the
Commission; J. Henry Johnson, mor.;. Clarence McLaughlin, Gar
Shriners in Miami since 1928, drew
diner; Richard Moody, Gardiner;
Maine Publicity Bureau.
an estimated 60,00C—largest crowd .
The 80-piece
Lewiston High R ’bert Ome, West Boothbay; James
ever to meet in the resort city.
School Band, outstanding band at Pendleton, North Haven; Robert
the recent New England Music Fes Sargent, Monson; Paul Slmmono,
bombarded with critical mail from
tival at Amherst, Mass., will' fur Bucksport; Ronald Stitham, Woodpersons who would benefit from nish music for the television show
Wendoll Towns. Capt Eliza
the increase
and between games of the double- beth Rudolph Trundy, Searsport;
Propects for Senate approval are
Basil Williams, North Amity; Leonheader will drill and play.
believed to be favorable.
:u! Wilk:.ms, North Amity; Virgil
The proceedings will be broadcast
The bill calls for an increase of worldwide over the Mutual Broad Wing. Bangor;
Hervey Work,
$5 a month of 12‘-percent which
casting System and the Yankee Brooks.
ever is larger, in benefits for the
Industrial Electricity: Harold
Baseball Network.
4,500,000 elderly persons now on the
Ban. Dresden; Dale Brown, South
Maine officials who took advan
China Stetson Carter. Seal Harsocial security insurance rolls.
tage of the offer of the Brave's
It does not provide for any in management to promote Maine bor; Albion Flemings, Bath; Mau
rice Fores' Sanford; Charles Gib
crease in Social Security taxes
without cost to the State believe
levied on employes and employers that All-Maine Day will prove to son, Houlton; Courtney Hupp, Wis
Experts said the present fund is be one of the State's outstanding casset: Francis Jones, Monson.
Radio-Television: Murry BdMr,
big enough to absorb the increase.
promotional ventures.
Solon; Guy Kelley. Gardiner; Ray
mond Knowlton, Jr., Howland;
R I hard
MaoComb.
Gardiner;
Joseph Poirier, Rumford; Henry
Averell Harriman — President
New Club Officers Installed Truman's Chief Trouble-Shooter Rowe, Boothbay; Wilbur Seavey,
Tremont.
Thursday: Accomplish
who is seeking the Democratic
nomination
lor
President.
ments Of Past Year
With the addition of the pledged
Cited
votes from Utah over the week
STRAWBERRIES
The annual banquet and charter end. the Harriman forces claim
Strawberries Will Be Ripe
night of the Rockland Junior more than 100 pledged delegates
Chamber of Commerce was held at and predict more than 400 votes
Early Next Week
the Hotel Rockland Thursday eve on the first ballot at the Democra
You Can Pick Your
ning, coupled with the installation tic Convention in Chicago the week
Own As In the Past
of July 21. Although the Massa
of the 1952-53 officers.
chusetts
delegation
is
pledged
to
Installed as president was Don
Ray Thurston
ald Calderwood, last year a state vote for "favorite son” Gov Paul
A Dever on he first ballot, the
vice president of the Jaycees
UNION
TEL. 4-2
Serving with Calderwood the Harriman forces are confident of
OFF ROUTE 17
strong
support
from
delegates
in
coming year will be First Vice
President R. Morton Estes; Second the Commonwealth.
Vice President David P Bicknell;
Secretary Douglas K Cooper and
WANTED
Treasurer Robert Varney.
WANTED
Directors are Christy Adams, Paul
Couple to Manage
Eastman and Gerald P Margeson.
Poultry Farm.
Outgoing president Gerald P
Good Clean
Living Quarters.
Margeson was presented a past
References Required.
president’s pin by Calderwood and
Used Cars
thanked for his year of service to
Hillcrest
the club
WILL PAY FAIR PRICE
Leaving the club because of age
Poultry Co.
limits were Charles P. Bicknell,
FRED L. LINEKIN
the club's first president and one •
UNION, ME. - TEL. 38
72-77
of the founders; Past President
75-77
Edward Gordon and William Smith
of Thomaston. John Hartson, who
would have been in the group had
he still been in Rockland, was com
mended highly for his jaycee work;
COLLIE PUPS
especially on the construction of
PURE
BRED
TEMPERAMENT GUARANTEED
the Maine Fishermen's Memorial
Pier last year
On Exhibit and Sale
During the past year, the Jay
cees sponsored many projects, prin-,
Saturday June 21 —4 to 8 P. M.
cipal of which was the Memorial
Pier Also on the club's list of ac
HOTEL ROCKLAND
complishments was the Christmas
lighting contest, safety traffic
SHOW QUALITY AT PET PRICES
signs for sliding last Winter and
74-75
the construction of benches for the
White Street Park.
The group was prominent in the
Maine Seafods Festival and is now
supporting Little League baseball
WANTED
They also sponsored the Voice of j
Democracy Contest and took part j
EXPERIENCED OR APPRENTICE
in the Get Out the Vote Campaign I
FISH CUTTERS
recently.

Jaycee Banquet

Must Be 18 Years Old. Apoly in Person

liam E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Main Office Showroom, Thomaston
-Manufacturing Plant, East Union

VM

Sees 400 Votes

• sW

SERVING,

FEYLER FISH CO., Inc.
LIME CO. WHARF - KOCKLAND

18-B-tf

•jjHfzreiajziarar jPrJfJprji

74-78

...» a-.„ .

...
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Thomaston.
who attended that evening were: graduation of Wilfred Oobb at the
SOUTH HOPE
Members of the Dorcas Circle of Andrew
Juura,
Mrs.
Laura University of Maine June 15.
Mn.
Ann
Dickens and children,
WARREN
WALDOBORO
Kings Daughters will have lunch Starrett, Mrs Lula Cunningham,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Oooglne and
Lorilea and Susan, of Lincolnville,
ALENA L STARRETT
eon Tuesday next week at Beach and Mrs. Lilia Ames.
MSB. RSNA CBOWBLL
daughter Carol visited Mr. and Mrs.
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
apt a day last week with her
Correspondent
Correspondent
Inn, Lincolnville Beach.
Bert Cunningham.
Te Observe St. John's Day
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone 40
mother, Mrs. Hazel Hart.
Telephone 360
Douglas
Collins
A 3c stationed at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Malia
of
Members
of
St.
George
Lodge,
■EBE'S MW LITTLE IT COSTS
Mias Sarah Dennison of St.
Westover Field, Mass., has been PAM. will observe St. John's Sun Lewiston and Sewall Davis,Jr., o
u the
*
Advtrttaementa In this column not to exceed three Unee inserted
passing
a
furlough
in
this
town
and
j
Members
of
White
Oak
Grange,
day
by
attendance
at
the
10
o'clock
Auburn were week-end visitors of,
and
Mrs. Maude Clark Oay and Mrt.
MM for 50 centa, three times, one dollar. Additional Unee U centa
■nah for each Une, half price each additional time used. Fire email
North Warren, following a recent at Union.
service ln the Baptist Church. This Vida Mehuren. Mrs. Davis, daughHelen HarrB
of Elsie Mank are in Belgrade for
words to a Una
meeting, honored the birthday an
Earl Tibbetts of Belfast, member will follow an 830 breakfast in ters Deborah and Cynthia re- , iMr and
gradu. three days to attend the annual
Special Notice! All "blind ada" ao railed. L e. advertisements which
niversaries of Mrs Hazel Gammon of the teaching staff of Warren the dining hall of Masonic Temple, turned home after a two weeks' . ated from
H;gh
meeting of the Maine Federation of
require the answer* to he sent to Tha Courier-Gaxette office for handand Mrs. Ruth Wiley. Two cakes High school, the past year, ls lo served under the direction of Rus vl4it'
Women's Clubs.
j last Thursday night.
nat, coot 25 rente additional.
were made, one by Mrs. Mattie cated for the Summer at Camp sell Smith, and to which all Mas
Mr. and Mrs. Olego Boissoineault,
Mrs. Laura Hastings accompanALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Campbell and the other by Mrs. Spaulding near Concord, N H., of ter Masons are invited.
NORTH
WALDOBORO
ponied Mrs. Emma Norwood and Los Angeles. Calif., have been
No classified ada will be accepted without the rash and ne book
Evelyn Payson.
visiting relatives in town.
which he is a director. Previous to
Church News
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Swett of Mrs. Avis Norwood of Warren,
keeping will be maintained for theee ada.
Miss Frances Achorn, Walnut
i Henry Caldriee. formerly finish leaving for Concord, N. H., he I Members of St. George Lodge.
'
and
Mrs.
Alice
Robbins
of
Port

I overseer in the Georges River Mill passed several days on a fishing trip FAM will attend the 16 o’clock ser Portland, F. Eduah Howard of land to Bowdoinham Wednesday Creek, Calif., is at her home, Ka
ALL MUST BE PAID POR
Boston and Mrs. Ruth Howard of
ler's Corner for a few weeks.
vice at the Baptist Church Sunday
M reoeived except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac- [ here, and now employed at Sabat- with friends at Moosehead Lake.
Worcester. Mass, were here to at of last week to visit Everett Hast
King Solomon’s Lodge, No. 01,
tus,
was
caller
on
friends
in
this
Ray
B
Healey
of
Whitneyville,
in
a
body,
and
in
observance
of
St.
ings.
eeeata with The Courier-Oaxette. Count the Worda—Five to a Lina
tend the wedding of Esther LawF.A.M., will observe St. John's Day
' town Saturday.
and Capt. and Mrs. William R. John's Day. Rev. Bruce P. Cum
Miss
Hattie
Boggs,
who
boards
Mrs Minerva Marshall is a pa Healey and two daughters, Kather mings will speak on, "The Voice." son.
wth Mrs. Marguerite Hills at Union, on Sunday, June 22 Breakfast will
Clarence Moore of Washington
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
be served at the Masonic hall st 9
tient at the Osteopathic Hospital in ine and Laetitia lately returned Evening sermon topic will be "The
spent Monday at her home here.
was a week-end guest of Mr. and
home from Germany, where Capt. Spirit and You.”
Mr and Mrs. Charles Taylor and a. m. and the members will attend
TWO Good Gueriisey Cows for
HAVE more nice little Pies ready I Portland.
Mrs. Lexton Mank.
Plans are rapidly shaping up for Healey was stationed with the ocIn the absence of Rev J. Homer
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris enjoyed worship service at the West Wal
sale. TEL Thomaston 347-13 or to go PETE EDWARDS. 271 LimeMrs. Laura Mank. Mrs. Merlin
Old County Road. Rockland. 75*77 rock St Tel. 806-J.
75-77 the organ, piano and vocal concert cupational forces, have been guests Nelson, who will supply Sunday
a drive to Cadillac Mountain Sun doboro Church at 11 a. m.
Engley, Mrs. Everett Shuman. Mrs day.
Miss Isabelle Waltz, Dorchester,
the Congregational
22-FOOT All Mahogany Speed to be presented at 736 the evening j of Miss Augusta Healey in this morning at
OE. ELECTRIC Refrigerator,
Miss Alice Luce of North Union is Mass, is at her home on Jeffer
for sale, large size, new unit, also. Boat for sale. JOHN N. JOHN of June 27 at the Baptist Church town Capt. Healey has a position Church. Bar Harbor. Fred Perkins. Gladys Ghighi and Mrs Carleton
Ivory Enamel Kitchen Range. TEL SON, St George
74*76 by Rev. and Mrs. Hubert Swetnam as member of the teaching staff of Jr., will deliver the sermon at the Weaver of Wasington, are enjoying at the home of her brother-in-law son street for the Summer.
Thomaston 199-2.
75*77 I
a trip through New Hampshire
David Lenfest, who ls a stu
and sister, Mr and Mrs. Frank
of North Uxbridge. Mass. Both are Waynesboro. Va. Boys School,
Congregational Church here, his
Master Eddie Genthner is visit Willis.
dent at Phillips Academy. Exeter,
SHOREFRONT Property in Owl's
WANTED
former residents of Warren, the 1 Mrs. Minerva Marshall is recov- 1 subject "The Biblical Picture Book "
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Head, for sale; about 100 rods along i
Mrs. Ruby Woodbury and chil N H., is at the home of his par
Rev. Mr. Swetnam former pastor of (ering from surgery at the Maine
TWO Chamber-maids wanted at
State Road and about 76 rods from
Lavander Newbert.
dren of Vermont are visiting her ents. Dr. and Mrs Stanley Lenfest,
the
Baptist
Church
here.
Proceeds
Osteopathic
Hospital
inPortland,
State Road to shore Inquire On Summer Hotel. Middle-aged wom
SWAN’S ISLAND
Don’t for get the covered dish parents, Mr. and Mrs Fred Mer- j Maln stre€t
The members of the Warren
en preferred. Write BEE., 5, The from the concert will be given over
Premises. WILLIAM LEONARD
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley were ln
Erwin
Kent spent the week-end supper at the little red school June | rlfleld.
75*77 to the new organ fund of the Puolic Health Committee, at a
___ ________________________ 74*77: Courier-Gazette.
j at Moosehead Lake with John 28
J Miss Sarah Dennison and Mrs. Bangor Tuesday.
church.
meeting
held
Wednesday
afternoon
BOATBUILDERS. Woodworkers,
GLENWOOD
Ivory
Enamel
Robert Durey was a business callRev. George Emery is working J Doris Merrifield gave a stork
Roland Austin, ten year old son i with Mrs. Annie Lehto, voted to j Hillman of Bangor, who has re
Range, with oil barrel for sale; also : Carpenter?, with boatyard expericently
been
visiting
him.
on
the
R
F
D
for
Donald
French
shower
at
the
Grange
Hall
dining
er
*n ^°wn Monday
|
once,
with
tools,
wanted;
steady30 gal. copper tank: 14 Knox St .
i of Mrs. Homer Waters is a patient J sponsor the three year old group
Mrs. Vera Whittemore of North
Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore Turner while Donald is on vacation.
room last Tuesday night for Mrs
Thomaston. TEL. 104
75-lt work: defense plant, 46 hours with 4 at Knox Hospital where he is re- next year with fluorine treatment,
hours overtime weekly LUDERS'
Velma Hastings An unusual gift Carolina. Gloria and Marlene
are home from Bangor where their
Esther Lawson Becomes Bride
ANGORA Kittens, trained for MARINE CONSTRUCTION CO, ceiving treatment for an injured
The public library is on a Sumwas a quilt made of 1500 one-inch Monahan are on a trip to Miami,
daughter Rita was a surgical pa
pets, for sale. TEL. 699 after 8 30 Stamford, Conn.
Miss Esther Frances Lawson,!
75-77 left knee.
mer schedule of three days and
Fla
75 77
p. m. and on Sundays.
tient at the Eastern Maine General , daughter of Mr. and Mrs Lyndon, squares
'
( John
Among those who attended the evenings each week, until the midFILLING
Station
Attendant
Hospital.
COPPER Hot water Tank for wanted.
Lawson, North Waldoboro and
ROCKLAND MOTOR Dawson-Lawson wedding and re- I die of September,
meeting of the Central
sale: medium size. 100 ft hose, good CO Tel. 920.
The Baccalaureate service for the John Sprague Dawson, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Foote (Hazel at
74-76 ception held at the Methodist
Mrs Charles Hysler who has been
cond., reasonable. TEL. Camden
Druggists’ Association, held
graduating class of the Union Mr and Mrs John Dawson. Wash- Watmough) were honored with a
BABY
Sitting
Job
wanted,
Church and Maple Grange Hall at receiving treatment at the Maine
2853.
75'1t
shower
Saturday at Wiscasset Inn. Mr. Poster spoke
while parents work. Thomaston. North Waldoboro Saturday were General Hospital in Portland is lo- school was held Sunday morning at Ington. were married at 8 p m. ,j miscellaneous
h{ gt the G
e Ha], Mlss on “Experiences In the Far East."
GAS Range (Glenwood) also Gas TEL. 247-13.
74*70
the
Advent
Church,
with
the
Rev
Refrigerator (Servel), good as now,
Saturday at the Methodist Church.|
Watmough and Mrs Marlon , Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Flanders,
Mrs. Isa Teague, Maurice Watts, cated for a time at the Mrs. Luda
John Culton officiating.
CAPABLE middle-aged Woman Mrs Charles Overlock and children,
family size. CALL 27->M or at 120
Goodwin Nursing Home in Waldo
North Waldoboro. The Rev. George j Meservey assisted in opening the L>nn- Mass • are visiting relatives ln
wanted for general housework.
N. Main St.___ ________ 75-77
Mr and Mrs. Charles Joyce and Emery officiated
Albert, Carolyn and Ronald, Mrs. boro.
gifts.
A bride's cake decorated town,
son Stephen are home after having
~GEESi: :or sale R. A. MILLER. Family of two. no washings. MRS Alice Mank and Mr. and Mrs. DougThe bride was given in marriage by Mrs Elsie Crabtree was cut by
D
L.
BARRON.
Tel.
835.
74tf
Plans are being completed for the
Mrs. Warren Robertson, and
Waldoboro. Tel. 209-2.
spent the school year ln Stoning
by her father Muss Donna Daw- the couple
hostesses. Mrs daughter Sybil. North Reading,
75*8*84
CAPABLE Girl wanted for gen las Lash of Friendship also at- , organ, piano recital and vocal con ton.
son, sister of the bridegroom was Lucy Crabtree, Miss Claire Crab- , Mass., are guests of her parents,
cert to be given the evening of
BRAIDED Rugs for sale: also eral housework and assist with care tended.
Mr and Mrs. Llowellyn Joyce
Live in. Modern
Baptist Sunday School picnic will June 27. at the Baptist Church by
maid of honor. Best man was tree Mrs Dorothy Childs and Mrs
Mr and Mr® Harry Brown have
3-burner Oil Stove; 80 CRESCENT of children
and daughter are visiting in Grand Harland Dawson of Washington, j Irene Pushaw served refreshmentss, ' Idr a house guest, Mrs. Brown's
Write P O. BOX 785. be held Monday, weather permit
STREET
55 It home
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert Swetnam of
Rockland, Mt
73-75
Manan
EIGHT-Inch Circular Saw for
ting, at the Public Beach, Camden. North Uxbridge, Mass., formerly of
The other attendents were Miss Dancing, with music furnished by 1 "tother. Mrs. Leisk, of West RoxMrs. Melvin Bridges and child
HOUSEKEEPER needed, apply
■ale; also 35-gal. Monel Hot Water
Charlotte Orff of North Waldoboro Donald Snowman, Oeorge L'Hostls bur>'. -Mass
Children
will
leave
the
church
at
Warren.
The
proceeds
will
beneflt
ren of Stonington are visiting Mrs and Miss Lena Roy of Burkettville
Tank, one-pipe Coal Furnace. AN at St. Peters Rectory-, 34 High St. 10 o'clock Monday morning for the
Mrs Gertrude Ralph will enter
and Mason Johnson, was enjoyed
the organ fund.
TEL. 1537.
75-77
DREW COFFEY. Ash Point.
Chase Savage
The ushers were Robert Lawson, 1 Untu a late hour
tain the Mending Club on Prlday
Tickets are out for the banquet of
74*76 j EXPERIENCED Waitress want outing. Should Monday be rainy,
Mr and Mrs John Wattling brother of the bride and Bruce
night
_____
GRAPPLE Hav Fork for sale, also ed for night duty at the Para the picinc will be held June 26th, the Warren High School Alumni were in Bar Harbor last week
Wiwurna Chapter. OES. will ob
mount
Restaurant.
Apply
IN
PER

Dawson, brother of the bridegroom.
the
following
Thursday.
Association which will be held at
harpoon Fork, electric Paint Spray
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
Mrs Bernard Radcliff and son
73-75
serve Past Matron's and Past Pa
er, five lengths 21 galv. pipe, new; SON
Raymond J. Pendleton is em- the IOOF dining hall, June 26th, of Spruce Head are visiting her Miss Judith Bridges of Union was
,
Miss Frances and Verna Dver
1'4" galv. pipe fitting, new; spring
MECHANIC WANTED
trons' Night June 24.
flower girl and David Lawson, ring 1
.
,
ployed at the Dragon cement plant, followed by the 25th annual meet
„
and friend of Lewiston were guest
father, Walter Joyce.
tooth Harrow. Surge Milker. Bean
First-class Mechanic wanted
Mrs Maynard Genthner ls on a
bearer F. Ednah Howard of Bos- ;
ing
and
program.
Fred
Perkins'
Jr.,
,
1
of
Mrs.
Edna
Dyer
Sunday
and
Mr
,
.
■ .
Winnower: 7 oakes gas Brooder. 4 ROCKLAND MOTOR CO.. 245 I
Mrs. Elmer Billings and children ton attended the guest book and ,
.
I trip to Montana.
will
be
the
toastmaster.
Main
St.
73-76
i
oil Brooders; Copper-lined Tank
-.. - ------- - .... ! and
Charles Richardson and
Geonje Macft MldMnd
TO LET
and Miss Joanne Carter of Ston -----------Mrs Orville Swett of Portland cut
B6"x30'x96' elec. Motor, l’-i HP
son Mack of Bridgeport. Conn , I
N j
arriwd at „„
FARM wanted, state all particu- .
Birthday Surprise
ington are spending a few days the wedding cake
200V 3ph: Buck Rake; long Hay lars. size and price in first letter, i
THREE-Room Furnished Apt.
were cal ers.
mer j,ome at 3^^ 0QVe.
Mrs. Ruth Wiley of this town, with Mr. and Mrs. Norman Burns.
Blower. 48” dia. for sale. EARL No agent please Write XYZ, % with bath to let. Inquire at 23
The bride wore a white satin
Mrs Fred Genthner and two'
NeUie Wade
her
C. RANDALL. Old County Road. The Courier-Gazette. Rockland, Me. hot .mbs ST
75tf and Percy Clarke of Thomaston i
Graduation
gown with train, finger tip veil
children are spending the week at
birthday Wednesday at the
Tel. 140
74*76
—
FIVE-Room
Apt.
and
bath
to
were
honor
guests
at
a
surprise
|
72*77
Graduation exercises were held and carried white carnations
Henry Crowell’s Camp in Friend- home of Mrs. Caroline Hodgdon,
let, 172 Camden St. TEL. 758-J i birthday supper party given at Aunt Tuesday night at the IOOF Hall
1950 STUDEBAKER Commander
The church decorations were
Deluxe for sale; radio, heater and '
____________________________ 75*77 Lylia’s Tavern by Irving Sawyer for the eighth grade of the Union ferns, greens and bridal wreath ship.
Main street.
OL May be Financed. Call at 37 Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Mrs. Ella Wallace and Mrs.
LARGE
furnished
square
front
o
j
Thomaston.
Present
were,
in
adSchool.
Those
graduating
were:
j
with
candle
light,
done
by
Mrs.
SEA ST , Camden, after 5 p. m.
Achorn-Pinkham
Room to let. Centrally located; dition to the guests of honor, Mr.
Cleaned by Machine
Janet Staples, Barbara Kent, Neota Victor Ghigli. Mrs. George Emery Edith Bennett have employment in
74*76
27 Elm St. TEL. 510
76tf
Allene Jeanette Pinkham. daugh
the
factory
at
Winslow
’
s
Mills.
C.
E.
FENDERSON
and
Mrs.
Charles
Taylor
of
Ten

Harvey, Robert Wheaton, Joseph was soloist accompanied by Mrs
DRY Slabwood. stove length, del.
FTVE-Room unfurnished, mod
Richard Scofield is employed at ter of Mr. and Mrs Douglass Pink
SANITARY SERVICE
ant's Harbor. Ralph Crawford, Mrs. Dillion, Arthur Stinson and Albert, Olive Shuman. A reception was
by foot or cord. VICTOR E GRINern
Apt.
for
rent.
Excellent
loca

ham, Waterville and S./Sgt Cedric
Telephone 1314
Rockland, Me. tion. TEL. 1395-R.
DLE. Tel. 1318_______ 74*76
75*77 \ Marcelene Stone, Mrs. Ellen Jones, Buswell. The program included an ; held at Maple Grange Hall, fol Mack's bottleing works
R. Achorn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
76*75
Mrs
Nellie
Wallace
was
in
SLABWOOD. long lengthy 1
FURNISHED House for Summer Mis Percy Clark, and Mrs. O B. exercise by the Primary school and | lowing the ceremony. Mrs. Flor
Alva
Achorn were married Sunday
Waterville
Thursday
calling
on
her
•ord load, $7, 2 cord load $12. TEI,.
rental at Ash Point. Excellent view Kalloch of Thomaston and Ralph a Baton Drill by the girls of the ence Mank, Mrs. Ella White,
at the First Baptist Church, Wal
ALL kinds of Property listings
1318.
74*76
old
neighbor,
Mrs.
Edna
Wheeler,
of
ocean.
Write
X.Y.,
care
The
Cou|
Clarke
of
Rockiand.
The
birthday
5th, 6th and 7th grade. Selections North Waldoboro and Mrs. Adelma
wanted
If you are thinking off
who is now living at the "Sunset doboro The ceremony was per
WRITE Ice Refrigerator for sale. selling, let’s talk it over. WILLIAM rler-Gazette._______________ 74*76
were ma(je by Mrs. Kalloch by the school orchestra, a saxa- j
Bowes, Washington, served. The
formed by Rev. Aaron B. Kelley. A
Good condition, $15. TEL. 76-M. T. DEAN. Rockland. Tel. 226 Li
THREE-Bedroom Cottage-Home , an(j Mrs. Clarke of Thomaston.
phone solo by Randall White and wedding cake was made by Mrs Home."
reception was held in the church
74-76 censed Real Estate Broker.
61tf to let on quiet street near Georges
Mr
and
Mrs.
Willie
G.
Wallace
piano solo by Miss Carroll Culton Evelyn Miller of Union.
Attended Golden Rod
Raver, Thomaston for Summer sea
BEDSTEAD, spring, mattress. 2
are celebrating their 51st Wedding vestry. The couple left on a trip
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
The bride wore an aqua suit
pillows. Commode. Stand and Chair done at the Mend-It Shop, 103 son. If interested inquire at VER- j Members of Ivy Chapter, who were greatly enjoyed.
Anniversary quietly Monday, June through the New England States.
for sale, $20; 70 Waldo avenue. TEI,. Union St.. Grove St. entrance- Tel. NON TABBUTT'S. 130 Main St. I were guest offleers Friday, last. A dance held by the Rebekahs with matching accessories for
Mrs. Achorn will teach school ln
23.
Tel.
59-12.
74*76
I148-J.
74 16 1680 EVA AMES.
Bangor this Pall and Mr. Achom
week, at the guest officers night and Odd Fellows was held Tuesday traveling.
70*76
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Burns
en

ROOM to let. Private entrance observance held at Golden Rod evening following graduation exer
BABY Carriage. Bathinette. Bas
will return to Vienna, Austria,
DONT discard your old or
tertained Father's Day, their son
sinet and Play Pen for sale. Call sntlque furniture. Call H. JOHN next to bath. Please call after 6 Chapter. O.ES.. in Rockland, were cises.
where he is in the U. S. Air Force.
74*76
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Clemer
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
11 CENTER ST.
73*75 NEWMAN for restoring and re- p. m., 5 UNION ST.
Mrs. Carrie Smith, organist, and
TWO and Three-room Furnished
Mrs. Forrest Wall. Phyllis and Burns and their daughter and hus
BOOKKEEPING and Adding ftnlshlng; U Maaonie SL TeL
Mrs. Fanny Juura, Electa. Other i
WASHINGTON
SEARSMONT
Machine combined, for sale, elec 1106-M
ltf Apts, to let, newly decorated, all members of Ivy Chapter, OES., j
Carol Wall, leave Thursday for band, Mr.' and Mrs. Ray Simmons
elec, kitchen; 67 TALBOT AVE.
tric, floor model. Burroughs card
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Vogel have Watertown, Mass., in company with of East Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs Harry Phillips and
BIKE
Repairing
wanted;
largest
74-76
system CALL 46. between 9 and
sold their place and moved to Rev. and Mrs John Sawyer, where
Mrs. Ernest Burns and Mrs. children have returned home after
12 a. m.
73tf stock of parts in Knox County;
FTVE-Room Heated Apartment to
Royalton, Penn.
used Bikes. BITLER OAR AND
they will attend the wedding of Nellie Wallace were in Damaris- a visit in New York with relatives
let. TEL. 402.
74tf
REBUILT Bicycles for sale. New HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman, Mrs. Walls and Mrs . Sawyer’s cotta Frlday
of Mr. Phillips.
tires,
newlv-painted
RAYE'S
DUPLEX House at 25 Court street
Mtf
THREE-Room Apartment with
Miss Priscilla Collins and Alton
Mrs. Gertrude Pinkham has re
Mrs. Luther Sherman and mother
CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St
73 78
for
sale.
6
&
5
rms
Garage
30x36
bath to let.
Adults only; 32
niece.
from West Liberty were bualnesa
turned home from Boothbay
Good condition SECURITY REAL Collins visited their uncle and aunt
BEECHWOOD ST., Thomaston.
FLOWER
Trellises,
Border
Lightning
struck
Sunday
aft

COTTAGES
Don't forget June 27 is the date callers in East Washington Wed
74*76 ESTATE OO. Dorothy Dietz, Cam Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collins in War ernoon at the homes of Wesley
Fenoes. Novelties and Toys for
den 2117.
75-lt ren Sunday.
sale.
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP
for
the lobster stew supper at the nesday of this week.
HEATED Apartment to let. in
LOG Cabin on shore at Spruce
Mills and Virgil Morse with slight
Prescott St
73*78 Head to let. Accommodates five Thomaston. A. W. MORTON. 60
ROCKPORT for sale, income
Ethel Butler spent last week-end
Mrs. Etta Barnes and Mrs. Hattie
Ledge Community House
damage.
73*75 mod . 3 bath, hkeep., Apts . bam, 1 with her daughter Alice in Belfast.
$108 a gallon, mill-end Paint, people.
Price reasonable.
Tel. Main St.
Moshier of Wiscasset were Wednes
poultry,
1
acre
lawns,
shade,
fine
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Cant
of
white green and grev. Oxygen and Camden 2506 or write P. A. SAW
TWO 3-room Apts, with bath to loc., near beach. TEL. Camden , Mr and Mrs. Clifford Pendleton
day guests of Mrs. Clara Overlook.
Whitinsville, Mass., were week-end
Acetylene MORRIS GORDON. 6 YER. 35 Harden Ave., Camden.
ST. GEORGE ROAD
let. Inquire IGA STORE. Thomas 2853.
73*75 grandson Virgil, Mrs. Norma Holl guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Pierpont
Leland street.
74-76
75*77 ton.
Finnish Congregational Church
73-75
oway
and
daughter
Patricia
all
of
from
Mansfield, Mass., were last
FOR
SALE
Mrs.
James
Cont.
UPRIGHT Poole Piano, beautiful
(DOLBY Cottage to let. at Spruce
is holding a picnic next Sunday at
LARGE Furnished Front Room
Thomasten
Lincolnville were Sunday callers on
week-end guests at the Alfred Nash
tone, for sale. Price $125 Write Head Island, for July and August. to let; very pleasant. Electric lights
Vacation
Bible
School
started
|
Hjarmer
Lampinen's,
North
Pond
Nine room Home on Main St, Mrs. Ada Howard and son Dudley.
BOX 22. Monhegan or Call Ten Sleeps six. MRS. HOOPER. Tel. hot and cold water, use of bath
Monday at the Tenant’s Harbor ln Warren. On Thursday a meet home.
1269-J.
75*77 and flush toilet. MRS GOLDIE Old Colonial type, beautiful grounds
ant’s Harbor 48-3 after 6 p. m.
The following gave blood at the Baptist Church.
and
al!
in
best
condition.
ing will be held at Mr. and Mrs.
O. E. 8. Meeting
73-75
COTTAGE for saie at Cooper’s McAULIFFE. 42 Fulton St. Tel.
Mobilblood Unit last week in Bel
Thomaston
Miss Marion Lee of Hartford, John Matson’s home. Coffee and
There was a stated meeting of
73*75
BOAT. 14 ft for sale, for out Beach. Lights, water, fireplace. 1198-M.
Six-room Home, with garage at fast. Mr. and Mrs. Viljo Hill, Mrs. Conn., has arrived at her Wallston
cake service also.
Fondulac Chapter, OES, on June
75-77
board motor. M. L. YOUNG. 35 Call at 55 MASONIC ST.
THREE-Room Apt. furnished or tached. Perfect condition. New Ernest Ratten and Shirley Cun
home for the Summer.
Broadway.
73*75
18 and plans made for a vacation
FROM June 15 to July 12. 5-room unfurnished to let. All modern oil, hot water furnace, new shingles,
The sympathy of the community Ice.
73tf paint, and chimney. Good loca ningham.
of Chapter meetings until the first
1966
STUDEBAKER
4-yard Cottage to let; Shell St., Owl’s Improvements. TEL. 1285.
Rosewood Chapter will have a is extended to Mrs. Benjamin
Dump like new: 1947 Ford. 4-yard Head Village All conveniences Ap
At the evening service, 7 o’clock, Wednesday in September.
TWO-Room Furnished Apt., bath tion.
Thomaston
Dump, nice. ROCKLAND MO ply On Premises MRS. H. G. NOR to let. Adults only; 57 PACIFIC
Summer recess for the next two Murch and son, in their bereave the pastor will speak on the sub
Golden Wedding
75*76 ST.
The Capt. Walter Willey resi months.
TOR CO. 245 Main St.
73-75 TON or phone Camden 541.
73*75
ment.
ject. “A Religion of Conviction."
Mr.
and
Mrs. Joseph Turffs wlU
dence
on
Dunn
St.
Ten
rooms,
au

COTTAGE
on
Norton
’
s
Pond
for
HEALTHY Native Pigs for sale.
The village school closed June 13.
UNFURNISHED three-room Apt.
Mrs. Dana Greenlaw of Red
Forty-nine have enrolled at the be feted on Saturday evening June
CHAS. S. GRINNEIL, Appleton. sale. 4 rooms and porch, fum. elec, to let. Heated, elec, stove, private tomatic heater. Excellent condi Miss Feeney’s room enjoyed a pic stone, N. H., has been a guest of
Daily Vacation Bible School, to 21 at their home on Windy HIU by
Tel. Washington 12-5.
71-76 lights, running water, float and bath. Available around July 1; 99 tion and best location
Thomaston
nic at Belfast City Park. Mrs. Da her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel continue through next week. AU
72tf
relatives in honor of their golden
MBITS, Women’* and children's boat. Inquire 65 MAIN ST., Thom Camden St. TEL. 1245 .
Capt.
Brown's
Home
on
Gleason
vis’ and Miss Chaffee’s rooms went Davis for the oast two weeks.
74*78
Children between the ages of four wedding anniversary which wlU oc
Shoes Bold at factory price at JOE'S aston.
BEAUTIFUL 2-room connecting street. Fine condition and loca to Fort Knox.
Mrs.
Alvah
Harris
was
a
week-end
and 16 are cordially invited to at
COTTAGE to rent from July 15 Office to let, upstairs front, suitable tion on quiet street.
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
cur June 25, but because of plans
A number of Rosewood members guest of relatives at Gloucester, tend. Classes are held from nine
dally, Inc. Sunday antll
p. m, to Aug. 15 at Friendship Harbor. for lawyer, doctor or dentist, run
Thomaston
made previously for an extended
Inquire L. J. WALLACE. Tel. 99-22. ning water, central. Main street lo
■f^t Thun, dote at * o’clock
A 3-apartment House on Main attended guest officers night at Mass.
until 11.45.
vacation trip, wUl be held on the
73*75 cation. low rental.
98tf
TEL. 1107; street, centrally located and all Thorndike.
Mrs. James Taylor is employed
21st.
They plan to leave, following
apartments
rented.
after
6
p.
m.
TEL.
586-M.
71-76
FIVE-Room
Cc<tage
to
let
on
14 FT Canvas-covered Boat, built
Miss Esther Cushman has em at Blueberry Cove.
Thomaston
ONE-Room Furnished Apt. on
GOOD SUPPLY the reception, for Worcester, Maas.,
new this Spring for sale, cheap. shore at Owl's Head TEL 385-M3
Naomi
Chapter,
O.E.S.
will
hold
ployment
at
the
Down
Easter
at
A two-family House of five rooms
72tf Willow St., to let. TEL. 939 or 1219.
and will also visit at other places
FARRELL SAWYER. Warren
MOST SIZES
its regular meeting Friday night.
73*75
71 tf each Two baths. Priced very rea Sandy Point.
COTTAGES to let, $35 a week.
where they passed their earlier
sonable at $4500.
Check With Us Flrat
At the last regular meeting of A crazy lunch will be served after
MRS
L
S
MILLS,
Pleasant
Beach,
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt. to
POWER CHAIN SAW'S
Ufe, and at show resorts enroute be
Thomaston
the
meeting.
Rosewood
Chapter,
OES
the
Past
So
Thomaston.
Maine.
TOtf
BICKNELL MFG. CO.
let. Bath, hot and cold wrater,
We are Agents for the FAMOS
An eight-room House, with bath
fore returning home.
There
will
be
a
clinic
with
doc
PHONE
BOCKLANO
360
Matron, Sister
PIONEER POWER CHAIN SAWS
THREE Cottages to let. by week heated. Thermostatic controlled, on first floor and flush and lava Worthy Grand
33-tf
the Best Product Saw on the Mar or season Contact BURDELL’S elec, range, elec, refrigerator, $10 tory on second floor. Garage at Madelyn Stetson, and brother Stet tor and nurse In attendance for
Subscribe to The Oourisr-Gnaette
ket. Call and look them over if DRESS SHOP or RILEY STROUT. per week. Over Carr’s Store, cor tached. Hot water heating system son were honored guests.
pre-school children at the Home
you are thinking of cutting logs
6®U ner Main and Rankin streets. TEL. writh oil burner. Built 1904.
Economics
building
Tuesday
af

Harleth Davis sends this report;
25.
67tf
OT pulp. HAROLD B KALER.
Thomaston
ternoon at 130. Immunization shots
Washington. Me Tel. 5-25. Open
On Main street, a good Income- Kenneth Marriner and Perry Davis
FURNISHED Apt. to let; also
will be offered.
week daya and Sundays. Financed
room with bath, kitchen privileges. producing property. Steam heat were not absent for the entire year,
Precious Heirlooms
through The National Shawmut
Mrs. Forrest Wall, Phyllis and
and oil burner. Fire place, 1'4 each received a prize. Roberta Rob
D. JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant St.
BICYCLES.
Tricycles,
bought,
Bank Of Boston.
70-75
tttt acres of land.
bins, Arthur Leadbetter and Carol Carol Wall left Thursday for Nat
sold, repaired, painted like new.
Thomaston
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales Tires. Tubes. Parts. Baby Carriage
Can be Used-Now
ick, Masa., where they will be
POUR-Room Unfurnished Apt.
Five-room modern Home, built Gelo were absent only one day each
Service and Repair. Write or Call Tires replaced. RAYES CRAFT to let, bath, hot water heat; 34
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and
received
prizes.
Roberta
Rob

ten
years
ago.
Perfect
condition,
M6 Water St., Augusta. TEL 3770. SHOP.
57*Sat*81 Fulton St. TEL. 1379-R.
68tf furnace, burner, electric hot water, bins received a prize for having Sam Peoples and attend the wed
Mtf
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
SMALL Furnished Apartments, electric range, etc, complete writh 100 percent in spelling.
ding of Mrs. Wall's niece, Miss
Give yonr Uvlng room • tovtfy
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Send five questions. $1.00 stamped central location and at North lot 90x100 ft.
Janet
Ames
at
Watertown.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dwight
Collins
of
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS, End. Apply 11 JAMES ST. 51 tf
mellow toaeh with that antlqee
Cushing
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
I have two salt water farms that Union and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harri
Baptist Church
APARTMENT to let; 5 rooms with
OBAN1TB LIVES FOREVER
new la the attle. Just send It te
Mass. Full page reading enclosed. bath; newly renovated; hot and defy description and must be seen man and family were Sunday call
The members of the Masonic Or
Walks, Step*, Poata, Fireplacea,
to-omDt replv
153-8-tf cold water furnished. Adults only. to be appreciated; also many other ers of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harri
am for expert refurbishing at adalder and the Eastern Star will ob
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
START Venetian Blind Laundry. Apply BICKNELL’S HARDWARE. good homes.
man.
serve
St.
John
’
s
Day
Sunday
by
at

Call or see
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Profitable business. New machine.
43tf
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb, son tending in a body the morning
ALBERT B. FT,I .TOT
roendatlen Stone.
Estimates
Visit plant in Portland. Free Book
HEATED tod unheated furnished
Insurance-Real
Estate-Appraisals Laurence, Wayne David and their service at 1030. ‘‘Casting On the
let. Write I T, OO., 191 S. 44th St., ApU to let V. r. 8TUDLEY, Tl
gladly submitted. No obligation.
Thomaston, Me. Res. Tel 27 Office 5 daughter Donna were week-end
H. JOHN N^tyMAN
Phila , 4 Pa
66-80
Right Side,’’ will be the sermon
■OCRING GRANITE INDUS
Park St
Tela. 8000 or UM.
ltf
73-78

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

REAL ESTATE

tt

I

PIPE

MISCELLANEOUS

TRIES (Bueeemers to John Meehaa A Son), Clark Island, Me.
Tot Reekland 11-WI or Tenant’s
If"*— M-IA
1-tf

guests

of Mr.

and Mrs.

Harold topic used by the pastor, Rev. Mil

TWO-AFT. House at « Park Bt
SANDHN01 Machine and polisher
A man should not be judged by
Cobblard B. Gile.
to let Alao a Wall Paper Steamer. for aale, occupied at preaent. Prloe
what he stands for—its what he
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb, Lau
The Church School will n»eet at
Inquire at SKA OOAST PAUTT right. Inquire WALDOBOBO OAtails tor that counts.
OO, M0 Mala St
IK RAOCUlPutat. TaL*»- Mtf rence and Wayne attended the 11.00, following the morning serv-

48 MASONIC STREET
TELEPHONE 1106-M

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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FARM
New Dust Found
A

FARMING GROWS FASTEST

Ferbam Brand, Is NonPoisonous and Less
Americans Are Eating More and Better
Expensive
Food Than Their Parents Did
Hancock County blueberrymen

————— I
Limerork Valley Pomona

Pleasant Valley Grange was host
to Pomona last week and provided
an excellent dinner for those at
tending.
Guest officers were present from
Knox. Hancock, Waldo, North Pen
obscot and East Kennebec Pomonas.
Lecturer Annie Sweet of Waldo
Pomona spoke on Cuba, which is
her group's project of the year.
Greta Clark of Thomaston won
the lecturer's march prize.
Greetings were given by F. L. S.
Morse with the response by J. Her
bert Gould of Camden Frank Bail
ey, Pomona lecturer of Bucksport,
served as guest lecturer at the
meeting.

4-H FIELD DAY AT UNION TODAY

Annual Outing Complete With Games,
Contests, Club Songs and Prizes

Lincoln Pomona at Dyer’s Valley
next Tuesday night should please
bring flowers for decorating the
stage This is in connection with
the annual Memorial service.
Evening Star Grange

Evening Star Grange held its
regular meeting Monday and con
ferred the First and Second De
grees on two candidates.
The lecturer presented a program
featuring Flag Day selections, also
Father's Day A Grange quiz was
presented, which surprised some of
our old members.
Plans were discussed for running
Grange suppers this Summer, also
the Grange Fair.
It looks as though the youngsters
are going to be the losers in the
contest and we discussed combin
ing a Grange picnic and the
youngsters’ treat at a future date
at the seashore.
Everybody come to next meeting,
July 7, to help complete the plans.
At the close of the meeting, we
enjoyed a hobo lunch from paper
bags which we had brought and
the Orange furnished tonic.
Megunticook Grange

Megunticook Grange of Camden
held a regular meeting Wednes
day, at which time the First and
Second Degrees were conferred
on: Jessie Josselyn. Dorothy Potter,
Arthur Handy, Willis Pitcher, Ben
jamin Pooley and Herbert Hillgrove of Owl’s Head.
June 23, the Third and Fourth
Degrees will be conferred on these
condidates at Weymouth Grange.
All Megunticook Grange mem
bers who wish to go to Thomaston,
be at the Megunticook Grange Hall
at 7 p m Monday.
North Haven Grange

Specialists Advise On Several Farming
Problems Which Need Attention Now
Cutting Yellow Rocket Infested
Grass Early Recommended

one of these fungicides and DDT
or rotenone. The DDT or rotenone
will control flea beetles, which
are working on tomato plants now.
Last year many commercial
growers and home gardeners had
trouble with late blight rot on
their tomatoes, reported Mo6her.
Late blight causes the tomato fruits
to turn brown, followed by a dryrot. This usually occurs before the
fruit ripens. The plants also have
brown spots on them and eventually die.

The annual 4-H Field Day Is
being held at Union Fair grounds
J today with members from both
i Knox and Lincoln counties particl! pating.
The affair is under the direction
i of Mrs. Loana Shibles and others
of the Extension staff, plus leaders
and assistant leaders of the several
clubs
Events were scheduled to start at
10 a. m. with a full program of
I sports planned for the morning.
Events will include sack races, three
| legged races and the 100, and 200

Cut the grass early in fields in
fested with yellow rocket weed and
put lt In the silo, recommends Paul
N. Mosher,
Extension Service
crops specialist of the University
of Maine. This will help prevent
the spread of yellow rocket seeds.
Mosher says that some Maine
farmer* did not pull or spray yellow
rocket plants while they were in j
bloom recently. Ctting the plants I
early before the seeds are dropped i
and putting them in the silo with Treat Crops To Control Cabbage
grass will kill most of the seeds
Maggot
in the silage process.
Dear Homemaker:
Maine
market
and home gar
One yellow rocket plant produces
The Summer months mean more
deners should treat cabbage, cauli
many seeds For this reason, it's
ironing and pressing to have the
flower,
broccoli,
rutabaga,
radish,
very important that farmers and
other land owners take every pos | and other related crops for the crisp fresh look with cottons and
! cabbage maggot. That's the advice other Summer fabrics. Here are
sible step to prevent these seeds
from spreading. Yellow rocket has : of Paul N. Mosher, Extension Serv- some pressing points. How you
take care of your clothes has a
become a serious pest in some ' ice crops specialist.
States and is spreading in Maine. ' The cabbage maggot is a small lot to do with the amount of home
Mosher reports that some farm 1 white maggot that eats the roots pressing you need to do. Overers ask, “What's the use of my con- j of crops. In most cases lt will kill pressing can be as hard on the
plants. It is now active in wear of clothes as no pressing is
W trolling yellow rocket in my fields I! the
when it's allowed to grow along plantings in Maine, says Mosher. on their appearance. Here are
His suggestion is to moisten the ways to cut down on pressing
roadsides, in waste areas, and in
soil around the stems of the plants
Look for clothes that will shed
my neighbor’s fields?”
The crops specialist doesn't be , with corrosive sublimate solution, ! wrinkles. Many of the new ma
using
one-half
cup
per
plant.
This
terials have special crease or wrin
lieve that the spread of seeds from
these areas to hayfields is serious. should be applied twice at weekly kle resistant finishes; clothes from
The seeds are spread primarily by intervals, beginning at once if it j these materials will wrinkle, but
water, through hay from infested has not yet been done. Protec- j most of the wrinkles will “hang
fields, and sometimes through ! tion in the seedbed is essential. ' out.”
If such plants as cabbage, cauligrain and grass seed. So the prob
i Put your clothes on hangers as
[ flower, broccoli, or Brussels sprouts
lem of control is up t othe in
soon as you take them off. Have
are Just being set out. Mosher ad
dividual farmer.
the hangers fit the shape of the
Maine farmers who have kept vises applying either a tar paper garment. This may mean padding
disc
which
lies
flat
against
the
yellow rocket under control find
some hangers.
that it takes only a little time ground or a teaspoonful of calomel
Rotate clothes for long wear, less
'
talc
dust
in
a
heap
around
each
each Spring to pull it out, Mosher
pressing. Rest clothes for 24 hours
I plant.
says. Looking ahead to another
between wearings.
Red Stele Disease Attacking
year, If fanners will control the
Do not crowd clothes together In
Maine Strawberries
weeds in new seedings this season
the closet, give space for air to get
much of the yellow rocket will he
Red Stele disease is showing up in and wrinkles to get out.
killed. Yellof rocket grows the In many strawberry plantings
Air clothes frenquently.
year the land is seeded down, but throughout Maine, reported today
Wool garments can often be re
doesn't blossom until the second Dr Franklin P. Eggert, head of freshed without pressing, by spongyear.
the horticulture department of the
University of Maine.
Be Beady To Control Blight on
strawberries. These may be grown
Dr. Eggert said that the first on soil which is infected with the
Tomatoes
Maine
home gardeners
and i visible, above-ground symptom of Red Stele organism. Some resist
commercial growers should keep an I Red Stele disease is that the straw- ant varieties adapted to Maine con
eye on their tomato plants for signs ! berry plants stop growing. The ditions are Sparkle, Temple, Or
of late blight, said today Paul N. margins of the leaves, and some- land, Monmouth, and Maine 56.
Mosher, crops specialist of the Uni 1 times the flower buds, turn brown
Red Stele attacks the root sys
! and the plant eventually dies.
versity of Maine.
tem of the plant and it is there
Mosher pointed out that it’s a 1 There is no cure for this disease that positive identification can be
good policy to keep tomato plants once it has attacked strawberry made. An infected plant has only
covered throughout the growing j plants. Worst of all, the disease is coarse roots while a healthy plant
season with a good fungicide, such oil borne and if plants are infected has a fibrous root system.
® as Bordeaux, neutral copper, or the soil is no longer safe for sus
Furthermore,
one of the organic fungicides. ceptible varieties.
Bather sprays or dusts may be used. there’s no practical means of chem
PHILCO
In a wet seasen such as we have ically treating such soil to make it
been experiencing in Maine, late suitable for raising susceptible va
blight is apt to be more serious, rieties.
HOME RADIOS
There's only one solution. That
Mosher explained. Many gardenera *01 want to use a mixture of is to plant resistant varieties of
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HEREFORD BREEDERS EVENTS

Field Day At West Buxton Tuesday and
Aroostook Tour, Friday, Saturday
Maine Hereford
breeders will
gather at Henry Swanton’s By-ABrook Farm, West Buxton, June
24 for the Southern Maine Here
ford field day and barbecue. They
will tour Aroostook County, June
26 and 27 visiting various Hereford
farms enroute, with dinner and
program the evening of June 26 at
the North Eastland Hotel,, Presque
Isle.
The field day committee of the
Maine Hereford Association has
planned a program Intended to ac
quaint farmers, land owners pub
Herman C. Lamoreau. Orono, was lic officials, read estate brokers
appointed last week as assistant bankers and market men with the
county supervisor of the Farmers’ I opportunities for greatly increased
Home Administration for Kno4 beef production in Maine, and the
and Lincoln Counties.
Methods which should be followed
Lamoreau is a native of Presque for success with Herefords. All who
Isle, and a graduate of Mapleton may be interested in Herefords are
High School. He received a BS invited to attend the field day
degree in agncultral education meeting which will start at 1 p. m.
from the University of Maine in at By-A-Brook Farm West Buxton,
1956, and an M.Ed. degree in Edu Henry and Pearl Swanton, hosts
cation from the same institution
Guests will be afforded the op
thia month.
portunity to Inspect the farm and
He is married to the former barns, view the fine herd of regis
Connie Brown of East Millinocket, tered Hereford cattle and observe
and has a family of three sons.. the chopping of grass silage, etc.
He is a veteran of five years’ Army
At 2 p m.. there will be a display
sendee during World War II,
of Hereford steers and heifers by
serving in the Pacific Theatre as
members of the York County 4-H
an aerial radio-radar operator in
Beef Club. Showmanship will be
1942-1943. as a radar bombing and
judged by Mrs. Alice Whitney of
navigation instructor in the States
Feeding Acres Farm, Buxton.
in 1944-1945. and as a radar sec
A type demonstration of brood
tion chief in the European Theatre
cows will be conducted by B C
of occupation in 1946.
Jr. Warrenton.,
Mr Lemoreau’s interest in the "Bud” Snidow,
Farmers' Home Administration and Virginia, Eastern Representative
subsequent application for work in of the American Hereford Associa
the field of supervised agricultural tion. A talk entitled "Points to Look
credit loans was developed during For in Selecting Heifers,” will be
his two and one-half years as an given by E. L. Whitney Feeding
instructor in the “on-the-farm” Acres Farm "Pointers in Selecting
training program for veterans at a Herd Bull” will be the subject of
Walter Holland, Rancho Sacatal,
East Corinth.
He was formerly a member and Dos Cabos, Arizona. Cattle from
secretary of the Orono Junior the Swanton, herd will be used for
Chamber of Commerce, member of these demonstrations.
Visitors will be welcomed and
the V.FW. and a member of the
guests introduced by Henry E
Air Force Association.
Swanton, chairman of the field day
committee Preston J. Stanley, Kezar Palls, president of the associa
tion, will address the visitors. Act
ivities of the Maine Hereford Asso
ciation will be explained by Lester

The Grange Hal! was used for
and 50 yeard dashes, plus a half
j elections last Monday with a total
mile race.
In the afternoon, ball games are of 135 voters casting their ballots
scheduled as well as the scoring of while two voted by absentee ballot.
Election officials in charge of the
clubs for prizes.
Each club will be rated on at ; polls were: Ray L. Beverage, Mrs.
tendance and for positions won in Barbara Adams and Mrs. Audrey
Lincoln.
the athletic events.
Weymouth Grange
Highest scoring club will be
The First and Second Degrees
awarded a green and white 4-H
banner with watermelons going to were conferred Monday evening on
the three highest scoring groups. three candidates. The Third and
Blue, red and white ribbons will be Fourth Degrees will be conferred
awarded winners of contests, races on the same persons next Monday,
i Megunticook Grange will be
and ball games.
1 guests Monday and will bring
candidates for degress
Grand
View degree team of Northport will
do the work.
Dear Farmer:
, It was voted that the Grange
At this writing, several of our
' enter a float in the Thomaston
farmers are almost through with
Fourth of July Celebration parade.
ing with a sponge wrung nearly J Also, that the Grange would serve putting up grass silage I wonder
how many are ready to put up hay
dry.
: meals during celebration.
—
have their machinery checked
When a garment needs pressing,
Seven Tree Grange
and ready to go
whether it's a skirt, dress, suit or
Seven Tree Grange will entertain
Three hundred and fifty-four
trousers here are a few suggestions the Traveling Grange Group com
farmers have reported on Yellowthat will be helpful.
prised of Pioneer, Evening Star Rocket. I think that this is an
Brush a garment carefuly. Dust and Georges Valley at the regular
excellent example of the interest
always collects on the neck edge of meeting Wednesday evening June
shown by most people Just re
the collar, in trouser cuffs, under 25
member that a good farmer will
collars and cuffs, around pockets
Seven Tree members are asked to attempt to control weeds on his
and In pleats.
bring sandwiches unless otherwise farm even if his neighbor doesn't
Remove any spots. Grease spots solicited and all visitors to furnish or even if there are some growing
should be removed with carbon tet sweets.
along the roadside.
rachloride or some non-flammable
At the last meeting memorial
Yellow Rocket won’t spread too
cleaning fluid. For directions on services were observed in memory easily from farm to farm—an
how to remove other spots consult of those members who have passed added incentive to keep your farm
a stain removal bulletin. Remem to the Great Grange above.
clean.
ber that heat sets stains, so always
Seven Tree Juveniles enjoyed a
Sincerely,
remove spots and stains before you picnic Wednesday at Highfields
Gil Jaeger,
press.
Camp. There were over 40 present.
County Agent.
Seven members from Seven Tree
Test a scrap of cloth or an in
side scam edge to see how much visited with Waldo Pomona at Li
moisture and heat you will need to berty Tuesday evening. Mrs Flor
ence Calderwood acted as guest
use for a good pressing job
Remove wool garments from Secretary and David Carrol and
REMEMBER,VETS, V-A CANNOT'
press board while still damp, hang Raymond Danforth as executive
and dry thoroughly before storing. Committeemen.
GUARANTEE THATTHE UOME
Pressing wool until it Is dry weak
YOU BUY VJ ITH A GI LOAN
ens lt and shortens its useful life Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
IS A GOOD INVESTMENT...
Use steam, not pressure, for
SO CHECK CAREFULLY THE
LEGAL NOTICE
pressing wool.
June 18. 1952. , CONDITION OF THE HOUSE
Use an up and down motion To the Selectmen of Vinalhaven:—
YOU PROPOSE TO BUY
for pressing all materials.
Dear Sirs:
I hereby apply for a permit to
Press on wrong side wherever
build a weir at Arey's Harbor (soyou can.
called) approximately 600 feet East
Use brown paper under seam from my property with lead run- ■
edges, folds and ridges to prevent ning approximately 700 feet North- |
west to my property.
marking and shine
Sincerely
Press in the direction of the
GEORGE T WRIGHT
seam stitching, from wide to the
STATE OF MAINE
narrow section of a garment.
County of Knox
Never press a crease in a wom
The Selectmen of the Town of !
Vinalhaven, Maine, hereby de- •
an’s sleeve.
clare that a hearing will be held
Here’s a recipe for you to try!
on the above application at 7:00 M-317
o'clock in the evening of Thursday j
Lace-Cookies
June 26th at the Selectmen's' For fall information contact roar aearaal
(Twenty-four 3-inch cookies!
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office
Office.
One egg, I cup brown sugar, 1 cup
HARLAND A TOWNSEND,
CLINTON K SMITH,
The easiest way to flatter a man
rolled oats, 1-3 cup melted short
L. GRANT DUELL.
ening, ’» teaspoon salt, 'A teaspoon
is to ask his advice.
Selectmen, Town of Vinalhaven. Me.
vanilla.
75-77
Beat egg until light and add
sugar gradually. Add rolled oats, r
HAVE YOUR
*
salt and vanilla. Add melted
shortening, mix well. Drop by tea
spoonfuls on a greased baking
sheet, allowing lots of room for the
cookies to spread Bake in a slow
All Types of Commercial
Installed
oven (300-325 degrees F.) 12 to 20
Photography;
Groups,
minutes until lightly browned. Re
by
Weddings, Industrial,
move from pan while warm with a
Burpee
spatula or broad knife.
Marine and Insurance,
Furniture
Sincerely,
Aerial.
Winifred Ramsdell,
Co.
Home Demonstration Agent.
361 Main St.
Sidney L Cullen

E Orant, secretary, Sanford, Me.
“Starting Right with Herefords”
will be the subject of a talk by
Samuel F Dorrance, Augusta, Me.,
livestock specialist. Remarks Will be
heard from Francis G. Buzzefi,
Fryeburg, head of the Department
of Animal Industry. Fred E. Nut
ter, Corlnna, Me . commissioner of
agriculture and prominent farmer,
will address the assembly.
A report of the recent Hereford
CongTess held at Fort Worth, Tex
as. will be given by Edward C- Cut
ting, Beech Hill Farms, Union who
attended as delegate from the
Maine Hereford Association. “Op
portunities with Herefords in
Maine," will be the subject treated
by “Bud" Snidow, Eastern Hereford
Representative.
A chuckwagon style barbecue of
prime Hereford steer beef will be
served from 5.30 to 636 by Valle of
steak house fame. A large attend
ance of Hereford enthusiasts and
their friends is expected. Tickets
may be obtained from members of
the committee.
During the evening, Hereford mo
vies will be shown by Don McCar
thy, public relations director, Am
erican Hereford Association, Kan
sas City, Mo.
Members of the Southern Maine
Field Day Committee are Henry
Swanton. Buxton chairman; Lester
E. Grant, Sanford, secretary; Pres
ton J Stanley, Kezar Falls, presi
dent of the Association; Elias C.
Peterson, Windham,
Norton H.
Lamb, Falmouth, and Edward C.
Cutting, Union. Tickets for either
the barbecue at Buxton on June 24,
or the dinner at Presque Isle on
June 26 can be obtained from the
following breeders: Lincoln county,
Paul Hilton, Aina; Waldo, Ray
Neal, Belfast; Knox, Ned. cutting.
Union.
A real Western style two day
Hereford tour of Aroostook County
will be sponsored by the Maine
Hereford Association
and
the
Aroostook Livestock
Association,
visiting various Hereford Farms en
route on June 26 and 27, with din
ner and program the first night at
the North Eastland Hotel, presque
Isle, at 6.30.

County Agent's
Corner

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES

CAR RADIOS

I

NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

have noticed a new recommenda
tion on the 1952 dust schedule, ac
The American love of good food I Chief factor in recent years has
cording to County Agent Carl A.
Rogers. The dust for disease which is making farming one of the na- ;
the ability of lower Income
^should be applied during June is tion's fastest growing industries. groups to enlarge their buying of
now suggested to be a 10'; Ferbam Despite all the grumblings about food, both in the amount they buy
dust applied at the rate of 15 food prices, Americans are eating and the better quality they can af
pounds per arce.
more and better food than did their ford Almost continuous high em
This replaces the old 20-20-60 parents. Since prosperous 1929 the ployment levels and higher wage
dust which was very expensive to food consumption in this country. rates in recent years account for
use and hard to properly apply. I has doubled, the Federal Reserve much of this.
Ferbam has been used in trials for Bank of Cleveland concludes, after
The sharp Increase in total food
several years and has given very adjusting food dollar volume to ■ sales in this country is due in part
satisfactory results It is especially price changes.
I to the big baby crops which push
useful for many of the leaf dis
Neither the auto nor home build- , population totals higher. But other
eases These leaf diseases reduce ing industries can show a unit vol factors are more Important.
the size of the berries. Growers ume gain equal to that In agricul
Chief is the change that has
usually notice the areas which have ture as a “growth industry.’’
come over the national diet. Since
Meenahga Grange
these diseases because the leaves
If the population continues to the depression years the lowerturn red or brown and drop off grow at Its present rate, and If priced bulky and starchy foods have
Neighbor's Night was observed
much earlier than from normal Americans find the money to lost ground, relatively to meats, Monday night with Nobleboro and
plants.
maintain their present high dietary eggs, milk, fresh fruit and vegeta Willow Granges represented. The
Some growers feel that it is standards, the market for American bles Cher the years the Americans visiting lecturers, Verona York of
^worthwhile to dust all ot their first farm products in 1975 will be twice also have tended to spend more of Nobleboro and Eva Wing of Wil
year bearing land as an increase what it was Just before Pearl Har their income on choicer meats and low, assisted with the variety pro
of one or two bushels per acre will bor, the bank figures.
better quality vegetables and gro- gram. Refreshments were served
pay for the cost of the dust Other
Next Monday night, the program
Only if the birth rate drops and ceries.
growers have only small spots In Americans go back to their diet
All of this can change quickly If will be directed by the Home and
their fields that are seriously af standards of 10 or 15 years ago, will Incomes drop, due to unemployment Welfare Committee.
fected with leaf disease and so the future demand for agricultural or other reasons Families quickly
A request has been made by the
only dust these small areas.
products fall below present high trim food budgets when the pay Pomona chaplain, Beatrice Milli
Ferbam used alone is non- capacity to produce, the bank says. check shrinks
ken, that members who attend
polsonous and so is the first
Taking a shorter-term view, The
material which has been recom American Institute ol Food Distri
mended to use for the control of bution says almost all retail food
blossom blight. A dust of Ferbam store operators expect to go right
is recommended during the latter on the rest of this year at least,
part of May while the berries are selling more food than last year,
in full blossom to control blossom I They credit the continued heavy Knox-Lincoln Clubs Are Participating In
blight.—Ellsworth American.
Upending of prosperous consumers

FARM NOTES ABOUT”THE STATE

FHA Appointee

THE GRANGE CORNER

Vic Vet jayf

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

It's during their so-called vaca
tion that a great many Americans
citizens do their hardest work of

Rockland,
Maine

TEL. 907 or 770

TEL. 1520

55-t&s-84 ;;
I

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
97*tl

DUTCH NECK
Mrs. Bell Hal] and Mrs. Mabel
Alexander of Damariscotta, Mr. and
Mrs. Bedfleld Miller of Lawry and
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Elwell of Bath
were recent callers at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Mrs. Myrna Benner of Gardiner
has returned to her home after vis
iting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Linwood Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Vanderpool
and son Peter were recent business
visitors in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Hurd of Lin
colnville were Thursday evening
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Da
vis.

VINALHAVEN
MRS ALLIE LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 86
Mr and Mrs. O. V. Drew and
granddaughter Loretta Shield*, left
Thursday for Augusta, where Mr.
Drew will attend Postmasters' Con
vention, after whioh they will visit
J Mr and Mrs. Eugene Vaughn In
Oquossoc
Mrs Pearl Donahue of San Diego,
Calif., arrived Tuesday, after an
absence of seven years. She Is visit
ing her sister, Mrs Gertrude Robbns.
J Eastern Star School of Instruc
tion will be held Wednesday, June
25, with Harbor Light Chapter in
Rockport, in the afternoon. Mem
bers of Marguerite Chapter, OES.
are also invited to visit Beach
Chapter in Lincolnvlle, that eve
J ning.
Mrs. Elva Teel arrived Wednes
j day from Rockland for a week’s
stay at her home on Atlantic ave
nue.
, Mrs. Carl Davidson and Mrs,
Walter Staples, who were in town
to attend the graduation of their
nephew. Garreth Oakes, have re
turned to Bath. They were ac
companied by Mrs. Parker Wads
worth and Mrs. Minnie Beckman.
Mrs Mina Beggs who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Ames, left Thursday for Cambridge,

Congratulations are extended to
Miss Marilyn Wotton who was in
the graduating class at the Waldo
boro High School last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute have
been visiting at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Munson at Medfield, Mass., for several days.
Mrs. J. W. Vanderpool, Mrs. M.
W Davis and daughters, Mrs. L. L.
Waltz, Miss Ada Winchenbaugh
and Peter Vanderpool attended the
piano recital at the Baptist Church
vestry on Saturday afternoon last
when the pupils of Mrs. Marion
Waltz gave their annual recital.
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh has
been entertaining Mrs. Almeda
Winchenbach of the village for
several days.
Mrs. Warren D. Smith of Rock
land is spending several weeks at
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Miller owing to the ill- '
ness of her mother who is now j
somewhat improved.
J W. Vanderpool and Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Wallace were business
visitors in Bucksport on Saturday
Mrs Hamlin Scofield and son 1
Dick of South Waldoboro were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Chute and Mrs. Addie Wotton.
The St. Paul's Chapel Society:
held a very successful supper at
the Community House on Thursday
with the president, Mrs. Fred
Chute In charge.

Mass.

•

Vacation Bible School will open
July 7, in Union Church vestry.

Church News
Members of Moses Webster Lodge,
FAM, and Marguerite Chapter,
O.E5 , will meet at Masonic H*U at
10. 30 Sunday, June 22, to attend
the 11 o'clock service at Union
Church in observance of St. John’s
Day. Rev. W. S. Stackhouse will
preach both morning and evening
at Union Church. Special selec
tions by the choir.

BUY THC.TIBIS
YOU Ntti NO IV
And Pay as Little

SOCIAL ITEMS
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Garden Club Speaker Will
Tell Federation Members
What To Plant

Lakewood Theatre

SANDY SHORES

GIVE

REV. RUTH MATHIAS.
ADVISOR

Hotel Thorndike, Tuesday, July 1,
9 to 9. Wednesday 9 to 2 p. m.

At The . . ..

75-7f

BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE
“Theatre of the Region” - Established 1937
SHERWOOD KEITH presents

IWawwv**************************

WALDO

"Personal Appearance"

Featuring LOUISE WINTER and WILL SANDY
Nightly Tuesday, June 24 through
Sunday, June 29
Friday Matinee 2.00 P. M.

NOW SHOWING

I “Red Skies of Montana” in Technicolor!
_ _ _ _ _ also “Fixed Bayonets”_ _ _ _ _
SUNDAY MONDAY
SOWARS HU6HK

THIS WEEK

FREE d
, HAvenoutto

ROBERT MITCHUM
JANE RUSSELL

On the
Same Program
The Magnificent
Exploit of a
handful of heroes
who blocked
Sherman’s
March to tbe Sea

H'S Ko1DV/OMAH! “Drums In the

Through Sunday

ni
'Night Of January 16th"

Deep South”

Super Cine-Color

75c - $2.00 plus tax

Subscription (Discount) Plan Now Available
PHONE 8882

>4 AINES

MOST

SHOES' HlOHTil

M 7 t> r 9 W

p p IVr -|„

FROM OUSK ' T > L MIDVITF

They Play Ball

To Attract Birds

Listen to Billy Graham on Sta subject Do You Have Peace?” The
tion WLAW Sunday at 3.30 p m Daily Vacation Bible School will
Mrs. N.
W. Mitchell of West continuing through to the 27th.
Miss Gertrude E. Allen of Wollas
He has a message for all in this continue through the week, Mon
Newfield. Mass., is visiting her
Sunday School 9 45 a.m. at the
ton, Mass, naturalist, illustrator
toother and sister-in-law. Rev. and Federated Church with morning stirring program Hour of Decision. day through Friday, meeting from and author, will recommend plant
•• • •
9 to 11 30 each morning. The closMrs. John Fitzpatrick.
service 11 o’clock. Rev Hubert
ings to attract the birds to home
i ir.g program will be presented on
At
St.
Bernard
’
s
Church:
Sun

ground
and during her lecture at
Clyde Smith has received his Leach's subject. ‘Tiie Advantage
Frinday at 7 The Happy Prayer
honorable discharge from the U. S of Insecurity.' Anthem: "A Prayer.” day services are at 8 and 11 a m and Praise Meeting will be held on the final session of the Garden
Navy and he and Mrs Smith are by Gourd Friendly Circle supper Daily Mass is at 6 45 a. m and Con , Tuesday at 7.30.
Club Federation of Maine annual
6 o’clock. fession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7
occupying the Stella Stone apart Tuesday night at
convention, June 26. 27 in Presque
Thursday evening. 7 o'clock tihe p m. Sunday Mass at St. James'!
ment, Beechwood street.
Isle, North Eastland Hotel.
At
the
Universalist
Church
Sun

Church, Thomaston, 9 a
m.
Miss Allen, a graduate of the Mu
An extension telephone has been Bible Class.
day morning at 11 o’clock. Dr. Lowe
and 9 30 a. m at the Church of
installed at the Masonic Temple,
will base his sermon on a recent seum of Pine Arts in Boston and
Lions At Camden Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden. pronouncement by Dr. Alfred W. F. lifelong student of natural history,
Tel. 8C0G
• • • •
» I
Mrs. Josephine Stone is visiting
Biunt, Bishop of Bradford, to the will illustrate her talk. A Bird’s
At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, eflect that the evils of present day- Eye View of Your Garden, with
her sister and brother-in-law, Mr Attorney Collins Of Rockland
Rev E O Kenyon, rector, Sunday
and Mrs. Harold Watts, at Chat
are due to the fact that chalk sketches Her pastel studies
Made Fine Impression ■parish communion and sermon at society
ham, Mass.
people have lost their belief in the may be seen at the Society of Arts
9 30: dally Mass at 7 30 except on ancient ideas of God and the Devil, and Crafts in Boston and she has
As Speaker
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met
Monday and Saturday
Wednesday afternoon in the church
illustrated several
Heaven and Hell. Here surely is a written and
Attorney Samuel Collins, Rock
•• • 0
vestry, followed by the regular 6 '
books for children.
subject to all of us.
land
a
graduate
of
Cartnou
High
o’clock supper. The committee was:
“Is the Universe Including Man. j
Other lecturers and programs
Mrs. Marte Singer. Mrs Leona School, U. of M . and Harvard Law Evolved by Atomic Force," is the
At the Rockland Congregational during the convention will include:
Starrett. and Mrs. Bertha Lovejoy. School, spoke to the Lions at the subject of
the Lesson-Sermon Church. Rev Charles R Monteith. Flower Shows and Fun by Miss
Miss Marion Pickard and Miss regular Tuesday evening meeting which will be read in all Churches pastor: Due to the absence of the Anne F. Hodgkins of Harpswell
this week Mr Collins is a ’’Young of Christ. Scientist, on Sunday,
Sherley Putnam served.
pastor, who is Associate Dean of and New York City, an accredited
Mrs. Forest Stone and Mrs. Faye Republican” and is very well in June 22 The Golden text is taken the Congregational Junior High judge of the National Council of
formed
on
politics
on
the
state,
na

Stetson were guests at Beach
from Amos (Arnos 4:13), "Lo. he Conference "Akita-Mowano” from State Garden Clubs and Garden
Chapter, Lincolnville, Wednesday tional and local levels. He made a that formeth the mountains, and June 20 to 27. the Board of Dea Federation chairman
of flower
fine impression as a speaker and
night.
createth the wind, and declareth cons will conduct worship at 10.45. shows, during the evening progTam
Capt. and Mrs W W Halliday told the members of the procedures unto man what is his thought, that John M. Pomeroy, eight years a cf opening day and a demonstra
and daughters Susan and Sally of the different states in picking a maketh the morning darkness, and deacon, will deliver the sermon on tion on Flower Arrangements by
left Wednesday for Shreveport, president.
treadeth upon the high places of "Science and Religion.” He will be Mrs. Donald W. Tosier of Augusta
La. where he is stationed in the
The speaker was careful not to the earth. The Lord, The God of assisted by the following deacons: during the morning of the 27th.
U. S Air Force after spending two mix politics in his talk as regards hosts, is his name." Sunday services William Butier (invocation, pas
Miss Hodgkin's talk will be preceded
weeks with her parents. Mr. and to personal candidates for any of at 10.30 and Sunday School at 11.45. toral prayer and benediction);
by a program. Flowers and Music,
Mrs. Ralph Hunt, Gleason street. fice. merely reviewing the different Wednesday night services at 7.30.
Richard French (children’s story;) with Ester Hokeii Sedden. vocalist,
Orient Lodge No. 15. F A M will types of state primaries, and men
William Graves (responsive read Mrs. Stevens accompanist; and
work the E. A. Degree Tuesday tioning some of the bills now be
The Sunday morning worship ing!, John Karl (scripture lesson Mrs P. J. Sullivan, reader, all of
night, 7.30 at Masonic Temple.
fore Congress to change the laws service at the Pratt Meihorial and prayer of dedication), with Caribou. Mrs. Sedden is a gradu
The We Two Club will have a through constitutional amendments
Methodist Church wil! be held at Ralph Post and Kent Glover as ate of the Helsinki . Conservatory
picnic supper Monday night at Dr. to be submitted to the states so
10.30.
Rev. Merle Conant will ushers. Richard Giles will present and Sibelius Academy in Finland:
E M. Moss cottage. Tenant's Har that the popular vote of the people
preach on the subjeect "The Altar as his solo "It Was For Me" by H has studied with the world famous
bor. The supper committee will themselves would be the method of
and Ihe Flame.” Roger Dow will Leroy Frisby. and Mrs. aith Berry Romani in New York; has been so
be Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Grafton choosing their leaders.
play “Hosannah" by Dubois, "Mus will be at the console. Nursery care loist in oratorio, opera, radio and
and Mr. and Mrs. Horace Keizer.
Collins is heartily recommended ing" by Kinder, and “Chanson of small children of those who wor concert work and taught voice in
Miss Leila Clark, Mrs. Anne Day,
Joyeuse’ by Broadhead. The choir ship with us will be under the di New York for many years.
Mrs. Marleen Miller, Mrs. Annie to all organizations who would like
will sing the anthem "If Ye Love rection of Mrs Eleanor Glover.
Rogers and Mrs. Mazie Magitz of a constructive and interesting talk
Me" by Coleman. Dante Pavone The only appointment for the week
of
this
nature
to
bring
their
think

Rockland, were helpers at Togus
will present the solo "The Lord’s will be the monthly meeting of Cub
ing
up
to
date!
Veterans’ Hospital Wednesday.
Prayer" by Malotte.
The Boy Pack 206 which will be held Friday
Only four more opportunities re
Mrs. Lsa DeWinter has returned | Lion Roy Holland, member of the
Nobleboro.
Scouts will not meet on Monday at Camp Kieve.
main to see "Apron Strings", the
* * • •
to Gardiner after spending a week Montourisville Lions Club. Pennsyl
night at 7 o’clock in the vestry.
with Miss Christine Moore.
vania, was a guest.
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo laughing hit which the Lakewood
’At the School For Church Workers,
Players are offering this week with
Lion Joe Brewster told interest
•There will be a School of In
sponsored
by
the
Methodist rial Free Baptist Church will be the leading roles played by: Gene
struction. for District 11. OES
ingly of his trip down to Kentsville,
observed
as
Children
’
s
Day.
The
Churches of Camden, Rockport,
Lyons. Frances Helm, Velma Roy
held at Rockport Masonic Temple, Nova Scotia, where he was a dele
Union, and Rockland,! from Sept. morning .-ervice of worship will be ton, Skedge Miller. Paula Houston,
Wednesday, June 25 School open gate from the C-R club at the Dis
16 to Oct. 21 to Oct. 21, Rev. John conducted by the pastor, James Eugene Stuckmann and Dorothy
ing at 12.46 p. m. preceded by trict 41 convention. "Portland next
Sherbourne, pastor „f the Metho Dagino, who will speak on the sub
luncheon.
year” says Joe, who has attended dist Church at Camden, will teach ject, “The Hope Of the Future.” Van Houten.
Starting next Monday, the LakeThe committee in charge of the every convention, state and inter
a course called "My Christian Be All children, young, people, and 1
wood Players will offer as their
Friendly Circle supper held Tues national in the past seven years
their
parents
are
invited
to
attend
liefs.” In this course. Mr. Sher
day night. 6 p. m. at the Federated
Roy Morong and Dave Crockett bourne will deal with some of the this service at 1030 a. m. The 356th play "Lo and Behold", the
latest comedy by John Patrick,
Church, will be Miss Helen Stud attended the Rockland Lions in
great truths that we can believe in choir will sing, "The Voice Of
author of 'The Hasty Heart" and
ley. Mrs. Jessie Bell. Mrs. Evilo stallation at the Hotel Thorndike
Jesus"
by
Clark.
During
the
morni
1962. The class will be conducted
Creamer and Mrs. Betty Carter
The Curious Savage". This highly
last year.
with a three-fold teaching method, ing service the nursery for all small
Mrs. Minnie Gilchrest Andrews,
Lionews: Lion Sgt. Alton Small namely: Question and answer, dis children will be in the Kenyon amusing story deals with some
formerly of this town, is a patient reports he has definite word he will
cussion. and lecture. Mr. Conant Apartment At 1145 Sunday School ghosts that haunt an Old New
at Knox Hospital.
leave Korea in September. Former recommends this study for all promotional exercises will be held. England home and was produced
Church News
King Lion Dr. Jim Caswell is in workers, who desire to be better in All members and friends of the ! on Broadway last season by the
Mass will be celebrated at St. town visiting friends this week; he formed and successful Christians. Sunday School are urged to be Theatre Guild. Reynolds Evans, a
James Catholic Church Sunday is now located in Texas. Jack Proc Certificates wili be given to all who present for the service; at 6 p. m. great Lakewood favorite, will play
Baptist Youth Fellowship meets | a special engagement in the chief
at 9 a. m.
tor welcomed home by the club at meet the requirements of the
Services at St. John's Episcopal Tuesday’s meeting after a Winter school. The Church School will re-' in the vestry with Clayton Dorr role which was created by Leo G.
and George Brackett as speakers: Carroll.
Church Sunday morning. 8 o’clock, in New Orleans. Moving days for open on Sept. 14.
at 7.15 p. m. Children’s Day pro- i Martha Randall will make her
followed by Sunday School at 16 the Bob Lai’es and the Don Foss
gram under the direction of Mrs. 1 debut with the Lakewood company
o’clock
The
Sunday
evening
worship
family. The former to live on
Kendrick Dorman and Mrs. War in the role of the ghost of a
Sunday School, 946 a m at the
Limerock street, and Don moves to service at the South Thomaston
ren Dorr. The genera! theme is southern belle and the wraith of
Baptist Church, followed by morn
the apartment vacated by Lion Methodist Church will be held at
"Jesus and the Children." On a young pianist will be acted by
ing service, 11 a. m. Rev. John
Lion Jimmy Johnson on Knowlton 7 o'clock. Mr. Conant will preach
Tuesday. 7.30 p. m., mid-week serv Bill Story, popular juvenile of the
Fitzpatrick’s subject will be “The
street. About 250 replies in to the on the theme "The Altar and the
ice with Donald Taylor as speak 1951 season, returning for another
Appeal Of God;” evening subject
Flame.
”
Lions-Chamber of Commerce La
er. Mr. Taylor is a student at the Summer at the demand of audi
"Sentenced To Death.” Monday,
bor Survey and more needed at
At the Holy Trinity Lutheran Providence Bible Institute. His ences
9 a. m. to 12 m., the Daily Vacation
Bible School at the church vestry, once. Word from Lion Sandy Church, Thomaston, in St. John’s subject. "Are We Ambassadors in
Among the others in the cast
Adams, now editor-in-chief of the Episcopal Church: June 22. 11.15 Bonds?" will be most interesting
Sheppard Air Force Base news a. m., Divine worship service in the and everyone is invited to attend. now in rehearsal under the direc
paper with a circulation of 40,(XX), English language, "unday School Or. June 30 at 730 p m the Provi tion of Henry Richards, will be
is that he expects a leave in August meets at the same hour. Sunday dence Bible Institute gospel team Gene Lyons. Frances Helm and
GAME PARTY
and will be home to greet his evening at 730, there will be a wor will present a program of gospel Eugene Stuckmann.
ZaSu Pitts, first guest star of the
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT friends. He has just had another ship service in the Finnish lan music, testimony, and Bible-cen season, arrives June 30 in "Ram
speaking
engagement
with
one
of
guage.
Wednesday
evening
the
tered
message.
At the
shackle Inn", her mystery comedy
• • * •
the Wichita Falls, Texas, service Sewing Circle will meet at the
American Legion Home
Sendees at the United Pentecost- 1 success in which she starred for
home of Mrs. Hugo Blomquist in
clubs.
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
June 24. regular meeting night, 7 Thomaston and Saturday evening. al Church. 58 South Main street, : two years on Broadway and on
FREE Bus leaves Wood’s Taxi
p. m., Whitehall Inn. Ladies Night June 21. at 8 p. m., there is a Rev. Harry Hutchins, pastor. Sun tour. The famous comedienne is
Station, Winter St., at 7.00 and
and Installation of Camden-Rock church benefit concert at the Com day School 1 p. m. Sunday after- 1 being brought back to Lakewood at
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
munity Hall in Rockland. The 17- noon service, 230. Sunday evening ■ the request of hundreds af patrons
port Lions.
Game Starts 7.30 P. M.
year-old Charles Hedlund will ren service 730. Tuesday Young Peo as a result of her appearance last
3-S-tf
Our liberty can be destroyed by . der his premiere piano concert in ple’s service 7.30 p. m. Thursday , season in "Post Road" when she
bureaucracy.
Maine.
Prayer and Praise service 730 p. m. broke all existing attendances
records in the theatre.
1 At the First Baptist Church Rev.
For social items in The courier- l Miss Pitts’ latest picture it “The
J J. Charies MacDonald will be Jazette. Phone 1044. City
51 Denver and Rio Grande.' Starting
J preaching in the 10.30 service on
with her engagement there will be
I the subject "The Role Of the Peo
matinees both un Wednesday and
ple.” The prayer groups will meet
on Saturday.
ROUTE 1, WARREN
at 10.15, and the nursery will proOAKLAND
PARK
EXCELLENT SWIMMING
i vide care for small children during
ROUTE 1, ROCKPORT
NO HOLES OR DROP-OFFS
, the morning service. All departj ments of the Church School will j
Picnic Grounds — Store
meet at 12 for Bible study. At the '
Jimmie Hanson
•
ADMISSION 15c Plus Tax
Ambassadors for Christ meeting at.
His Trumpet and
j 6.15. colored slides of the 23d Psalm
SPECIAL RATES FOR LARGE PICNIC GROUPS
i will be shown. There will be a time
His Orchestra
TEL. WARREN 5-4
j of prayer at 7.16 preceding the eve
SATURDAY,
JUNE 21
ning service at 7.30. The hymnI sing and choir and instrumental
DANCING 9 to 1
PRIVATE READING and
music will open this service, and
Questions
Answered. $1.00
Mr. MacDonald will speak on the

NEXT WEEK

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

MRS. NANCY I. COMPTON
Correspondent
Tel. Camden 2060

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
TEL. 2197

Mr. and Mrs. William Katgenstein of Upper Darby. Penn, are
spending a week of their honey
moon at the Heistad Homestead
Mrs. Katgenstein will be remem
bered as the former Dolly Aranoff.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Aranoff of the Curtis String Quar
tet. who spent several Summers in
Rockport.
Mrs Carrie Achorn js in the
Rhode Island Hospital. Providence,
where she is recuperating $rom a
serious operation.
Bradford Leach of Wakefield,
Mass., arrived Wednesday for a
visit with his sister. Mrs. Fred
erica Newton.
Mrs. John Stanley and daughter
are spending a few weeks at the
Dietz Apt. house on Mechanic St.
Mrs. Annie Crockett entertained
a group of friends at her home
Tuesday evening. Those attending
were: Mrs. Charlotte Berry, Mr.s
Shirley Knight. Mrs.
Patricia
Start. Mrs. Dorothy Sprague, Mrs.
Marion Ingraham, Mrs. Geneva
Crockett, Mrs. Dorothy Crockett,
Mrs Nellie Staples. Mrs. Margaret
Carr of Rockland and Mrs. Ada
Pearl of Bath.
Dr. Howard Tribou. Ralph Ingra
ham of British Columbia, and Mrs.
Annie Dean of Camden were din
ner guests Thursday of Mrs. Enos
Ingraham
Girl Scout Troop Committee wall
meet Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Marian Cash Plans will be
made for the cooked food sale to
be held Saturday June 28 at the
former Curry Electric Shop. Funds
will go towards to Girl Scout Camp
Fund.
Mrs. Arlene Wood and Miss
Edith Wall are at Old Orchard
Beach this week-end to attend a
State CIO Convention.

Thre will be a regular meeting of
Seaside Chapter,
OES Monday
night at 7.30 for degree work Re
freshments will be served follow
ing the meeting with Mrs. Ida
Phinney in charge.
A special communication of Am
ity Lodge will be held at the Con
gregational Church Sunday June
22. Members will meet at the Ma
sonic Hall at 10 a m.
Miss Arlene Edgecomb, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Valorus Edge
combe has returned home after
completing a year at Farmington
State Normal School.
Piano Recital

Mrs Myrtle Wheeler presented
her pupils in a recital at the Cam
den Opera House, Tuesday eve
ning before a large audience.
Among those taking part were as
follows: Lorraine Dow. Shelby Per
ry, Luella Crockett, Petsy Crabtree,
Sheila Billings, Janice Nash. Ro
berta Robbins. Rosemary Young,
Edith Carver, Judith Rhodes. Ear
lene Beal, Donna Howard. Valerie
Moody, Maureen Mitchell, Jacquel
ine Chapin, Brenda Spear. Marita
Erickson, Ruth
Ann Erickson,
Brenda Erickson, Basil Robinson,
Helen Leland, Beth James, Thelma
Wooster, Elizabeth Ames, Charlotte
Grant, Selma Sherman, Albeit
Sherman. Alice Roper. Carol Cash.
Cheryl Reynolds. Nancy Buck. Har
riett Richardson. Sandra Mank.
Patty Coombs. Geraldine Griffin.
David Gamage, Marcia Foley, Grece
Lehto, Joan Mathews, Janice Kin
ney, Zettie Burns. Jacqueline Ra
pose, Sandra Sleeper, Helen Colby.
Virginia Ellis, Patricia Peasley,
Raymond Dean, Mary Lou Cole,
Carolyn Flannigan, Tobey Messer,
Freddy Ripley, Priscilla Newbert.
Church News
Robret Quinn, Nilda Simmons,
Baptist Churoh, Rev. C. W. Martha Wilson, Nancy Starrett,
Small: 10.46 Morning worship. Marjorie Wiley, A Gray and Joe
Topic, "The Forerunner’s Message." Talbot.
11,45 Churoh School 6 p m. Youth
Pendleton-Sperenza
Fellowship; 7 p. m evening evange
Tlie
home
of Mr and Mrs Joseph
listic service. Old-time preaching
and singing. Thursday, 7 p. m. Sperenza. Melrose Mass was the
Mid-week Prayer meeting and Bible scene of a pretty wedding on Sun
study. St. Paul’s Lodge will be day June 8„ when their daughter
our guests at the morning service Jean, became the bride of Philip
Methodist Church, Rev. John G Pendleton, son of Mr. and Mrs
P. Shedburne: 9 30 Sunday School; Henry Pendleton The double ring
10 46 union service, St. John’s Sun ceremony was performed by the
day at the Rockport Baptist Rev. Henry Beukelman, of Woburn,
Church. Children's Day exercises Mass. The bride wore a white nylon
of the Sunday School have been tulle gown and carried a white or
postponed to Sunday, June 29 at chid Her sister. Mrs William C
Pizzo of Boston, was matron of
4 p. m.
honor, while Robert Pendleton,
brother of the groom was best man
Around County
The wedding reception was held
(Continued from Page Two)
at the home with relatives and
conditions are O. K at spawning frienas present.
Mrs. PendJcton has been em
time.
It looks as if the fishermen of ployed by the State Street Trust
Knox County will in the next few Company of Boston. She is a grad
years be either mightly glad or uate of Melrose High School and
darned sorry for the brown trout has attended Boston Center for
that have been introduced in its Adult Education. Mi Pendleton Ls
a graduate of Camden High School
waters.
• • • •
and the University of Maine, and
Late Despatch:—
is now doing graduate work at the
Walter Anderson of East Friend Ohio University The couple plan
ship scores again. This time Walter to live in Columbus while he is at
has caught another bigger and bet tending school.
ter brown trout from Salt Pond,
and if you have any doubt about it gives an indication of how browns
Walter has the chunky 18-incher in will grow with a decent chance.
his deep freeze at this very mo
ment.
□
The fish was caught Tuesday.
June 10.
It is the fourth in my record of
SUNDAY AND
browns taken at Salt Pond and
MONDAY ONLY!
Walter’s second for the season.
It’s a Brawny, Brawling Story
Considering these fish were two . . . of* Rugged Men in tho
to four inches when released in 194S
Roaring Days of Pioneer Rail

DANCING TONIGHT
LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA
Lloyd Rafnell and His Orchestra

57-S-tf

Maybe the reason some folks lag
behind in our free enterprise
system is because they depend too
much on the free part and not
enough on their own enterprise.

House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.
112 MAIN ST.
TEL. 721
61-8-tf

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

IHE MEVER-BEFORETOLO SIOW OEM
ARMTSDEVIE DRIVERS'1

on
SHRUB
HAYDEN

TODAY, JUNE 21

and

“F. B. I. GIRL”

F

Courage That Opened The
Gateway To The West!

Big Double Feature:

Cesar Romero. George Brent,
Audrey Totter in

Summer is the time for children
to go to camp. The crippled child
ren in Maine are indeed fortunate
as they have their own camp The
Pine Tree Society for Crippled
Children. The Easter Seal Society,
owns and operates the Pine Tree
Camp at Rome, Maine. Hundreds , .
of Maine children have been helped
at this camp since it opened in
! 1945 These campers between the
I ages of 8 and 16. not only have the
opportunities offered at most camps
but they have a program adjusted
to their needs.
Among the activities that the
children enjoy most is their
chance to join the camp's ball
team. The children who have dif
ficulty in running can bat for the
boys and girls whose arms are han
dicapped. This means real team
work. There is an arts and craft
program, a woodworking shop, as
well as physical, occupational and
speech therapy for the children
who need this specialized help.
Many months have been devoted 9
to selecting a staff that is well
qualified to help these children
and who understand the care they
need What is even more import
ant is the ehilds desire not to be
considered a crippled child but to
be one who can overcome or ad
just to his handicap and become
a useful citizen in his community.
Members of the staff for the 1952
eason are Duncan Farrell, Bath.
Director; Philip Hamm, Calais, as
sistant director; Kenneth Tice,
Amork. New Ycrk. Boys' Director;
Miss Carolyn Mingo. Farmington,
Girls' Director; Her.ry Etheridge,
Baltimore. Maryland. Program Di
rector Frank Dingley. Farmington.
Waterfront Director: Mrs. Daniel
Center, formerly of Waterville,
Physical Therapist: Miss Norma
Drummond,
Arrowslc,
Speech
Tlierapist; Miss Faye Clark, East
on, nurse: and Miss Janet Kinkema. Milwaukee. Occupational
Therapist Junior and Senior coun
selors will complete the staff which
will be comprised of approximately
50 people to cars for the 85 children
who are expected to enroll for the
I camp this Summer
There is still time for parents
with handicapped children to en
roll their child for camp this Sum
mer. and they can do so by writing
directly to the Pine Tree Society
for Crippled Children. Bath Par ft
ents are asked to pay what they
oan afford, but no child is refused
if he or she can be helped at camp.

roading.
Men
v.ho
worked,
fought and loved amid breath
less excitement . . . apd redblooded adventurel

Camden Theatre

Be Wise * Win a Prize
It’s Cash Night!.

Hearts Go Out To These
Children. Happy Though
Crippled

DEW

JAGGER
Mi
aUOT BETTGER

— also —
Tim Holt, Joan Dixon,
Rose Eliott in

“HOT LEAD”

A

SERIAL—Chapter No. 13

THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 360

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JUNE 22-23
He Had One Chance to Draw
and Made It Good!

I CARROL NAISH- ZASU PITTS
Obtriel te WM *'*'*•• '•»
> 1' WC**
Faducte te WW-I KMIW •%“'«<

“CARSON CITY”

LAST TIME TODAY, JUNE 21
Clark Gable, Ava Gardner
Broderick Crawford, Lionel
Barrymore, Beulah Bondi in
“LONE STAR”

Randolph Scott. Lucille Norman
Raymond Massey
CARTOON
NEWS

ADDED ATTRACTION

TUESDAY, JUNE 24

Monday Night Only

GIANT STAGE SHOW

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JUNE 22-23
Judy Holliday, Aldo Ray in
“THE MARRYING KIND”

Direct from Wheeling. W. Va.

“HONEY-POT”
Intermission Game Party

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
JUNE 24-25-26
“MA and PA KETTLE
AT THE FAIR”
Starring Marjorie Maia,
Percy Kilbride

June 24th Only:
Children 35c - Adults 74c

yOUOWOOOOWOOOWW*****************!

TOBY STROUD and His
BLUE MOUNTAIN BOYS
SPECIAL PRICES

ON OUR SCREEN

“Girl On The Bridge”

Hugo Haas. Beverly Michaels,
Robert Dane

JEFF CHANDLER
ALEX NICOL

JUDITH BRAUN
CHARLES DRAKE.

LOADS OF FUN
CASH PRIZES
GAME STARTS 8.30
Screen Shows at:

TODAY—Randolph Scott in

L?

“CARSON CITY”

2.00—6.30—8.50
ENDS SATURDAY

“LYDIA BAILEY”
— In

If

ROCKLAN

/SM-

KnoxQ

j

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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ROCKLAND GIRLS IN FINLAND

Social Matters
George Sandner. who has been
Mrs. Lewis C. Sturtevant is at
enjoying a visit with his daughter, the "Century," Spruce Head for the
Mrs. George Ludwig in Portsmouth, Summer
N. H., goes to Portland today to be
Miss Jeanette Ryan of South
on hand for the St. John's Day
ajiebration.
Portland was guest of Miss Pris
cilla Benner last week-end
Mrs Horace Benner and son, Mr
and Mrs Ronald Carver and
Miss Betty Williamson and Miss
daughter Linda May spent the Priscilla Benner go Sunday to camp
week-end in Massachusetts. Mrs Waldo in Vassalboro, Me . where
Benner going to Wollaston, Mass., they will attend senior camp for
to visit her sister-in-law, Mrs Vel two weeks.
ma Murrell Mr and Mrs Ronald
Mr. and Mrs Robert A Lindquist
Carver went to Fall River to attend
a wedding in which Mr. Carver who have been visiting their par
ents. Mr and Mrs Robert E Lind
was best man.
quist and Mr and Mrs Raymond
Mrs. Ray Eaton left Thursday to Perry have returned to their home
spend a week with her sister, Mrs. in Fairfield, Conn They came to
C. W Proctor and niece Mrs Fran attend the wedding last Saturday of
cis Childs and family at Osterville. Mr Lindquist's sister. Miss Caro
C»oe Cod. Mass.
lyn Lindquist and Giraud Vernam
Foster. They were accompanied
Mrs Faith Berry returned home home by Mrs Lindquist's sister,
flAhursdav from Portland after vis
Miss Sandra Perry for a visit.
iting her cousin, Miss Edith Greenhalgh at the Eastland Hotel for a
Miss Maud Staples is occupying
few days.
her cottage, Crockett's Haven, at
Ingraham Hill for the Summer.
The Woman's Educational Club
will hold a picnic next Wednesday
Mrs. Elizabeth Hatch of Bow
at the Moody cottage Lucia Beach doinham will be the guest Sunday
Fred L Perkins, principal of War of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Benner
ren High School, will be the guest coming to attend the dedication of
speaker in the evening The bus her granddaughter
Linda May
will leave Wood's Taxi stand at 145 , Carver, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
p. m.
i Ronald Carver at First Baptist
I Church by Rev. J. C. MacDonald
Lady Knox Chapter. DAR will
hold its annual picnic Monday at
Miss Evelyn Perry who graduated
the Martin Point cottage of Mrs from Katherine Gibbs Secretarial
Raymond Watts
Members and School this month, has taken an
♦riends are cordially invited to at : apartment on Beacon HUI. Boston.
tend.
Mass

HAD INTERESTING FEATURES
Mrs. Annie Simmons Oldest Member
Present At Alumni Reunion
Herman Hart, acting president
welcomed the new group into the
tockland High School Alumn: Asoctation Friday the 13th. followed
iv a response from the class presient. William Pease
The receiving line was chosen
rom the 10-year classes beginning
rith 1892 represented by Mr and
Irs. Albert McLoon; 1IO2. Mary
nd Martha Hall who were celebramg their 50th class reunion; 1912.
ir. and Mrs John Chisholm, with
son John in the graduating class;
922. Mr. and Mis Ernest Crie with
daughter Alice also in the grad
uating class; 1932 Mr and Mrs
’red Harding; and 1942 Mr and
Irs. Arthur Schofield.
The secretary’s report was read
nd accepted followed by the treaurer’s report showing a balance of
126 48 on hand. The Anna Coughin Fund, as read by Robert Gregry. reported $1,532.97 on hand
During the roll call a corsage of
ardenias were presented to Mrs
innie Simmons, the oldest gradute present, responding to the class
f 1884 Also a corsage was preented to Mrs Kelley Crie and a
loutonnlere to Donald Fuller havng travelled the longest distance
A telegram of congratulations,
rom Mabel Trainer Hoar was read, j
xtending best wishes to her classnates of 1902 on their 50th anniersary.
With the exception of the Class
it 1952, the class of 1942 was best
epresented with 11 members preent.
Two
three-generation
groups
vere recognized. Albert McLoon,
lohn McLoon. and William Mczion; Kelley Crie. Ernest Crie and
dice Crie.
Several married couples graduiting in the same class were asked
o stand arid were applauded
A moment of silence was observed
n memory of Anna J. Thorndike
ine of the founders of the present
tockland High School Alumni Asociation.
The nominating committee preented the following list of officers
or 1953: President, Clifford Ladd;
ice president, Ruth Hoch; secreary, Marion Ginn; treasurer. Mary
Vasgatt and executive committee,
leredlth Dondis and Dianne Mer-

audience Vocal selections were sung
by Ruth Hoch accompanied by Mrs
John McLoon. Both Mrs. Hoch and
Mrs McLoon had'sons in the grad
uating class The Dixie Land Band
scored several encores with their
captivating Dixie music. Joe Em
ery and David Crockett led the
group singing in the usual rousing
manner.
Refreshments under the super
vision of Audrey Teel and Dorothy
Baxter were served while the crowd
enjoyed a period of reminiscing.
Marion Ginn
Secretary pro tern

Boothbay Players
t
Ruth Mayhew Tent
Gets Delegate Report On
Curtain Rises Next Tuesday
State Convention—Get Graphic Description Of Interesting and On Farce Comedy “Per
Many Chapters Were Represented At
Together Planned
sonal Appearance"
Beautiful Places They Saw
Ruth Mayhew Tent DUV met
Golden Rod's Meeting
Tuesday night's curtain at the

Monday night to hear the delegates .
report of the 40th annual conven- ’
tion of the Maine Department held
in Portland June 4-5 Mrs. Lena
Richardson being the delegate at
that time.
The charter was draped as a
mark of respect to the memory of
Ruth Swett Mayhew, an Army
nurse, whose death occurred June
22. 1875 and for whom the Tent is
named.
Mrs. Mayhew, a nurse in the ar- J
my of the Potomac left Portland,
Me., for the seat of the war July 9,1
1863. remaining "at the front" un
til the close of the war and en
tered Richmond with the Army
She was born in Orland. Maine. Ap
ril 19, 1822
A new bronze marker was placed
on the lot m Bay View cemetery in
connection with the Tent's patrio
tic work for Memorial Day.
Mrs. Martha Gower, a Daughter
of Emma White Barker Tent, Bel
fast, is a patient in Maine General
Hospital and will be remembered
with cards from all Tent Sisters
Arthur Leighton. SUV an inmate
of the Smith Nursing Home ob
served his 87th birthdy on June 20
and was remembered with gifts and
cards.
Plans for a general get-together
were made for July 14 in GAR Hall
at 2.30 p. m. when games and re
freshments are in order. Following
will be an outing at 5.30 for supper
on Mayo's pier.
Other Summer plans will be an
nounced The program included
Flag Salute, short stories and read
ings by members in observance of
Flag Day.
Eliza Plummer

There's getting to be too close
a relationship between the automo
bile and the coroner.

Contest Notes

UNION
Mrs. Florence Calderwood

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
Several out of town visitors
viewed the rare rock collection
Sun. June 15. at Alvin Rhodes',
Gleason Hill.
Friendly B Club enjoyed a dinner
at “Priscilla's Shop" Winslow's
Mills, Thursday night.
Harlow Brown left Tuesday for
the Summer to visit his son and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Brown
in Methuen. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barter and
family have moved to their cot
tage at Crawford Pond for the
Summer.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Taylor of
Long Island, New York, were re
cent guests of relatives in town.
Miss Ida Hughes is one of the
telephone operators during the
Summer months.
Traveling Grange

Seven Tree Grange entertains
the Traveling Grange group Wed
nesday, June 25. This will be the
last meeting of the group as most
Granges recess during Summer
months. Those not solicited take
sweets. Supper committee is Aubyne Hawes. Clara Day. Sadie Cun
ningham and Doris Miller.
Woman's Club Picnic

Woman's Community Club met
Tuesday for its first picnic of sea
son with Mrs Virginia McElwee
The weather was not of the best,
so the lunch was served indoors
Twenty-eight members and one
visitor were present. At the busi
ness meeting the Club voted to
111.
serve its annual public supper and
Following the business meeting a auction, Saturday, July 12, at the
cost interesting entertainment was Masonic dining hall. Committee
resented. Movies of local scenes, will be announced later.
aken by Guy Nicholas and charA broad hint is usually wasted
cterized by Alton Hall Blackingon were greatly enjoyed by the on a narrow mind.

IT'S NEW—IPS DELICIOUS
CLARK'S
BREAKFAST ORANGE
AT YOUR GROCERS NOW

Distributed by Leo Martel - Tel. 452-J
M-M-S-tf

Boothbay Playhouse will rise on a |
farcicial comedy, "Personal Appear
Guest Officers’ night was ob conferred upon Mr and Mrs. Alden
ance " Action of the play takes served at the Friday night meeting
Davis by the following guest offi
Aug. 9 Uppsala: One day we went in Sweden.
place in our own locale, in and of Golden Rod Chapter, O£5 cers: Worthy Matron, Louise Bagby train to Uppsala A guide met
This is because of the picturesque around the Struthers' residence with 118 members and guests pres ley of Beach; Worthy Patron. Clin
us with a car and took us to our folk costumes which are still worn between Boothbay Harbor and Wis ent Miss Marion Upham of Har ton Cramer of Orient; Associate
hotel, which faced the village there We see their culture in their casset. on Route 27
bor Light Chapter. Rockport, Dis Matron. Annette Brooks of WrwurThe feature roles are played by trict Deputy Grand Matron, was a na; Associate Patron. William
green Or. market dny people came buildings, household fittings, their
from the country and brought their costumes and their customs The Louise Winter as Carole Arden, an special guest.
Weed of Golden Rod; secretary.
things to sell and it took place women are very clever in weaving actress making a personal appear
Members were present from Susie Sleeper of Forget-me-Not;
right beneath our windows. They and lace making. The walls of their ance tour of this region; and WiU i Grace Chapter of Thomaston. Har treasurer, Fannie Brooks of Wi
had delicious-locking strawberries, houses have paintings, mostly Sandy, as Chester (Bud) Norton, bor Light Chapter of Rockport, wurna;
conductress,
Winifred
live goats and chickens, lovely Biblical scenes. The hotel was a local gasoline station attendant Or.ent Chapter o? Union, Ivy Chap Simmons of Forget-me-not; Asso
When
Miss
Arden
’
s
car
breaks
flowers and many other things. most attractive and had a charm
ciate conductress. Leola Rodamer
down in Buds station, one look at ter of Warren; Wiwurna Chapter
The hotel was very old-fashioned ing hostess.
of Grace; chaplain, Eleanor Tyler
of
Waldoboro.
Beach
Chapter
of
but comfortable
The breakfast
The first night we had a fine the attendant decides her tem Lincolnville. Forget-me-not Chap of Naomi; marshal. Esther Minzey
porary
postponement
of
her
per

was a full-course dinner. The lobster party and folk dancing The
ter of South Thomaston. Naomi of Naomi; organist. Carrie Smith
business men have coffee at home, hotel was full of interesting guests sonal appearance tour. Complica Chapter of Tenant's Harbor. Sea of Ivy Adah. Jacqueline Hawes of
then about 10 a. m. they have a big If you go to Lake Siljan. be sure tions arise in several directions— side Chapter of Camden. Arbu Orient; Ruth. Helen Rose of
meal We dined at an attractive and be there on a Sunday. For on Dave Leland, as Gene Tuttle, Miss tus Chapter of Liberty. Margue Beach; Esther. Inez CroSby of Sea
hotel down by a stream Here we Sunday we crossed the lake in a Arden's manager, and who is also rite Chapter of Vinalhaven. Prim side; Martha. Thelma Cole of Ar
had delicious small lobsters
launch to Leksand to the little responsible to her husband for her rose Chapter of Belfast, Golden butus: Electa. Fannie Juura of Ivy;
Uppsala is a pretty garden-like church The church seats 5000 peo proper behavior, has his obvious Rule Chapter of Putney, Vt., and Warder Dorothy Libby of Grace;
place with handsome university ple and has blue pews. There problems.
sentinel. Arthur H Walker of Sea
Furthermore, the local girl, Rivermouth Chapter of Ports
buildings and a fine cathedral at were famous religious paintings on
side and soloist, Aiwilda Lord of
mouth, N H.
played by Margot Brown as Joyce
Linnaeus. At the university we the walls.
During the business session which Golden Rule.
Struthers,
is
not
in
happy
accord|
saw some very valuable Biblical
In the church lane, which has
The guest officers were present
1 was presided over by Mrs Athleen
manuscripts
We visited Queen , lovely white birches one meets on ance with having her personal
Pease, worthy matron, invitation ed with corsages of iris and bridal
stake
in
Bud
put
in
jeopardy.
Ron
Christiania’s Castle There was a Sunday, women, children and some
were accepted for the Warder and wreath and also with small gifts
huge picture of her dressed as a men dressed In their native cos Greenwood as Clyde Pelton, the
Sentinel to go to Primrose Chap from the Chapter.
gas
station
attendant's
"attendant
”
man riding a horse. In the after tume It is a colorful scene Near
ter. Belfast Friday night. June 20
Hostesses for the evening were
noon we motored to old Uppsala. the bridge stands a high maypole, and a stanch fan of cowboy Buck
and for the chapter to go to Orient Mrs Clara Watts, Mrs Alta DimMcDermot
and
little
Gay
Edson
It was the site of a pagan temple around which a dance is held on
Chapter of Union also on June 20. lck, Mrs Laura Buswell and Mts
and interesting grave mounds of mid-9ummer nights. We met few as Gladys Kelcey. the star-struck
A 6.30 supper will be served at both Maude Blodgett.
Viking times were there We also Americans, for during August the girl next door; provide boby sox
places. Announcement was made
Supper was served preceding the
interest
and
entertainment
visited a very old Inn and had' good hotels in Sweden and Norway are
Aunt
Kate
Barnaby,
played
by
j
that the School of Instruction for meeting under the direction of Mrs.
drinks of honev wine. After we full of English people cn their holi
District No. 11, would be held at Della Richardson with Mrs. Jose
got back to our hctel. Myrtle Swan- ■ day. so we met some very interest Jean Bruno, is a capable, sharpRockport. Wednesday afternoon. phine Deshon in charge of the
witted
"downeaster"
wtio.
in
her
son of Honolulu called on us.
ing people at the different hoteis
June 25 preceded by an 1145 dining room. Tiny flower baskets
75
years
of
Maine
individualism
is
Aug. 10: The next morning we | At the Hotel Siljansborg was a
luncheon. All who plan to attend of mints and flower place cards
went bv train to Rattvik A guide charmig Bt.glish woman who re equipped to work out a solution for
the luncheon are asked to notify were at each place and bouquets
met us and we went bv car to the minded me of my Aunt Gusta. most complexities that arise. Nancv
the secretary, Miss Katherine A. of mixed flowers were used effec
Tredick
as
Mrs.
Kelcey.
provides
Hotel Siljansborg. which ts on Lake There was also a Mr Riley, pres.Veazie. as soon as possible.
tively m both the dining room and
Siljan. a beautiful lake surround dent of a coffee company in New humor as the slightly addled, but
The degrees of the Order were chapter room—by Katherine Veazie
ed by forest-clad mountains which Orleans, who was very nice to us lovable mother of Gladys. Pren
appear blue in the distance. Its Later he sent me a Christmas card tiss Childs and Millie Treres ap
shores are dotted noth old villages and an interesting book that we pear in minor, but pertinent roles
as the chauffeur ar.d French maid.
and white churches. It is situated had talked about.
Sunday night performances will
in the urovince of Delecarlia. the
Aug 12. Oslo Now we are back
most internationally known province in Norway again. We were met by be the rule for this season—nightly
a guide and taken to Hotel Astoria. shows from Tuesday through Sun
day. with a regular Friday matinee
Fair
We shopped and visited the places
at 2 Further conveniences are the
we had missed on the cruise The
new 8 curtain time—and a regular
Royal Palace dominates the city
bus schedule to leave Boothbay
ana the Edisvollsplass was thronged
Harbor at 7.45 and pick you up at
with icople We visited the beauti
the Playhouse after the show—only
The big political question of the | Commissioner Roger P Dube, has
ful gardens with statues of Ibsen
past 48 hours—Will Neil Bishop announced that he will oppose Dube
and Bjornson: the Parliament 50 cents round trip.
Sherwood Keith, producer-direc
House, the University, founded by
seek the Governor's chair as an in- ar.d victorious GOP nominee. Gov
tor. has planned an excellent reperFrederick G Payne as an Inde
Frederick VI of Denmark, the Na
toire of plays for 1952. He extends I dependent?—may resolve
itself pendent.
tional Theatre, and the Museum
his sincere appreciation for the evi- within the next few weeks
Henrv W Boyker of Bethel who
of Art. filled with Norwegian paint
denced interest and support of the
The Stockton Springs farmer felled fo file the necessary num
ings and rare objects brought from
the polar regions by Amundsen. region toward the Boothbay Play- who ran third in Monday's heated ber of nomination papers signatures
house Also. he wishes to remind Primary elections told the Kenne- thus disqualifying himself to ap
Oslo can't be compared to Stock
residents and guests of this area bee Journal Thursday he would not pear on the June ballots as a GOP
holm. but the Viking ships are in
of the convenience and saving that "turn a deaf ear on a chance to do gubernatorial candidate, last week
teresting. At the University is tlie
accompany the purchase of our public service.” But although B-sh- filed as an independent.
Viking shop "Gokstad." It was
season subs-ription cards. Informa \ op said that he has been over
Leland B Currier of Litchfield,
copied in 18T-3 and sailed to tlie
tion on these cards will be given on whelmed by public reaction—urg successful Democratic Congression
Chicago World's Fair. The Vikins
request either at the Box Office ing him to file before July 10 as an al nominee from this District, said
i or Vee-kingi age was 788 to 1COO.
or by phoning the Boothbay Play independent in the September elec Wednesday that he will have a pub
Little was known about them in
tion—he cautioned:
lic statement this week on accept
Europe until the end of the eighth house at 8882.
"I've got to be sure its not just ance or rejection of his election.
century.
] lip service.”
They were traders first, and then rivers full of logs.
Currier had previously announced
We went through the lovely Hai“I've said right along that there that he would reject the nomina
became pirates The ship “Goplingdal
valley.
In
the
rich
side
is a political revolution in the air.” tion.
stad" was found buried in 1380. It
valleys some of the quaint old Bishop added, "and it's not over
And. his lone opponent for the
ress where they can reacli you was 77 feet long and had 16 pairs
houses were in the midst of fertile I yet.”
Democratic nod—Antonio M Chlashould it become necessary. Camp- of oars. It had a square sail and
acres
while
other
houses
seemed
to
The former Sagadahoc State ravalloti of Dryden—issued a post
Cottage and auto precautions are a was steered bv a long oar called
hang on the edges of the precipices. Senator would not give a final de
election statement accusing Cur
must. Youngsters in my early age stybord on the right, so to this day
People came to the stations in the
were pror.e to go barefoot so I pre the right-hand side of a boat is costume of the parishes, short em finite answer as to whether he’ll rier of leaving "the Democratic
start the ball rolling to acquire the party in a mess if he doesn't ac
sume that many do now. Be on the called "starboard."
The ships had names like "Lion broidered coats and knee breeches 1.000 signatures needed to place his cept.”
watch for broken glass. I nearly
for the men and for the women name on the Pali ballot. He did
The Franklin County grocer an
cut off my big toe at the start of a of the Waves." They were bright peculiar-looking
head
dresses,
ly
painted,
had
carved
woodwork,
leave the door to his chances open nounced that he too, will file "as
promising vacation by carlessness
gilt dragons on the stern, and the magnificent aprons and artistic I by saying:
an independent.
thus ruining a happy holiday.
sails were very colorful. The sails Jewelry.
"Until such time as there's a
If there are boats involved—check
(To
be
continued!
were made of woolen and some
state-wide draft movement, with
them to see if they are seaworthy
times lined with fur. Others were
sincerity and real interest behind
—that they don't leak Take special beautifully embroidered or painted
it. I'm just making no move at all."
care that the water is O K to in stnpes. The sails had names
State Senate President Burton
swim in—look out for drop-offs in like the "Cloak of the Wind." The
M. Cross of Augusta was the victor
to deep water—don't dive off a pier warships had round wooden shields
in the hard-fought, at times vicious
or rock unless you know the water of the warriors hung along the
three-man GOP gubernatorial no-1
thoroughly—there may be a sharp sides People were buried in their
mmational race Cross polled over
object beneath the surface. Per ships. The "Gokstad was a war
10.000 votes to win over Bishop and |
haps it is too shallow and a broken rior’s tomb and the Oseberg ship ■
number two man in the battle Ex
neck maybe the result of not being was the tomb of two women. Some i
ecutive Council Chairman Leroy F
As Busy as
careful.
dead warriors were sent seaward .
Hussey also of Augusta.
Cupid in Springtime
Last Summer an electrician— in their blazing ships. They took j The man who thinks he can’t is
The unofficial totals gave Cross
are the wheels of our new
whose vacation should have taught with them 12 horses, several dogs usually right about it.
54,869 votes Hussey 44212 and Bi
Automatic Printing Press
him better, stood in the water to and even a peacock The Oseberg i
shop 36 687
do repairs on his boat. He used an ship was found in 1903 Robbers
But we will find time ts do
Elsewhere on the statewide po
electric drill. His wife watched his had taken the gold, silver and
litical scene, a full-scale election vour work—bring In your order.
lifeless body rise to the surface Jewels. The burial chamber of the
battle appears to be taking initial It will receive careful, prompt
Stop-Look-Listen.
Queen and her maid had feather
NK5 ,
shape.
attention.
“Auto safety" is being served you beds, pillows, and rugs. There were
Here are the developments as of
daily, newsflashes, newspapers and also cooking dishes, a wagon. 15
Thursday:
THE COURIER- GAZETTE
our efficient State Police try to im horses. 4 dogs, and an ox
Earl S Grant. Portland educator
Aug. 13. Myrdal: Our guide came
JOB PRINTING DEPT.
press upon you—"That the life you
who was defeated for the Demo
RICHARD P. LUFKIN, Supt.
save may be your own." "How true and took us to the train and we
cratic nomination as U. S. Sena
22-aw-tf
and still death rides the highway. left on the "Oslo-Bergen Scenic
tor by the Androscoggin County
If you don’t care about your own Railroad" for Myrdal. It was a
life and those of your family how beautiful clear day and the scenery
about giving the other fellow a along the way was marvelous. This i
break. He might want to live famous railway has 150 tunnels and I
mounts 4000 feet in places. The
“Make Speed Slowly.”
One more thing I would like to grandest scenery is at each end of j
impress upon, your mind is “Cour the trip at Voss and at Gulsvik 1
tesy” to those you come in contact We came first to Roa, passing j
with. During the Summer months through extraordinarily beautiful
thousands of people from other country Just before reach Roa.
we went for quite a distance along
states come here as our guests. They !
the shores of the Randsfjord. a lake
leave thousands of dollars here
famous in Norwegian history be
with us some of them are over
cause of the Viking burial grounds
These entirely new handsome Handbags are
bearing (some of these you are
Next we came to Gulsvik where the
bound to find in all walks of life)
made in an array of brilliant stripes or solid »,
river enters the large and charming
Let us not repay rudeness with
Lake Kroderen. The view from
colors. Each containing a small coin purse of
rudeness.
the observation car was thrilling,
The state and business firms high mountains, deep valleys, large
matching material. Sturdy, heavy canvas, yet
spend large sums of money to ad lakes, rivers and waterfalls.. We
vertize our resources to invite oth saw moose feeding among the love
are feather light in your hand.
ers to be our guests. Let us show ly pond-lilies and slow moving
them “Maine Hospitality.” Just
»•$.
common good old-fashioned cour
tesy that they may leave us with a ,
ROCKLAND
AWNING
CO.
L
ARTESIAN WELLS
desire to return again and again.
LEWIS
HERBERT * SON
God Made Maine Let us help pre
TEL. 1036-M
DRULER8 SINCE 1911
serve it.
18 WILLOW ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.
iu D*rt Hbr M.I
Happy vacation kids—also Mom i lilukiru
W'WK
M-tf
and Dad.

(By Mary Hall)

The
Children’s Corner

and

SCRAPBOOK FACTS

An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure”
This old bromide ushers in one of
these Stop-Look and Listen col
umns that we like to foster on the
young and old every once in a while,
seems particularly appropriate at
the beginning of this school vaca
tion.
The hustle-bustle activity in the
preparation to take advantage of
this vacation leaves some of us
—careless
Are we going to close our homes
and go out to our cottage at the
lake, down to the seashore, or Just
a rambling two or three weeks auto
trip? Yes—well here are some pre
cautions that we must take. Be sure
the water, gas or electricity is
turned off—that the doors and
windows are locked securely—a last
minute check to see that we don't
forget anything, it is awkward to
arrive at our destination and find
we have left the necessary article
at home.
How about animals? Do we have
a dog or a cat etc? Are you taking
them with you or have you made
arrangements for their care. I've
heard a neighbor "We can't waste
time looking out for that cat—she'll
be O K until we get back
As we mentioned in a previous
article over a year ago It is equally
important that you check your
cat's whereabouts when you leave
your camp or cottage. The cat that
is left behind becomes wild and
preys on nature—thus helping to
destroy our natural heritage.
Do you have a daily or weekly
newspaper delivered to your home?
Does the milkman leave milk at
your doorstep? If the answer is
yeg—Have you notified them to
suspend service until your return.
This is not only a necessity, but a
courtesy to those who sgrve you
well, from a selfish point of view it
is a saving to you and a protection
A protection you ask? Milk and
papers left to accumulate notifies
the housebreaker that here is a
home left unprotected and is a di
rect invitation to him or her as the
case may be, to acquire you: pos
sessions.
It is well too, to notify your
friendly neighbor or officer on the
beat of your intentions. How long
iu intend to be gone and an add

GUEST OFFICERS’ NIGHT

THE INDEPENDENT FEVER

Several Candidates Defeated
Election Seem To Possess

Distinctive

Handbags.........

Page ETgfil
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Rockland Courier Gazette, Saturday, June 21,1952
prominent singers was Hermann
Jadlowker, who had the moet beau
tiful tenor I ever heard, except
Caruso.’'
I sent this clipping to my Ger
man friend who wrote in a letter:
“I know Dr. Adler. How many
times were we together at parties!
I heard Jadlowker, too; he had a
marvelous voice. He began as a
cantor in a Synagogue like so many
able singers. I saw him in “Lo
hengrin" and while he sang the
role beautifully, I have never seen
anyone
iess the part, although,
man he could not help it,—
5ut he certainly
sjng! Mettl

II. OF M. DEGREES 10 FOURTEEN

Health Portal

KMM * *tfc
by

e

Gladys S. Heistad

Mias F.oris Lent and mother,
Mrs Ruth Lent, are assisting in the
Record Department refiling and
helping make summary cards for
patients records This program is
provided through the Bingham As
sociates Fund in Boston

Mart R. (arillo

Phyllis E. Anderson

Larle E. Gavett

Robert B. Chatto

—KCOH—

Mr and Mrs. Hillgrove. 107 South
Main street donated 10 dozen med
icine glasses.
kcc.v
E E. Barde 23 Amesbury street
Rockiand brought in a supply of re
cent magazines.
KCOH

Mrs. Charles E. Gregory, Olen
Cove, from the Flower Mission of
the WCTU brought in 40 lovely lit
tle bouquets for the patients trays
KCOH

Richard Spring sent in some
magazines.
urn”
The R. N Club will meet next
Titstdny
Eddie Mayo's Lobster
Wharf for supper, at 6.30 Sterling
Morse will take two groups for a
ride ln his boat "Charlowe'' around
the bay. One group will go before
supper and the second group after
supper Only 10 can go at one time
due to the size of the boat. Please
notify Mrs. Laura Maxim, R. N„ if
you wish to go on the first ride ,58
Masonic street, Rockland.)
-KCOI-—

Cards have been received from
Miss Barbara Connor, consultant
dietician, under the Bingham Asso
ciates Fund, keeping the KCOH
staff posted, as to her prog: ess
along the trip to California. Miss
Connor will be on vacation the
month of June.
KCOH—

Mrs Fi-oma Kuhn housekeeper is
on vacation she began the 13th of

Students From Coastal Area Recognized
In Several Fields Of Study Sunday

June
-KCGH—

Admittances

Mrs. Jane E. Mitchell, Warren;
Mrs. Agnes Burns, Friendship,
Lynn J- Russell, Union; Bernard
Smalley, Tenant's Harbor, Louis
Benovitch. City;
Miss Susan.ne
Walker City; Mi's. Winifred Milne.
Clarks Island; Mrs Maragret Ma
har Clarks Island; Edwin Birch,
Spruce Head; Mrs Edna R Steeves
City, Mrs Esta Lane. Rockport;
Michael Karen, Waldoboro; Karl
French. City; Ronald Waters. War
ren- Arthur J. Pierce, South Thom
aston; Mrs. Olive C. Hart, South
Hope; Mrs Kathleen Lawry. City;
Mrs. Shirley G. Labonte, City; Mrs
Mitzie CTane, City; Mrs. Ruth Joki.
City; Mrs. Audrey Jackson, Waldo
boro; Bertie Simmons. Port Clyde;
Master Robert Blastow, City; Mrs.
Ruth Sewell, City; Mrs. Edith Am
iro, Vinalhaven;
John Everard,
Cleveland; Mrs Alice Oxton. City;
Dexter Wadsworth. City; Mrs. Mar
cia Haskell. Spruce Head; Mrs. Eva
Turner Thomaston; Mrs. Shelby
Glendenning. City;
Mrs. Helen
Taylor, Long Island, New York.
—KCOH—

Discharges

John Bodman. South Thomaston.
Mrs L. Marie Bond, Jefferson; Ar
vin Smith, City; Mrs Margaret
Hatch, Dark Harbor; Mrs. Emily
Dyer Vinalhaven; Etta S. Weaver,
Warren; Mrs. Mathilda Tolman,
Warren; Mrs. Alice Hart, West
Rockport; Mrs. Mary Z. Singer,
Tenants Harbor;
Marguerite L.
Baxter, Union;
Rosemary Ann
Bridges. City; Miss Jean C. Had
lock, City; Mrs. Ruth Foley, City,
Mrs. Laura Cummings. City; Mrs.
Ethel York. Rockport; Merle Eliz
abeth HiU. City; Baby Janet Ryan,
City; Baby Leona Carter, Waldo8UMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN

Fourteen students from the Knox
Oour.ty area received degrees at the
University of Maine's 95th com
mencement exercises Sunday.
Candidates for the degrees were
presented by the deans of the va
rious colleges and diplomas were
awarded to 572 seniors by Dr. Arthur A Hauck, president of the
University. Sixty graduate students
leceived advanced degrees.
Dr Milton Eisenhower, president
of Pennslyvama State College, the
commencement speaker, talked on
'Spiritual Security.”
Those from the Rockland area
receiving Bachelor's degrees were
Earle E. Gavett, Wi*h Distinction,
Rockland, agricultural education.
Earle P Moore, Jr.. Warren, general agriculture.

John D. Gibson, Warren, animal
husbandry.
Mary R Carillo, Rockland, liber
al arts and nursing. Kathleen P.
Beal, Rockland, mathematics.
Phyllis E Anderson, Rockland
romance languages.
Robert B Chatto, Rockland, mechanieal engineering. David C. Hardy, Hope, agricultural engineering,
Barbara M. Burrage, Camden;
mathematics,
Lionel D Kelley, Camden, civil
engineering
Raymond B Pinkham, Jr., Union,
electrical engineering,
Arden S. Young, Camden, engineering physics
Superintendent of Schools, Buford L. Grant, Camden, received his
master's degree of education.

boro; Mrs. Abbie Rowell, Washing
ton; Mrt. Nina M. Young, Matin
icus; Roger Sorent, City; Mrs. Et
ta French, Dorchester. Mass.; Mi
chael Karan, Waldoboro; Mrs Esta
Lane. Rockport; Mrs Edna R
Steeves, City; Edwin Birch, Spruce
Head; Mrs. Margaret Mahar, Clark
Island. Mrs Winifred Milne, Clarks
Island; Miss Susanne Walker, City
Louis Benovitch, City; Bernard
Smalley. Tenants Harbor; Lynn J.
Russell, Union; Mrs Agnes Burns,
Friendship.

Stock Dividend
N. E. Public Service To Pay
Stockholders On July 15

The Directors of New England
Public Service Company, at a
meeting held June 17, declared di
vidends at the current quarterly
jrates on '-^e company’s preferred
stocks, payable July 15, 1952, to
stockholders of record at the close
of business on June 30, 1952.
Dividends declared amount to
*1.75 per share on the preferred
WEST WASHINGTON
stock, $7 Dividend Series, $1.50 per
Refreshments and a large birth share on the Preferred Stock, $6
day cake was served after the VFW Dividend Series, and $1.75 per share
Auxiliary and Post meeting Tues- on the preferred Stock. Adjustment
day night to members having Series.
birthdays in June They were Mrs. —
Nina
Colby.
Mrs.
Marguerite the VFW encampment. Mr. Cooley
Creamer, Charlie Hill and Russell was installed as president of Dis! trict No. 10.
Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Nina Colby and
Mrs. Myra Cooley was in Rockland
Friday, Saturday and Sunday at

It has been most interesting to
hear from time to time of the re
warding experience Priscilla Noddin ( daughter of Mr and Mrs
Ernest Buswell of this city! is hav
ing in Wiesbaden. Germany, as a
teacher ln the American Depend
ents School Miss Noddin, in ad
dition to finding her teaching ab
sorbing, is taking advantage of all
opportunities made possible to in
crease and broaden her own know l
edge So it is gratifying to have
a portion of one of her recent let
ters home to give to you;
"Last Tuesday night I attend
ed the Opera here for a perform
ance of 'Don Giovanni’ by the Vi
enna Company Wiesbaden is mid
way in its annual Opera Festival.
The Berlin, Vienna, Rome, Zurich
and WieSbaden Opera Companies
are here, plus the Spanish Ba,.et
Corps and the Wiesbaden Sym
phony Orchestra
The Opera Festivals were started
under the sponsorship of Kaiser
William, who made this a center
of art. Everyone saves his money
for a year for tickets. There is
such a demand for them by music
lovers who come by bus loads from
all parts of Western Germany that
the prices are high and the tickets
hard to get.
“Next week on Thursday, we are
to attend the performance of "The
Masked Ball’ given by the Rome
Company. The Companies bring
their own stage sets, although the
Opera House here is equipped to
present anything.
“Don Giovanni" was wonder
ful. though at the second perform
ance the lead was sung by a dif
ferent star from London—I do not
have his name here, but he sang
with the Metropolitan the last two
seasons, and although an American
he sang first with the Vienna Com
pany. Everyone went wild about
him and his voice, and I might
add, his looks, too.
"And while I am on the topic
of music, the Boston Symphony has
had wonderful reviews in the Ger
man press.
Frankfurt said—‘it
isn't so much what they play as
how they play it. Adjectives Just
aren’t adequate."
In a later letter Miss Moddm
wTltes:
Thursday night we went to the
Opera for ‘The Masked Ball' by the
Rome Company. It w’as very, very
good and the audience was so en
thusiastic that they interrupted
with a long applause and ‘Bravos'
after the well-known arias. Tagliavini of the Metropolitan sang
the Governor's part and got thun
derous applause, but the show
stopper was Gino Bechi In the
role of the Secretary. I have never
seen such an ovation. They
clapped, yelled ’Bravos,’ and then
stamped their feet. It was ten
minutes before he could go on."
• • • •
Miss Noddin's letters bring to
mind the lact that opera all over
seems to have taken on new life
In the past year or so. Stimulus
has been afforded by the excellent
performances put on by the New
York City Center and the vigor
instilled into the Metropolitan
Opera since Rudolf Bing has been
manager, and now many colleges
and institutions of learning are in
cluding operatic training in their'
courses, not voice alone by any
means, but staging, acting, cos
tuming and direction.
Of course it has always been con
ceded that opera flourishes more
richly and widespread in the Eu-opgar, countries, and probably no
where more so than in Germany.
In fact one of the most impres
sive aspects of musical life in Ger
many in the years following World
War n is the revival of the pro
vincial theatre.
It has become again, as it was in
the past, the foundation of Ger•I

TWO PLAYGROUNDS THIS SUMMER
South School Site Of Second Area For
Children; Swimming Classes Again
Mike DiRenzo, Rockland Sum
mer recreational director, an
nounces the probable opening of
the city's playgrounds, there will
be two this year, as sometime
during the last week in June De,ay ln receipt of new

Registration will take up most of
the first week but a program Is be
ing worked out and will be an
nounced as soon as lt is completed.
Among other things being planned
is a baseball league of boys 13 to 14^

man musical and theatrical culture. I
An article by Henry P.easants says I
there is nothing like it in the United States, and nothing like it anyplus boys from the Rockland Ut
where else in Europe on a com
was one of the great conductors jg holding up an earlier opening. tle League who did not make the
parable scale There are today a Cosima Wagner chose to go to Bay- ’
A second playgroud will be set first squad but are anxious to play.
hundred or more such theatres in reuth, and he took some of his
up
at the South School to care It ls possible that games ln this
Western Germany, subsidized by musicians along. He created the
later group can be arranged with
State and municipal (not federal I fame of the Karlsruhe Orchestra, for children in that end of the city.
Swimming classes at Lake Chick- ' some of the Suburban Little League
appropriations Almost every com which at that time was one of the
awaukie will start the first week farm teams Thomaston is known
munity of 200,000 or more has one very best in Germany, and was
in July. Applications for assist-1 to be anxious io secure games for
The theatres offer alternately stjjj proucj oj its tradition when we ants to supervise tlie playgrounds I it's farm club and possibly games
opera, operetta, legitimate theatre. Uve„
There still were some
and concerts, prepared by resident of the Instrumentalists who went are now being received by City, can be secured with Oamden and
Manager Frederick Farnsworth
J Rockport
personnel engaged under yeariy to Bayreuth for the Wagner Fes
contracts for an 11-month season. tivals every year."
fought with the American Expedi as if the Institute had come full
To the many Americans who are
concerned with the problems of
In last Sunday's New York Times tionary Forces ln Prance, was circle in its devlatlonlsm, and
developing profitable outlets for i noted the death of Mms Emma ' woun<led in the hand, and had to , finally put on a display that would
young talent, it is of interest to games, which occurred at her ' al>an<ion hia hope of becoming a' not seem radical."
know how this is done.
home. 30 Sutton Place, on June lU^t violinist He turned his atJUNE MORNING
It intrigues me to note that the 13. she was 87 years old. Born in I*1111011 10
daughter, and at
In the early morning
f
Baden State Theatre in Karlaruhe shanghai. China, on Aug. 13, 1866. that t“ne’ 1995 Ruth was home the odor of honeysuckle is
provides a serviceable illustration. Of American parents, she was taken taught, writh the exception of a wafted into my room,
for a German friend of mine, now at the age of five by her mother, | J'ears instruction at the Anna accompanied by a shower of robin
song
a resident of New York City and a talented musician, to Bath, her Head School at Berkeley where she
who visits me each Summer, for- mother's native home.
Mme. won a scholarship, and for some greeting the dawn
Edith HIU Carnes.
merly lived in Karlsruhe and Eames left the opera and concert fisi’-s to Alfred Cortot, the famous
through her I got a visit and fas- stage in 1999 Prom 1903-36 she P^Rhch pianist
GLEN COVE
The family spent two years ln
cinatiag picture of the musical lived alternately between Bath and
Lee Morse of Thomaston was *
(1933-34),
and Ruth,
life and activity which prevailed ' Paris.
Mme Eames became a Europe
there in her time, and she could catholic convert about 20 years ago. during that time gave recitals ln recent caller at the home of Charles
also tell me much about the Baden
Many ol the former members of Berlin and Paris. Her life was Studley.
Mrs Carl Packard and Mra.
State Theatre. (Incidentally thia the Maine Music Festival Chorus regimented by her father who felt
friend always attended the Wles- will recall Mme. Eames when she she had “no time to waste,” most Mrs. Charles E Oregory spent the
baden Opera Festivals).
was soloist at one or more of the of each day spent ln practice at afternoon with Mrs Ernest Brazier,
The Baden State Theatre in annual festivals She was one of the piano. She spoke French, Ger Tuesday at Owl’s Head.
Miss Dianna Anderson went to
Karlsruhe is neither one of the first great singers I heard at the man and English fluently.
At her Town Hal! recital ln 1935 Crie Haven Saturday. Rexford An
largest nor one of the smallest— Festivals, and isn't it queer what
it represents a fair cross-section memories stick by one! I remem- she played compositions by Bach. derson and daughter Sallle left for
with respect to personnel, adminis-| ber how handsome she was—really Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schubert their Summer home there Tuesday, ff
Kennedy Crane, Jr., took a group
tration, and budget. The annual regal and commanding. I do-not and Chopin, whose Sonata Op. 3ft
budget ls about the equivalent of remember her voice, but I do re- B-flat major, was highlighted.
of boys to the King Bros., and
Great things were predicted of Christiani Circus last week. AU
$500 000 ln our money, the greater member that she sang "The Star
part of it going for music, which Spangled Banner" with the words little Ruth, but as time went on were delighted.
with orchestra, chorus and ballet! in front of her—-an American! And her name appeared less and less
The friends and neighbors of
to provide for, Ls by far the most 1 do remember how seemingly cool, and after a while it was never seen Everett Humphery are pleased to
expensive part of the undertaking, unappreciative and detached she or heard. In fact one might say know that he has recovered and is
Box office receipts cover about w-as to Julian Storey, who was her she was practically forgotten. But out again.
half of the expenses, and the re- husband—at that moment! Storey lo and behold. Ruth, now around 27
Heartfelt sympathy is extended
mainder is covered by municipal was a striking figure of a man— j j-cars of age was a soloist with the to Mrs Sidney Stinson and Sidney,
and State subsidies Also coming graceful and slender, and we young- Boston Pops on June 11, playing Jr., in the passing of Mr. Stinson
under the budget of course are the er members of the chorus fluttered "Todtentant’’ for Piano and Or- recently.
soloksts, technicians, stage hands, to see his devoted attentions to chestra. I Judge from newspapers
The Younger Wives club met at
electricians, and so on. in addition Eames backstage—hovering around she came unheralded A picture of the home of Mrs Avis Tolman re
to the administratve staff Operas, her. holding her evening wrap, her at the piano shows her quite cently.
operetta^ and symphony concerts seemingly adoring her. But for the changed from her 10 years—but
A $5 Alumni
Award was given
are presented during the year, each life of me I can’t recall what her still retaining the grave expression
Miss Anita Cousins for the greatest
in her face that she wore as a child.
production running from eight to 1 singing was like!
I hope to get a first-hand report improved scholar of Class of 1964. j
ten performances.
• •
Rockport friends and neighbors
Feb
20
1935.
a
fat
little
10-yearof her solo appearance with the
Just by chance I have kept a
clipping from the New Yoik Times, old pianist, named Ruth Slenczyn- Boston Pops, and will tell you of Alton Wineapaw are glad to hear
that his condition is much Improved
perhaps a year ago, written by Dr ski was displayed at Town Hall, about it if I do.
after a major operation Saturday
•
•
•
•
New
York,
before
an
enormous
Eric D Adler of Greenfield, Mass ,
The Institute of Contemporary morning.
in which he says: “Highlights of concert grand piano, and a mad.
Mrs. Mabel Studley and Mn.
my memories are the unforgettable happy audience stampeded the Art, participating in the Boston Art
Charles
E. Gregory attended tha
Festival,
is
showing
an
exhibition
stage
at
the
end
of
six
encores
for
nights when my friends and I, while
we were young students, could at a closer view of the prodigy, whose of paintngs by Andrew Wyeth and marriage of Leona Rose Ames and
tend an opera in my home town, facts of her short life were consid- Waldo Peirce. Dorothy Adlow, the Ronald M. Lee Sunday afternoon
Karlsruhe. Like almost all Ger- ; ered about as astonishing as her well-known art critic, comments at the home of Leona’s parents, Mr.
referring to the exhibit: "This is and Mrs. Leonard Ames.
man cities with a population about i amazing technical ability.
100.000. it had an excellent opera
She was bom in Sacramento, | what one might characterize as
For social items in The Oourtarhouse, where the famous Felix Calif., of Polish parents. Her the easiest exhibition to look at in
tt
Metti was a conductor. Among the father, a naturalized American, 1 the history of the Institute. It is Gazette, Phone 104*. City.
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EXTRA WIDE CHOICE
ef Styling end Colors

EXTRA BEAUTY AND OUAIITY
ef Body by Fisher

EXTRA SMOOTH PERFORMANCE
ef Centerpelse Power

EXTRA RIDING COMFORT
of Improved Knee-AcHea

EXTRA STRENGTH AND COMFORT
ef Fisher Unisteel Construction

EXTRA STOPPING POWER
ef Jumbo-Drum Brahes

EXTRA STEERING EASE
ef Center-Paint Sleeting

EXTRA PRESTIGE
ef America's Most Popular Cer

when 1/01/ choose the

Lowest-Priced Line
tn

CHEVROLET

w

~lhe Onfy ftM

priced so low!

PORT DISTRICT
"ting June 2 to Oet. 1, 1952

SUMMER SCHEDULE

ily Except Sunday E. D. T.
Vinalhaven ........ 7.rm A. M.

PORT DISTRICT

Rockland ............

830 AJH.

Vinalhaven ........ 12.45 P. M,
Rockland
2.05 P.M.

Rockland ............

9.30 A. M.

Vinalhaven ........... 10.50 A. M.
Rockland ............ 3.36 P.M.
Vinalhaven .......... 4.50P.M.

June 2 to September 13
BOAT MARY A
ave Rockland 7.45 A. M.;
ve Vinalhaven 9.05 A. M.;
re Vinalhaven 4.15 P. M.; ArRockland 5.35 P. M.; On
tdays and Thursdays extra
of Mary A leaving Rockland
.15 P. BL; starting June 28
leave Vinalhaven Saturday
30 P. M. Instead of 4.15 P. M.

RTTNG SUNDAY JUNE 29
run Sundays leaving Rockat 8.45 A. M.; arriving
Ihaven 10.05 A. M. ..Leaving
Ihaven L30 P. M- arriving
land at 4.50 P. M. Leaving
land 5.00 P. M., arriving
Ihaven 636 P. M.
ibject to change without
notice)
as-tf

NORTH HAVEN
Starting June 2, 1952

Daily Except Sunday E. D T.
Lv. North Haven
7.00 A.M.
Ar. Rockland ............. 8.10 A.M.
Lv. North Haven ....... 12.15 P. M.
Ar. Rockland ............. 1.25 P. M.
Lv. Rockland ............. 9.15 A. M.
Ar. North Haven ....... 10.25 A. M.
Lv. Rockland ............. 3.30 P.M.
Ar. North Haven ....... 4.46 P. M.
STaSTINS-SUNDAY JUNT 29
TO SEPT 7 INCLUSIVE
Will run Sundays leaving
Rockland at 8.30 A. M. Arriv
ing North Haven 9.40 A. M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45 P.
M. Arriving Rockland at 4.55
P M
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.
Arriving North Haven at 6.10
P. M.
June 29th to Sept 6th inclu
sive extra trip from North
Haven every Saturday P. M.
Leaving North Haven at 5.30 P.
AL Arriving Kockland 6.40 P. M.

(Subject to change without
notice)
66-U

EXTRA SMOOTHNESS
Automatic Transmission

A complete power learn with
extra-powerful Valve-inHead engine and Automatic
Choke. 'Optional on De Lux*
models at extra cost.

lowest priced in its field!
Th« b«au*ifu! new StylaHna Oe luze ?-DocSedon lists for lets than ory comparable
"■odel in its field (Continuation of stondord
«<juipn»enf o«d trim iHuitro.’ed is dependent
on a*ai lobility ol notarial.)

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVRCLETS THAN ANY OTHER CARI

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

